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The hemodynamics in arteriole can be influenced by changes in 
mechanical/chemical properties of blood in many pathological conditions.  
Subsequently, the changes in hemodynamics will affect the gas transport in arterioles 
through altering gas transport properties of cells or diffusion dynamics of individual 
gasses.  Based on this motivation, the effect of hemodynamics on NO/O2 transport in 
small arteriole and surrounding tissues was investigated by a novel numerical 
approach that integrate a discrete red blood cell (RBC) simulation with gas transport 
simulation in one framework. 
A numerical model for discrete RBC simulation was developed.  In this model, 
shell-based membrane model and depletion-mediated aggregation model were utilized 
to express RBC mechanics and Immersed Boundary – Lattice Boltzmann Method (IB-
LBM) was used to solve fluid dynamics and fluid-structure interaction problem.  A 
novel method for updating fluid properties, called Flood-fill method, also developed 
to enhance computational efficiency.  The developed model then was utilized to 
investigate the changes in hemodynamics caused by RBC deformability and flow rate.  
Firstly, the aggregation dynamics of RBC doublet was studied.  In this study, the 
developed numerical model was validated by comparing dynamics of RBC doublet 
with previous study.  The results show that aggregation of RBC doublet can be 
retarded by a difference in RBC deformability amongst doublet members at a critical 
shear rate where RBCs start to aggregate each other.  Next, the transversal motion of 
RBC which might influence the gas transport was studied.  The results show that the 
dispersion dynamics was strongly influenced by flow rate and RBC deformability.  
The increased dispersion of RBCs in high hematocrit condition can enhances the 





could large enough to affect the species transport by enhancing the convective 
diffusion flux into the tissue. 
The gas transport model with discrete RBC was developed and integrated with the 
hemodynamic model.  The comparison of result between continuum RBC phase and 
discrete RBC shows a significant difference in NO/O2 concentration in tissues.  The 
combined model was also utilized to study the effect of transversal dispersion on gas 
transport.  As expected, the results show that O2 delivery into tissue was enhanced by 
increased RBC dispersion.  The combined model was utilized to investigate the effect 
of shear stress on RBC and its role in NO/O2 transport in small arteriole.  The change 
in rate of O2 release for single RBC was measured by experimental technique 
(spectrophotometry) and the obtained empirical relation between the shear stress and 
rate of O2 release was imposed in the gas transport model.  The results from 
hemodynamic-gas transport simulation with modified rate of O2 release show the 
cumulative effect of shear stress that the diminishing O2 delivery potential to tissue by 
the RBCs as they travel along a series of arterioles in the microvascular network.  
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION 
1. Hemodynamics in microvessels 
Microcirculation is a circulation of blood in small vessels such as artery, arteriole, 
capillary and venules.  The microcirculation is responsible for regulating blood flow 
in individual organs and for exchange between blood and tissue. The body fluids, 
gasses, nutrients and wastes are exchanges between blood and tissues cells during 
microcirculation [1].  Thus, the hemodynamics in microvessels will inevitably affect 
this exchange dynamics.  Therefore, the detailed quantitative understanding of 
hemodynamics in microvessels will be required to investigate the exchange dynamics 
in microcirculation. 
Blood is a concentrated suspension of formed elements that includes red blood 
cells (RBCs) or erythrocytes, white blood cells or leukocytes, and platelets. Amongst 
these components of blood, RBCs are the most important for its biological functions 
and its direct effect on hemodynamics.  As a result of RBCs being a major component 
of blood,  the blood flow is affected by the viscoelastic rheological properties of 
RBCs [2] and by their volume fraction.  Furthermore, the features of blood flow and 
the importance of RBC cell to cell interactions in describing overall blood flow may 
also vary greatly with the vessel diameter.  In the blood flow in vessels with diameters 
larger than approximately 200 μm, the size effect of the RBCs in relation to the vessel 
diameter can be neglected, hence blood can be modeled as a homogeneous non-
Newtonian fluid using a continuum description [1].  However, in microcirculation, the 
size of the RBCs is comparable to the vessels and a two-phase description of blood as 
a suspension of RBCs becomes essential.  The key observations from the two-phase 




that the RBCs tend to aggregate in the center of the flow.  Previous experimental 
studies [3, 4] have reported that the RBC cell concentration is almost constant in the 
core of the blood flow, but decreases to zero linearly near the vessel wall.  Thus, 
explicit modeling of RBCs is necessary for describing hemodynamics in microvessels 
 
2. Numerical studies in microvessel 
The experimental studies on microvessels have a long history, going back to the 
seventeenth century with the advent of the microscope. A renewed interest in the field 
since the 1960s has led to significant advances in the study of the microcirculation. 
Recent experimental findings for the mechanics of microcirculation has progressed 
greatly, in large part because of developments in experimental methodologies such as 
intravital microscopy and image analysis, fluorescent probes for in vivo measurements, 
new techniques for measuring molecular concentrations and Particle Image 
Velocimetry (PIV) [5, 6]. Currently however, experimental methods still present 
several limitations for the researcher. One weakness in imaging techniques appears to 
be the limited resolution of the measurement. The measuring techniques for molecular 
concentration are based on an invasive method therefore the measuring device may 
alter the blood flow inadvertently. Furthermore, direct measurements of pressure 
gradients, and therefore wall shear stress, in microvascular segments are scarce 
because of the difficulty in implementation. Lastly, experimental studies have to be 
carefully staged as any uncontrolled environments can serve as disturbances 
contributing to measurement error. The numerical study may overcome these 




The nature of blood flow changes greatly with the vessel diameter. In vessels 
larger than 200 µm, the blood flow can be accurately modeled as a homogenous fluid. 
However, in microcirculation, the RBCs should be treated as discrete fluid capsules 
suspended in plasma. This explicit description of discrete RBCs is now possible for 
numerical simulations because of the recent advances in computer and simulation 
technologies. Accordingly, significant effort has been devoted to the numerical study 
of RBC behavior in various flow situations. For example, Pozrikidis [7] has employed 
the boundary integral method for Stokes flows to investigate RBC deformation in 
both simple shear and channel flow. Eggleton and Popel [8] have combined the 
Immersed Boundary Method [9] with a finite element treatment of the RBC 
membrane to simulate large three-dimensional RBC deformation in simple shear flow. 
Recently, the Lattice Boltzmann Method has also been adopted for RBC flows in 
microvessels, where the RBCs were represented as two-dimensional rigid particles 
[10]. Bagchi [11] has simulated a large population of RBC in vessels of size 20 ~ 300 
µm without the consideration of RBC aggregation. Other developments in RBC 
simulations have led to Bagchi et al. [12] extending the Immersed Boundary Method 
of Eggleton and Popel to a two-cell system under the introduction of the intercellular 
interaction using a ligand-receptor binding model. In order to describe aggregation 
mechanisms, Chung et al. [13] have utilized the theoretical formulation of depletion 
energy proposed by Neu and Meiselman [14] to study two rigid elliptical particles in a 
channel flow. Liu et al. [15] simplified the depletion energy formulation by using a 
Morse type potential energy function and utilized it in their three-dimensional blood 






3. Gas transport in arterioles 
In terms of gas transport, there are two important components in the arterioles 
which are Oxygen (O2) and Nitrogen Oxide (NO). NO is involved in many important 
physiological and pathophysiological processes, including the regulation of vascular 
smooth muscle tone, inhibition of platelet aggregation, and neurotransmission [19]. 
One of the pathways for regulation of vascular smooth muscle (SM) tone is the 
release of NO from the endothelium cell (EC). The released NO diffuses into the 
blood lumen where it reacts with hemoglobin inside the RBCs, and into the nearby 
SM. In the SM, NO stimulates its target hemoprotein soluble guanylate cyclase (sGC) 
to catalyze the conversion of guanosine triphosphate to cyclic guanosine 
monophosphate (cGMP) thus relaxing the SM [20]. On the other hand, the O2 supply 
to the skeletal tissue (mainly maintained by the continuous stream of well-oxygenated 
RBCs) serves as an essential substrate for metabolism and other physiological 
functions [21, 22]. O2 delivery to tissue has long been considered to take place almost 
exclusively at the capillary stage. However, it has progressively become appreciated 
that tissue oxygenation is the result of a complex process in which a substantial 
amount of oxygen is exchanged through arterioles. Moreover in some tissues 
arterioles may be a greater oxygen source than capillaries. Scientific understanding of 
the bioavailability of these two gases (NO and O2) is important as abnormal changes 
in their bioavailability could lead to dysfunction of major tissues and organs [23, 24]. 
Thus, it would be functionally important to understand the changes in the 
bioavailability of NO and O2 in the arterioles in relation to the influence of 
hemodynamic interactions during flow; such hemodynamic features could potentially 






4. Gap and Purpose 
A study of gas transport in microcirculation is important because it can provide an 
understanding of metabolism in peripheral tissues which can directly relate to 
functions of individual organ. Despite the physiological importance of gas transport in 
the microcirculation, quantification of its processes in living systems and even in vitro 
setups have been extremely challenging due to the small vessel sizes involved [25]. 
Hence mathematical models have been proposed as an alternative approach that 
overcomes the limitations of experimental methods. Numerical models for the gas 
transport have been obtained from the discretization of the convection-diffusion 
partial differential equation (C-DPDE) in a single vessel system called the Krogh 
cylinder model [26]. In the Krogh cylinder model, blood and the blood lumen is 
modeled as a circular tube surrounded by annular tissue compartments of endothelium 
cell (EC), smooth muscle cell (SMC), and deep tissue (TS). There have been some 
variation in the earlier configurations of the Krogh cylinder by various numerical 
studies where the temporal discretization of the C-DPDE may be considered for either 
a steady-state or time-accurate analysis [27, 28] and the spatial discretization 
simplified to one-dimensional radial diffusion model [29] or a two-dimensional 
axisymmetric model [30]. Despite the multitude of gas-transport models and their 
growing realism in terms of the higher dimensional representations, the present 
numerical models simplify the discretization of the blood phase into a homogeneous 
continuum phase.  This may present a serious limitation in gas transport models for 
microvessel flows due to the failure of these simulations to capture the effects of 
discrete red blood cell (RBC) motion on the hemodynamics which in term mediate the 




convection is several-fold larger than that by diffusion alone and RBCs in the blood 
lumen which are in constant interaction with other cells and the lumen wall can 
dictate the temporal and spatial variation in the convection field in the blood lumen.  
Therefore, neglecting the discrete RBC-interactions in the microhemodynamics may 
significantly downplay the role of convective processes in the bioavailability of NO 
and O2 in the tissue. Furthermore, the discrete trajectories of the RBCs and the 
resulting effect of stress action on these individual RBCs in turn affect both the 
location and magnitude of the O2 release sources and NO scavenging sites and this 
directly influences the gas bioavailability in time and space.  These aspects of the gas 
transport physics cannot be considered when the blood lumen is modelled as a 
homogeneous phase of concentrated RBC-core. Therefore, a numerical approach 
where the discrete RBC flow simulation is coupled with the gas transport simulation 
is needed in order to represent the contribution of the discrete RBC phase to the 
spatiotemporal variation in the gas convection and source/sink terms of the C-DPDE. 
The hemodynamics in arteriole can be influenced by changes in 
mechanical/chemical properties of blood in many pathological conditions.  
Subsequently, the changes in hemodynamics will affect the gas transport in arterioles 
through altering gas transport properties of cells or diffusion dynamics of individual 
gasses.  This study aims to investigate the effect of hemodynamics on gas transport in 
small arteriole.  To achieve this purpose, a computational model that can simulate 
RBCs mechanics under various rheological conditions will be developed in chapter II. 
Next, the developed model will be utilized to investigate the changes in 
hemodynamics caused by altering RBCs deformability. The aggregation dynamics in 
RBC doublet and in multiple RBC flow will be studied in chapter III and the 




transport model will be integrated into the model for discrete RBCs flow in chapter V. 
Finally, hemodynamic – gas transport simulation in arteriole will be conducted to 







CHAPTER II: METHODS FOR HEMODYNAMIC SIMULATION 
1. Overview of methods for hemodynamic simulation 
A vital parameter for simulating RBC flow in microcirculation is the 
mechano-structural characteristics of the RBC. Over the past decades, many 
researchers have attempted to describe the micromechanics of RBCs and their studies 
have generated several mathematical and numerical models. These models are 
constructed with various degrees of physical relevance, idealization, and 
sophistication with regards to the cell constitution, geometrical configuration, and 
membrane properties [7]. Some of these models utilize a continuum description [31-
33] while others employ discrete RBC representations at the spectrin molecular level 
[34, 35] or at the mesoscopic scale [36-40]. 
In addition to the structural properties of RBCs affecting blood flow in the 
microcirculation, RBC aggregation also plays a key role in many important biological 
processes. While the physiological and pathological importance of RBC aggregation 
has been realized and extensive experimental investigations have been performed [1, 
41-45], the underlying mechanisms of the RBC aggregation are still subjects of 
investigation. The RBC aggregation in blood flow is initiated when the cells are 
drawn close together by the hydrodynamic forces governing the flow of plasma. If the 
shearing forces by the fluid motion are small, the cells tend to adhere to one another 
and form aggregates. Presently, there exist two theories that describe the mechanism 
of aggregation: bridging between cells by cross-linking molecules [46], and the 
balance of osmotic forces generated by the depletion of molecules in the intercellular 
space [14].  




bridging forces due to the adsorption of macromolecules onto adjacent cell surfaces 
exceed disaggregation forces due to electrostatic repulsion, membrane strain, and 
mechanical shearing [46, 47]. The depletion model on the other hand proposes that 
RBC cell aggregation occurs as a result of lower localized protein or polymer 
concentrations near the cell surface as compared to the suspending medium (i.e., 
relative depletion near the cell surface). This exclusion of macromolecules near the 
cell surface produces an osmotic gradient and thus a depletion interaction [48]. Both 
the bridging and the depletion models have specific limitations but are generally very 
useful models for describing aggregation phenomena [41, 49]. In general, both models 
assume that the attractive interaction between RBC surfaces occurs when the surfaces 
are within a close enough range and repulsive interaction occurs when the separation 
distance becomes sufficiently small. The repulsive interaction represents the steric 
forces due to the glycocalyx and electrostatic repulsion from the negative charges on 
the pairing RBC surfaces [50].  
However, as with any numerical approach, the topic of computational 
efficiency and fidelity ought to be considered. This sensitivity is particularly pertinent 
to the study of RBC transport behaviour, where feature sizes such as RBC diameters 
are typically on the micrometre scale. Correspondingly, the scale of discretization for 
the numerical model can be on the order of nanometres in order to preserve the 
accuracy and fidelity of the simulation. This is problematic for studies that are 
essentially multi-scale in nature, such as the study of a capillary network or an organ – 
the modelled domain in its entirety is several orders larger than the discretization 
scale required to capture reasonably correct flow physics. Understandably, the 
computational cost for such studies will be high. Therefore, strategies such as parallel 




order to study the many practical biological systems. From the perspective of applied 
models, many studies are trending towards tackling large multi-scale problems. 
Furthermore the popularity of multicore computing provides a huge potential for more 
efficient computational algorithms for solving mathematical RBC models 
numerically. 
In this chapter, the methods for simulation of RBC flow in microcirculation 
are summarized.  It consists of three parts: a) methods for RBC modelling that 
consisted of shell-based membrane model and depletion-mediated aggregation model, 
b) methods for fluid dynamics and fluid-structure interaction problem, and c) a novel 
methods for updating fluid properties.  
 
2. RBC modelling 
2.1 Shell-based membrane models 
One of the representative models based on a continuum description of the 
RBC is the model developed by Pozirikidis [33]. In his approach, the membrane of an 
RBC is represented by a highly deformable two-dimensional shell without thickness. 
During deformation and membrane displacement, the velocity across the RBC 
membrane is continuous thereby satisfying the non-slip condition. However there 
exists a jump in the interfacial tension F

  across the membrane which is presented 










      (1) 
where T

 is the membrane tension. The membrane tension can be decomposed into 








taken in the directions normal and tangential to the membrane surface respectively.  
Pozirikidis’s formulation can be used in conjunction with any constitutive law 
or laws that describe the in-plane tension τ and transverse shear tension q. 
Accordingly, these various constitutive laws are employed to satisfy the different 
requirements of the studied physical phenomenon. In the case of in-plane tension τ, 
the Neo-Hookean model is the most widely utilized membrane constitutive law 
because of its simplicity [11, 12, 51, 16, 18]. Despite being a simple model, it is 
however sufficient for taking deformability into account [52]. In this model, the 
constitutive law is expressed by the strain energy function  [53]:  
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where SE  is the shear elastic modulus of the RBC membrane, and 1I , 2I  are the first 
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The terms 
1  and 2  are the principle strains. Equation (2) can also be expressed in 
terms of principal stretch ratios 
1  and 2  as follows 
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For a two-dimensional simulation, the two-dimensional RBC is the equivalent 
of a three-dimensional cell subject to stretching in one direction. This leads to the 




direction along the membrane and “2” indicates the out of plane direction. The 
deformation 
2  in the out of plane direction is not zero but can be expressed in terms 
of 
1  through equation (5) since 02   , Consequently, the formulation for a two-
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where 
1   and 1  .  
In addition to elastic deformation, the RBC membrane has been observed to 
demonstrate area incompressibility in experiments [54]. The membrane 
incompressibility can be represented by employing the modulus of area dilatation. 
The contribution of the modulus of area dilatation can be achieved through two 
general approaches. The first approach includes the area dilatation term in the strain 
energy function as proposed by Evans-Skalak et al. [31]. However, Eggleton and 
Popel [8] have reported that the Evans-Skalak model requires a large modulus of area 
dilatation to achieve membrane incompressibility and this resulted in numerical 
instability. The second approach included the area dilatation term directly in the stress 
calculation as demonstrated by Pozrikidis [7]. 
As mentioned earlier, Pozirikidis’s approach requires explicit modelling of the 
two principal tensions. In addition to a constitutive model for the in-plane tension τ 
(equations (2) to (6)) a constitutive model is required for the transverse shear tension 
q. The transverse tension is expressed in terms of bending moment m: 





q B 0        (7) 
where 




 l0  is the position dependent, mean curvature of the resting shape. An alternate 
model for predicting the bending resistance is presented by Helfrich’s formulation 
[55] which is as follows 
   nEccEnF LBBgBn    2222 020    (8) 
where   is the mean curvature, g  is the Gaussian curvature, 0c  is the spontaneous 
curvature, and 
LB  is the Laplace-Beltrami operator. 
 
2.2 Depletion mediated model RBC aggregation model 
A representative approach for Depletion Theory Aggregation models has been 
given by Neu and Meiselman [14]. In their study, they proposed a theoretical model 
for depletion-mediated RBC aggregation in polymer solutions. In their model, the 
total interaction energy 
TW  per unit surface between two infinite plane surfaces is 
measured. The plane surfaces represent RBC surfaces are brought into close contact 
by the use of polymers such as dextran or poly ethylene glycol and the interaction 
energy 
TW  is given by the sum of the depletion attractive and electrostatic repulsive 
energies, with negligible van der Waals interactions 
EDT WWW          (9) 
 In equation (9), 
DW  and EW  are the depletion interaction and electrostatic energies 
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where  ,  , d,   and P are the osmotic pressure term, depletion thickness, 
intercellular distance, RBC glycocalyx thickness (5 nm) and penetration depth, 
respectively. The osmotic pressure term   and the depletion thickness   are 
functions of the molecular weight of the polymer and of the polymer concentration 
pC . The penetration depth P is a function of the polymer concentration calculated as 
follows: 
  bp CCeP  1        (11) 
where bC  is the penetration constant of the polymer in solution.  
The electrostatic energy is expressed in the form: 
    kdkdkE eek
k








, when 2d ,   (12a) 
        kdkdE ekkdkekdk
k









when 2d         (12b) 
where  ,  , 0  and k are the surface charge density of RBC, the relative permittivity 
of the solvent, the permittivity of the vacuum, and the Debye–Huckel length, 
respectively. The above formulation predicts an optimal polymer concentration for the 
interaction energy: the interaction energy initially increases with an increase in 
concentration, reaches a maximum and then decreases as the concentration increases. 
Furthermore, the interaction energy gradually increases to reach a maximum and then 
decreases to zero as the two surfaces approach. When the surfaces approach a distance 





Chung et al. [13] used Derjaguin’s integral approximation to extend this 
formulation to surfaces of arbitrary shapes. The result of this approach shows that the 
attractive forces do not vary significantly across the region in which the interaction 
energies are effective. This is because the force is a derivative of energy with respect 
to distance and the energy tail is a linear function of distance. 
As mentioned above, the total interaction energy predicted by the depletion 
theory model is both a function of distance between membranes and polymer 
concentration. Due to the complexity of total interaction energy computation, Liu et 
al. [50] have proposed employing the Morse type potential energy function to 
simplify the formulation. In their method, the intercellular interaction energy Φ is 
given by 
        rrrrDr e  00 exp22exp      (13) 
where r is the surface separation, 0r  and eD  are, respectively, the zero force 
separation and surface energy, and β is a scaling factor controlling the interaction 
decay behavior. The total interaction force from such a potential is its negative 
derivative, i.e.,   rrf  / . The aggregation strength or interaction force between 
RBCs is represented by amount of surface energy eD  
in this model. However, since 
no experimental value of surface energy is available, one must find suitable value of 
eD  for the purpose of the simulation. 
 
3. Immersed Boundary - Lattice Boltzmann Method (IB-LBM) 
The Lattice Boltzmann Method (LBM) is a kinetic based approach to simulating 




which can move to one of the adjacent nodes. The major variable in LBM is the 
density distribution  txfi ,

 which may be considered as the mesoscopic density of 
molecules flowing in the direction of the velocity vectors ic

. In this study, we chose 
the two-dimensional lattice with 9 velocity components, so-called D2Q9 model. The 
corresponding velocity vectors ic

are defined as follows:  
c0=(0,0), c1=(1,0), c2=(0,1), c3=(-1,0), c4=(0,-1), c5=(1,1), c6=(-1,1), c7=(-1,-1), 
and c8=(1,-1). 
The time evolution of density distributions is governed by the lattice Boltzmann 
equation, which is a discrete version of the Boltzmann equation in classical statistical 
physics [56, 57]:  
     ftxftttxf iii  ,,ci

     (14) 
where Δt is the time step, and i  is the collision operator incorporating the change in 
if  due to the particle collisions. The collision operator is typically simplified by the 
single-time-relaxation approximation [58]: 
 










       (15) 
where τ is a relaxation parameter and  txf eqi ,














































     (16) 
Here,  i if  is the fluid density, / i iicfu

is the fluid velocity, 




factors defined as ω0=4/9, ωi= 1/9 for i=1-4 and ωi=1/36 for i=5-8. When an 
external or internal force is involved, (1) can be modified as follows [59]: 
      iiiii tFftxftttcxf  ,,

    (17) 





































     (18) 
where S

 is an external or internal force. Once the density distribution is obtained, the 
fluid density and velocity can be calculated as  i if  and  /5.0/ tScfu i ii 

. 
Through the Chapman–Enskog expansion, the macroscopic continuity and 




















      (20) 
where ν is the kinematic shear viscosity given by: 
  tcs
25.0         (21) 
and P is the pressure, expressed as: 
2scP           (22) 
The implementation of LBM mainly consists of two steps which are known as 
stream step and collision step. In the stream step, the density distribution  txfi ,

 
spreads into the adjacent lattices along the direction of velocity vector ic





fluid density and velocity are calculated from the updated density distribution. Next, 
in the collision step, a new equilibrium distribution  txf eqi ,

 is calculated by 
substituting the new fluid density and velocity into equation (16). Finally, a new 
density distribution is calculated by either equation (14) or (17). 
The Immersed Boundary Method (IBM) is a methodology to handle the fluid 
structure interaction problem. It was developed by Peskin in 1977 to simulate flexible 
membranes in fluid flows [9]. The membrane–fluid interaction is accomplished by 
distributing membrane forces as local fluid forces and updating membrane 
configuration according to local flow velocity. The membrane forces can consist of an 
elastic force generated in the membrane and an intercellular force due to membrane–
membrane interaction. In IBM, the membrane force  mm xF

 at nodes on membrane 
mx

 induced by membrane deformation is distributed to the nearby fluid nodes fx

 
through a local fluid force  ff xF

 in forms of: 




        (23) 
where  xD

 is a discrete delta function chosen to approximate the properties of the 
Dirac delta function [8, 60, 9]. In two-dimensional lattice system,  xD

































, otherwise       (24) 
where h is the lattice unit. The membrane velocity  mm xu

 can be updated in a similar 
way according to the local flow field:  








In this formulation, there is no velocity difference between the membrane and 
local fluid. Thus, the general no-slip boundary condition can be satisfied and no mass 
transfer through the membrane can occur. Additionally, both the force distribution 
(23) and velocity interpolation (25) should be carried out in a 4h×4h region [9], 
instead of a circular region of radius 2h as described elsewhere [61, 60, 62]. This is 
due to the specific approximation of the delta function (24) adopted in IBM. The sum 
of non-zero values of (24) in the square region is 1.0, and hence missing any nodes 
inside the square and outside of the circle of radius 2h would produce an inaccuracy 
in fluid forces and membrane velocity. 
 
4. Fluid property update scheme: Flood-fill method 
The fluid inside the RBC would have different properties compared to that outside 
the cell. Thus, typically, an index field is introduced to identify the relative position of 
a fluid node to the cell membrane [63, 60, 64, 62]. In previous IBM studies, 
Tryggvason et al. [63] addressed the index field issue by using a Poisson equation 
over the entire domain at each time step, but the available information from the 
explicitly tracked membrane was not fully employed [62]. On the other hand, Shyy 
and co-workers [61, 60, 62] suggested the update of fluid properties directly 
according to the normal distance to the membrane surface. Later, Zhang et al. [16, 18] 
modified this approach by using the shortest distance to the membrane. In their study, 
a thin layer that has a different viscosity from the exterior fluid domain was 
considered in the vicinity of the membrane which moves with the fluid flow.  
However, the viscosity of the other interior fluid was still the same as that in the 




In this study, we propose a new method to consider the viscosity of interior fluid. 
This method is based on the Flood-fill algorithm which is commonly used in graphic 
software to fill up an enclosed area or volume [65]. The Flood-fill algorithm utilizes 
three parameters: a start node, a target color, and a replacement color. There are many 
ways in which the Flood-fill algorithm can be structured, but they all make use of a 
queue or stack data structure, explicitly or implicitly. The algorithm can be speeded 
up by filling lines using the scan-line algorithm. Thus, we used the scan-line 
algorithm to enhance computational efficiency. 
Figure II-1 shows simulation domain near the membrane of RBC. The Flood-fill 
method assigns index value of 0.0 to the interior domain and 1.0 to the exterior 
domain in order to separate two domains in the index field. Thus, index values of 0.0 
and 1.0 are substituted into the target and replacement colors in the scan-line 
algorithm, respectively. A buffer domain, shown as boundary, is used to avoid the 
computational error caused by sudden changes of fluid property in the vicinity of 
RBC membrane. When the scan-line algorithm hits the boundary domain during 
filling process, it stops the processing of the current line and moves to the next line. 
The thickness of the boundary is 4 times the size of lattice of fluid domain h, and 
index values of the inside boundary are determined by Heaviside function and the 
shortest distance from membrane d as follows [64, 60]: 




















   (26) 
  hddH 2 when 0.1   
After determining the index field in the entire computational domain, the fluid 




      xdHx inexin

        (27) 




Figure II-1 Simulation domain near RBC membrane. The bold line represents the 
membrane of RBC and the h is size of lattice. 
  
The implementation of the Flood-fill method consists of three steps: initializing 
the index field, drawing the boundary, and filling the interior. In the initialization step, 
the index field of the entire fluid domain is filled by index value of 1.0. Then, the 
boundary domain of each RBC is specified by equation (26). Finally, the start node is 




Firstly, we define a querying window of 4h×4h around the membrane node. Next, all 
the nodes in the querying window are examined until we find a node that satisfies the 
three constrains: 1) the normal distance between the membrane node and fluid node 
should satisfy 2h < d < 3h. 2) the fluid node should be located in the RBC. 3) the 
index value on the fluid node should be 1.0 in order to exclude boundary domain. The 
scan-line algorithm then begins from the start node until all the interior fluid nodes are 
replaced by index value of 0.0. Figure 2 shows the index field before and after 
conducting the Flood-fill method. Initially, the membrane of RBC was immersed into 
fluid domain, as shown in Figure II-2(a). After finishing calculation of the index field, 
the interior domain was filled with index value of 0.0 (black) and thus it could be 
successfully separated from the exterior domain (white) as shown in Figure II-2(b). In 
all simulations, the viscosity of 1.2 cP was assigned to the exterior domain of the 




   
Figure II-2 Implementation of Flood-fill method. (a) Index field before conducting the 
Flood-fill method; (b) Index field after conducting the Flood-fill method.  Black and 





The Flood-fill method is an extension of the approach proposed by Zhang et al. 
[51]. As mentioned earlier, in their approach, the difference in fluid viscosity was 
imposed only in the vicinity of the membrane. However, in the Flood-fill method, the 
viscosity difference is extended to the entire interior domain. Thus, the Flood-fill 
method would better reflect the effect of fluid viscosity difference on RBC 
deformation compared to the previous method. The results in Figure II-3 demonstrate 
the effect of the interior viscosity on RBC deformation. The result by the Flood-fill 
method is shown against the results obtained from previous methods simulated for a 
simple shear flow at 100 s
-1
. In the case of the indexless method, there was no division 
of the fluid domain and the entire domain has a uniform viscosity of 1.2 cP. In the 
method proposed by Zhang et al. [51], the different viscosity of 6.0 cP was imposed 
only in the boundary domain, whereas for the Flood-fill method, the different 
viscosity was applied in both the boundary and the interior domain. As shown in the 
figure, for the same shear condition, the RBC deformation could be significantly 






Figure II-3 Deformation of RBC simulated by three different methods. Image was 





CHAPTER III: EFFECT OF DEFORMABILITY DIFFERENCE BETWEEN 
TWO ERYTHROCYTES ON THEIR AGGREGATION 
 
1. Introduction 
The aggregation of two RBCs is a basic component of RBC aggregates in blood 
flow. Moyers-Gonzalez and Owens [66] investigated aggregation of RBCs in tubes 
with diameters ranging from 10 to 1000 µm by using a kinetic approach, and 
concluded that most of aggregates in blood flow consisted of two RBCs called as 
doublet. Therefore, understanding of doublet dynamics would provide a better insight 
into the RBC aggregation in blood flow. In a numerical study of doublet dynamics by 
Bagchi et al. [12], the ligand-receptor binding model based on the bridging hypothesis 
was utilized to describe the aggregation of RBCs for investigating the effect of 
rheological properties on behavior of a doublet. Another numerical study by Wang et 
al. [17] investigated the rheology of a doublet in a simple shear and channel flow by 
utilizing the Morse type potential function for the RBC aggregation. In both of the 
above-mentioned studies, the deformability of two RBCs in a doublet was identical. 
However, the cells deformability has been reported to be significantly different even 
in physiological conditions [67]. Therefore, in this study, we imposed different 
deformabilities for each RBC member in the doublet to investigate the effect of this 
deformability difference on the doublet aggregation. 
 Lattice Boltzmann Method (LBM) and Immersed Boundary method (IBM) were 
utilized to handle fluid dynamic and fluid-structure interaction problems, respectively. 
These two methods have recently been adopted for many blood flow simulations [68-




the RBC aggregation and the zero thickness shell model proposed by Pozrikidis [33] 
was adopted to describe RBC deformation. Since the viscosity of RBC cytoplasm is 
~5 times greater than that of the suspending plasma, an updating scheme of the fluid 
property corresponding to motion of RBCs would be needed for more accurate 
simulation [63, 51]. Thus, in this study, we propose a new scheme for updating the 
fluid property, namely Flood-fill method. 
 
2. Materials and Methods 
The computational domain consisted of two components: the fluid domain using 
Eulerian grid and the RBCs domain using Lagrangian grid. As shown in Figure 
II-2(a), the RBC had a biconcave shape described by the following equations [7]: 
 sinax          (28) 
   cossin123.1sin003.2207.0
2
42  ay     (29) 
where 13.2a  µm   is the equivalent cell radius, 88.1 is the ratio between the 
maximum radius of the biconcave disk in the transverse plane of symmetry and 
equivalent radius, and the parameter χ ranges from -0.5π to 1.5π. The width and 
height of the fluid domain were both 30 µm and the domain was discretized into 201 
uniform lattices; therefore, the size of lattice was 0.15 µm. Two RBCs were placed in 
the center of the fluid domain with an initial angle of tumbling as 0.0, as shown in 
Figure III-1(a). Figure III-1(b) shows the angle of tumbling, defined as the angle 
between the horizontal axis of the computational domain and the line connecting the 
centers of mass of the two RBCs. The RBC membrane was discretized into 100 




shear elastic modulus and bending modulus of the RBC membrane were assumed to 
be 6.0×10
-3
 dyn/cm and 3.6×10
-12
 dyn·cm, respectively in physiological conditions 
[51]. The reduced ratio of bending to elastic modulus ( SBb EaEE
2/ ) was 0.01 [7], 
and this condition was satisfied in all simulations. The effect of density difference in 
the simulation domain was neglected due to the low Reynolds number (Re < 0.05) 
[18].  
     
Figure III-1Schematic diagram of simulation domain. (a) Computation domain with 
two RBCs in a simple shear condition (100 s
-1
); (b) Definition of tumbling angle (θ).  
The grey arrows indicate the direction of shear flow. 
 
To validate our numerical model, we simulated the doublet dynamics under 
different aggregating conditions, but at the same level of RBC deformability. The 
RBC doublet was subjected to simple shear flow at 100 s
-1
 which lies between the  
experimental range where RBC aggregates maintain aggregation (< 46 s
-1
) and 
dissociate (> 115 s
-1
) for normal human blood [74]. A comparison of the aggregation 
results was then made against previous literature. 
The second set of simulations at 50 s
-1
 was conducted for studying the effect of 




previous set (100 s
-1
) in order to capture the aggregation-dissociation dynamics under 
physiological aggregation strength. Previous numerical studies investigated the effect 
of RBC deformability on the RBC aggregation, but only considered the effect of bulk 
deformability [12, 18]. In those studies, both RBCs in the doublet were defined to 
have the identical deformability. In this study, we considered the effect of the 
deformability difference between the two RBCs in a doublet. The detailed information 
of the computational parameters is shown in Table III-1. To describe the aggregation 
dynamics of the doublet, we employed the concept of relative contact area between 
the two cells which was defined as the ratio between the number of nodes subjected to 
aggregation forces above a minimum threshold (1.2% of the maximum aggregation 
force) and the total number of nodes defined on RBC membrane [12].  
Table III-1  Shear elastic modulus [10
-3
 dyn/cm] of RBCs in simulation.  
Name   RBC1   RBC2   RBC1-
RBC2  
Case I   6.0   6.0   0.0  
Case II   9.0   6.0   3.0  
Case III   10.5   6.0   4.5  
Case IV   24.0   12.0   12.0  
 
3. Results and discussion 
3.1 Validation of the computational model 
Numerical simulation of two RBCs with different aggregation strengths was 
conducted for validation purpose. The aggregation strength between the two cells was 
represented by the surface energy De as mentioned above. Based on a previous 




maintain its aggregation in shear conditions < 46 s
-1
 but appears to dissociate at shear 
rates > 115 s
-1
. Thus, in the present study, we assumed that the two RBCs would start 
the dissociation process at 100 s
-1 





) of De which just dissociated the aggregate in that shear condition. 
This surface energy is 2.5 fold higher than that used by Zhang et al. [16] for the weak 
aggregation condition that made aggregate dissociation occurred at 20 s
-1
. All the 
surface energy used in our simulation was normalized by that physiological surface 
energy. Thus, the normalized surface energy (De*) equal to unity indicates the 
aggregation strength in physiological conditions and De* > 1.0 represents the 
aggregation strength greater than the physiological strength. The simulation was 
conducted over a range of De* from 1.0 to 5.0 at 100 s
-1
. 
Svetina and Ziherl [75] have reported three different aggregation modes for a 
doublet in their numerical study. These modes are defined to be flat-contact, sigmoid-
contact, and relaxed sigmoid-contact which are correspondingly associated with low 
aggregation strength, medium aggregation strength, and high aggregation strength. 
The schematic diagram of the three contact modes is presented in Figure III-2. Similar 
forms of the three aggregation modes have also been observed in a previous 
experimental study [76] and the present simulation study. Figure III-3 shows the 
instantaneous images during one tumbling cycle under different aggregating 
conditions. In the case of De*=1.0 (Figure III-3(a)), the doublet dissociated during the 
cycle of tumbling, which was expected since the De was the aggregating condition 
where the RBC aggregate should dissociate in such a shear condition. In Figure 
III-3(b), with De*=2.0, the contact mode of the doublet appeared to be the flat-contact. 
With De* increased to 3.0, both flat-contact and sigmoid-contact could be observed 




contact and relaxed sigmoid-contact seemed to exist during the tumbling cycle 
(Figure III-3(d) and (e)). Thus, our results were in good agreement with those 
reported by Svetina and Ziherl [75], supporting validity of our simulation model. 
 
 
Figure III-2 Contact modes in a doublet. (a) Flat-contact mode; (b) Sigmoid-contact 
mode; (c) Relaxed sigmoid-contact mode.   
 
 
Figure III-3 Instantaneous images of doublet during one cycle of tumbling at 100 s
-1
. 




point when the tumbling angle is π/2, and λ is the time required for one tumbling 
cycle. 
 
3.2 Effect of RBC deformability on aggregation 
Figure III-4 shows the simulation result of the doublet with different elastic 
moduli when De*=1 (physiological aggregating condition). The contact area varied 
with time in all cases due to the tumbling action of the doublet. In Case I (two cells 
with the same deformability), as shown in Figure III-4(a), the contact area seemed to 
be fully recovered after each tumbling motion. When the shear elastic modulus 
difference increased by 3.0×10
-3
 dyn/cm (Case II, Figure III-4(b)), the contact area 
seemed to be gradually reduced after each tumbling motion, but the cells still 
maintained aggregation. As the elastic modulus difference further increased by 
4.5×10
-3
 dyn/cm (Case III, Figure III-4(c)), the doublet became dissociated after two 
tumbling cycles. It is likely due to the difference in tumbling frequency between the 
two cells.  
The tumbling frequency can be influenced by the flow condition as well as the 
shear elastic modulus of the cells. The combined effect of the membrane property and 
flow condition can be represented by a dimensionless shear rate which expresses the 
ratio of external viscous deforming stresses to restoring elastic tensions. The 
dimensionless shear rate is given as , where µ is the viscosity of the 
exterior fluid, k is the shear rate, and  is the equivalent radius of RBC. Ramanujan 
and Pozrikidis [53] reported that the RBC deformation could be determined by the 
dimensionless shear rate G and the viscosity ratio between interior and exterior fluid 
of RBC. Previously, Sui et al. [68] have studied the two-dimensional and three-






result for the two-dimensional cell, the cell tumbling frequency increased by about 
40% when G was decreased from 0.01 to 0.001. Since G has an inverse relationship 
with the shear elastic modulus, elevating the shear elastic modulus would result in an 
increase in the cell tumbling frequency. 
From the understanding of single-cell tumbling dynamics discussed above, we can 
infer that RBC1 tumbles faster than RBC2 due to its higher shear elastic modulus (see 
Table III-1). Consequently, this difference in tumbling speed might trigger the 
dissociation process by decreasing the contact area. Figure 8 shows doublet 
dissociation caused by the difference in tumbling speed at various time intervals. As 
shown in Figure III-5(a) and (b), the difference in tumbling speed reduces the doublet 
contact area. Since aggregation tendency of a doublet is positively related to the 
contact area, the reduction in the contact area represents the weakening of doublet 
aggregation. After several tumbling cycles, continual reduction in the contact area 
eventually causes doublet dissociation (Figure III-5(c) and (d)). However, 
interestingly unlike the Case III (Figure III-4(c)), although the shear elastic modulus 
difference between the two RBCs was largest in Case IV (12.0×10
-3
 dyn/cm), the 
doublet did not dissociate. As shown in Table III-2, although the absolute difference 
in the shear elastic modulus (Table III-1) in Case IV was greater than that in Case III, 
the G difference was smaller for Case IV than Case III. Therefore, the difference in 
tumbling speed for Case IV would be less than that for Case III. We believe that this 
could be the main reason why the doublet in Case IV was not dissociated when the 







Figure III-4 Contact area variations with time at 50 s
-1 
under different shear elastic modulus conditions. (a) Case I, no difference in the shear elastic 
modulus for the two cells; (b) Case II, 3.0×10
-3
 dyn/cm difference; (c) Case III, 4.5×10
-3










Figure III-5 Doublet dissociation caused by shear elastic modulus difference (Case III). RBC1 has a higher shear elastic modulus than RBC2.  
 
Table III-2 Dimensionless shear rate (G) in simulation. 
Name   RBC1   RBC2   RBC1-RBC2 
Case I   0.0213   0.0213   0.0 
Case II   0.0142   0.0213   -0.0071 
Case III   0.0122   0.0213   -0.0091 






3.3 Limitations of present approach 
In the present study, a two-dimensional model was employed for describing the 
deformable characteristics of RBC membrane. However, the deformation of the RBC 
membrane is in reality a three-dimensional phenomenon.  Thus, the two-dimensional 
simulation may not fully describe such an event.  For example, in a two-dimensional 
doublet at resting state (zero bulk shear), the pairing cells can readily conform to each 
other through membrane bending. However, a three-dimensional doublet requires in-
plane shear as well as bending for the pairing membrane surfaces to conform to each 
other. Therefore, the role of shear and bending elasticity in doublet 
aggregation/dissociation dynamics may be quantitatively different for two- and three-
dimensional models. Another potential limitation could arise from non-consideration 
of the viscoelasticity and thermal fluctuation in the membrane constitutive law. 
Previous studies [77-79, 38] have reported that these two parameters can affect the 
membrane deformation, which may in turn influence the aggregation tendency 
between RBCs.  In addition, a shear rate of 100 s
-1
 was used to cause dissociation in 
physiological conditions and 50 s
-1 
was used to investigate the effect of the cell 
deformability on aggregation.  Presumably, at much higher shear rates than 100 s
-1
, 
dissociation would occur, independent of cell elasticity, whereas at much lower shear 
rates than 50 s
-1
, cells would remain aggregated unless they were very rigid.  









In summary, we have performed numerical simulations on doublet dynamics in 
two stages. The first simulation was conducted at 100 s
-1
 for model validation. The 
second set of simulations was conducted at 50 s
-1
 to study possible cell deformability 
effects on doublet aggregation under low shear conditions. The results indicate that 
doublets with homogenous RBC deformability maintained aggregation while an 
increased deformability difference resulted in doublet dissociation.  This finding 
would be important since a considerable difference in deformability between RBCs 
can be observed in physiological conditions.  Hochmuth and Waugh [67] have 
reported the elastic modulus of RBCs in healthy humans to be about 6~9×10
-3
 
dyn/cm. Separately, recent measurements of the shear elastic modulus using various 
methods have shown the physiological range to be around 4~7.5×10
-3
 dyn/cm [80-
83]. These findings indicate that the upper limit of the shear elastic modulus can be 
greater than the lower limit by two fold. Therefore, a considerable discrepancy in 
deformability between two RBCs in a single doublet can be found in physiological 
conditions.  As shown in this study, the consideration of heterogeneous RBC 
deformability may significantly alter the bulk transport behavior of blood in the 
microcirculation where aggregation can play an important role. Therefore, the 
heterogeneity effect should be included in future microcirculatory models studying 






CHAPTER IV: TWO-DIMENSIONAL SIMULATION OF TRANSVERSAL 
MOTION OF RED BLOOD CELLS IN MICROFLOW 
 
1. Introduction 
The dynamic characteristics of the RBC flow in microvessels can be expressed 
in terms of rheological parameters such as relative apparent viscosity, thickness of 
cell-free-layer (CFL), and the velocity profile along the transversal direction. These 
parameters can be related to microcirculation features such as flow resistance, wall 
shear stress and the transport of gases between the flow stream and surrounding 
tissues. However, the flow dynamics of individual RBCs cannot be fully explained by 
the rheological parameters. The dynamic motion of individual RBCs in microflow 
may result in a non-homogeneous distribution of RBCs. Therefore, the information on 
the individual cell motions is imperative to better understand hemodynamics in the 
microcirculation. The movement of RBCs towards the flow center (transversal 
migration) is due mainly to the shear stress gradient in the flow field. However, in the 
case of high hematocrit flows, such dynamic motions of RBCs become more 
complicated due to interactions between the cells and thus the trajectory of RBCs may 
fluctuate in the transversal direction. Previous studies [84, 85] examined the 
transversal dispersion of RBCs experimentally. In those studies, a dispersion 
coefficient was used to quantify the random transversal motion of RBCs that could 
significantly be affected by cell-cell interactions. However, it should be noted that, 
due to technical limitations, most experimental studies on the individual cell dynamics 
were conducted only at low pseudoshear rates (< 10 s
-1
) to acquire sufficient 




higher (> 25 s
-1
) [86].  Several previous theoretical studies [18, 87, 88] have simulated 
RBC flows at physiological pseudoshear rates.  However, the focus of their studies 
was mainly on prediction of rheological properties such as effective viscosity and 
cell-free layer thickness.  
To study the transversal motion of RBCs by adopting a numerical approach, 
blood should be modeled as a multi-phase fluid with discrete RBCs. The immersed 
boundary – lattice Boltzmann method (IB-LBM) has recently been utilized to describe 
the single RBC dynamics [12, 69, 51, 70, 68, 89] as well as multiple RBCs dynamics 
in simple shear flow [18, 11]. Recently, we have reported an IB-LBM model 
implemented with a novel fluid property updating scheme (Flood-fill method) to 
simulate the dissociation of a doublet aggregate [89]. In the present study, we have 
applied our previous model to multiple RBCs flows in the two-dimensional domain to 
investigate the transversal motion of individual RBCs in blood flow over a range of 
pseudoshear rates (25-100 s
-1
) found in arterioles.  
 
2. Material and Methods 
2.1 Configurations of the simulation 







, were used to represent normal and less deformable RBCs, 







to satisfy a condition where the reduced ratio of bending to 
elastic modulus ( SBb EaEE









start the dissociation process at pseudoshear rates (PSR)  100 s-1 [89]. The viscosity 
of cytoplasm was 6.0 cP while that of the suspending plasma was 1.2 cP. The density 
difference between cytoplasm and plasma was neglected due to the low Reynolds 
number (Re < 0.05) [18]. A total of 70 RBCs were used to simulate arteriolar RBCs 
flows in a two-dimensional domain (25 µm  100 µm), and the corresponding tube 
hematocrit (Ht) was 40%. The simulations were conducted under three shear 
conditions; at low (PSR ~ 25 s
-1
), moderate (~ 50 s
-1
) and high (~ 100 s
-1
) flow rates. 
The pressure gradient between the inlet and outlet boundaries for the three flow rates 




2.2 Dispersion coefficient (Dyy) 
In the present study, the transversal motion of RBCs was quantified by a 
dispersion coefficient. The dispersion coefficient has been utilized to quantify a 
convective dispersion of RBCs in previous studies [84, 85, 90, 91]. The dispersion 











       (30) 
where  and t are the time averaged square transversal displacement 
of i-th RBC and a time interval, respectively. The dispersion coefficient can be 
affected by the initial position of RBCs (yi(t0)) as well as the time interval (t) for the 
measurement.  In this study, the time interval corresponding to a longitudinal 
displacement of individual RBCs was used to calculate the dispersion coefficient. The 
longitudinal displacement of RBCs in this analysis was 250 µm in total which is the 
averaged interbifurcation distance for a 25-µm arteriole in the microvascular network 




[92]. The individual dispersion coefficients (equation (30)) were used to examine the 
transversal dynamics of individual RBCs, whereas the dispersion coefficients of 



















      (31) 
where N is the number of RBCs considered.  
 
3. Results and Discussion 
3.1 RBCs flow 
 In the present study, two sets of simulations were conducted by using two 
different deformability of RBC.  Table IV-1 shows the resulting pseudoshear rates 
(PSR = mean velocity / vessel width (W)) in using 21.6, 43.2, and 86.4 kPa m
-1
 as the 
pressure gradients between the inlet and outlet boundaries of our simulation domain. 
The PSR was slightly deviated from the desired values (25, 50, and 100 s
-1
) since the 





Table IV-1 Result of flow rate in the simulation. 
CASE  Deformability    Pseudoshear rate (PSR) [s
-1
] 
I   Normal deformable   28.37, 56.87, and 113.14 
II   Less deformable   22.29, 51.30, and 108.93 
 
 
Figure IV-1 Results of RBCs flow A: relative apparent viscosity and B: normalized CFL.  ○) CASE I (normal deformable): Es = 6×10
-3





  □) CASE II (less deformable): Es = 20×10
-3




  ▲) Freund and Orescanin [88]: Es = 4.2×10
-3





  ●) Zhang et al. [18]: Es = 6×10
-3




 ■) Zhang et al. [18]: Es = 1.2×10
-2








Figure IV-1 shows the relative apparent viscosity and the thickness of cell-free 
layer (CFL) normalized by the vessel radius, with respect to the shear rate. We 
compared the current results with those reported in previous simulation studies where 
two-dimensional simulations in a 19.5-µm vessel [18] and three-dimensional 
simulations in a 11.5-µm vessel [88] were performed. There seemed to be a slight 
difference between the present and previous results, which could be due to the 
difference in the simulation conditions.  As shown in figure 9, the relative apparent 
viscosity and the normalized CFL in the present study were slightly more affected by 
the shear rate in CASE II (less deformable) than CASE I (normal deformable).  The 
shear rate effect would be due to the difference in shear-induced migration of RBCs 
towards the flow center. The shear-induced cell migration can be retarded by 
decreasing the shear rate and this effect becomes more pronounced in CASE II than 
CASE I. Therefore, the increase of the relative apparent viscosity and reduction of the 
CFL thickness by decreasing the shear rate can be more apparent in CASE II than 
CASE I.  
 
3.2 Transversal motion of RBCs 
Figure IV-2A shows the averaged dispersion coefficients with respect to the 
shear rate. Previous studies have reported that the convective dispersion of RBCs is 
mainly caused and enhanced by collisions between RBCs and the collision frequency 
could be influenced by the shear rate and RBCs deformability [85]. Our results 
demonstrate the effect of the shear rate and RBCs deformability on dispersion of 




coefficients of CASE II (less deformable) were consistently higher than CASE I 
(normal) regardless of PSR.  In addition, the average dispersion coefficient in the 









reported in a previous experimental study (Lima et al. [91]) where much lower PSR 
and discharge hematocrit were used (PSR ~ 1.8 s
-1
, H = 35%). Our higher dispersion 
coefficients would be resulted partly from the enhanced shear-induced migration of 
RBCs at higher PSR. The shear-induced migration would promote the transversal 













The transversal velocity of plasma (suspending medium) was also strongly 
affected by the transversal dispersion of RBCs. Figure IV-2B shows the time 
averaged transversal velocity of plasma with respect to PSR. The transversal velocity 
of plasma seemed to have a strong linear relation with PSR regardless of RBC 
deformability. This trend of the transversal velocity of plasma was similar to that of 
the dispersion coefficient. Interestingly, the plasma velocity in CASE II was 
consistently greater than that in CASE I, which might be due mainly to the similar 
trend shown in RBC dispersion in Figure IV-2A.  In the microcirculation, there would 
be a plasma flux into the tissue through the endothelium, called transmural flux. 
Several previous studies reported that the transmural velocity could influence species 
transport into the tissue [93-95]. The order of magnitude for our transversal velocity 
was 10
-5
 m/s, which is much greater than that (4.0 x 10
-8
 m/s) reported previously 
[96]. Therefore, the transversal velocity induced by the transversal motion of RBCs 
would also affect the species transport by enhancing the convective diffusion flux into 
the tissue. 
 
3.3 Dispersion coefficient 
Figure IV-3 show the probability of dispersion coefficient with respect to the 
radial position of RBCs for CASE I (normal deformable) and CASE II (less 
deformable), respectively.  Although its probability distribution seemed to slightly 
change with PSR, the majority of the dispersion coefficients for individual RBCs were 




/s regardless of PSR or RBC deformability.  The 




hemodynamic impact of individual RBCs on transport of nitric oxide and oxygen in 
small arterioles would be in part dependent upon their radial positions. Figure IV-4 
show the distribution of averaged dispersion coefficients in the transversal direction 
based on the initial position of RBCs for CASE I and CASE II.  The averaged 
dispersion coefficient near the flow center was higher than that near the wall.  The 




/s) was only 17.6% 
near the wall (y/W < 0.25 and > 0.75) but 42% near the flow center (0.25 < y/W < 
0.75). On the other hand, a previous study [91] showed an opposite result as shown in 
Table IV-2.  It is of note that they used a much lower PSR as compared to ours. 
Therefore, such discrepancy between our results and theirs would indicate that the 
RBCs motion in normal flow conditions (PSR > 25 s
-1
) might be completely different 
from that in very low flow conditions (PSR ~ 1.8 s
-1
).  At such low flow rates, the 
transversal motion of RBCs near the center of vessel would be greatly restricted by 
formation of RBC aggregation leading to a blunted velocity profile, whereas the 
aggregation effect would be insignificant near the wall. In contrast, under normal flow 
conditions, the high shear condition would be unfavorable to the aggregation even 























Table IV-2 Averaged dispersion coefficients at three transversal locations.  
 












108.93  1.8 
0.2  0.75 0.76 1.01  0.77 0.98 1.34  0.65 
0.35 1.16 1.41 1.73  1.20 1.71 2.32  0.53 
0.5  1.27 1.51 1.71  1.30 1.79 2.38  0.43 
y: initial location of cells from the wall, and W: vessel width. The unit of dispersion coefficients is 
10-7 cm2/s. 
 
3.4 Transversal displacement  
The transversal displacement is defined as a distance between the initial 
transversal position and the final transversal position of RBC.  Apparently, there 
seemed to be a strong relation between the dispersion coefficient and the transversal 
displacement. Figure IV-5 shows the relation between them for CASE I (normal 
deformable) and CASE II (less deformable).  The dispersion coefficient appeared to 
exponentially increase with the transversal displacement and the increasing rate was 
significantly affected by the RBCs deformability and flow rate. The result shows that, 
for the same amount of transversal distance, the trajectories of RBCs at high flow 
rates fluctuate more than at low flow rates and interestingly the trajectories of less 
deformable RBCs fluctuate more than normal deformable RBC at low flow rates.  As 
mentioned earlier, the interaction between RBCs would be the main cause of both 
transversal displacement and dispersion, but the resultant motion of RBCs caused by 

































=0.74)  D: comparison of the relation 








Previous chapter has studied the changes of hemodynamics in microvessel 
caused by altered RBC deformability.  The changes in RBC deformability could 
influence the aggregation potential and the transversal motion of RBCs.  Amongst 
them, the transversal motion, especially transversal dispersion, of RBCs can directly 
influence the gas transport by enhancing effective diffusion coefficient for individual 
gasses [97].  Therefore, in this chapter, the effect of transversal motion on gas 
transport will be studied by using a novel hemodynamic – gas transport model. 
As mentioned in chapter I, the previous numerical models for gas transport 
simplified the discretization of the blood phase into a homogeneous continuum phase.  
Because of the simplification, the previous numerical models have a serious limitation 
that neglecting the discrete RBC-interactions in the microhemodynamics which may 
significantly downplay the role of convective processes in the bioavailability of NO 
and O2 in the tissue. This study overcomes the identified limitation by including both 
discrete RBCs simulation and gas transport simulation in one frame work.  
 
2. Materials and Methods 




The gas transport in the microcirculation is governed by the well-known 









      (32) 
where c represents the concentration of the gas molecule, D is the diffusion 
coefficient, and S is the source/sink term due to gas production and consumption. The 
flow velocity u

 can be obtained from the fluid dynamics module such as the 
aforementioned LBM for hemodynamic flows. To solve the equation (28) within the 
LBM framework, several models have been proposed [98-101]. Recently, Shi et al. 
[102] proposed a new scheme for the source term in the LBE for a better accuracy. 
In their model, a distribution function ij  is introduced, which is updated 
according to the following LBE 
   




















  (33) 
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The effect of the source term S in equation (32) is incorporated in the above 



























      (35) 
and  iti cD

 . Here,  1,0  is a parameter for different difference schemes 
[102]. The equilibrium distribution 
eq













































      (36) 
and the concentration c can be calculated from the distribution functions ij  by 

i
ijc          (37) 
Through a Chapman–Enskog analysis, the convection-diffusion equation can be 
recovered correctly from the above LBM algorithm. 
 
2.2 Rate of NO/O2 production in gas diffusion model 
In the present study, the NO production rate in EC is coupled with partial 
pressure of O2 in EC through Michealis-Menten kinetics [103] while an empirical 
equation of the RBC de-oxygenation suggested by Guillermo Gutierrez [104] was 
used to calculate rate of O2 production for individual RBC. The empirical equation 
was modified in order to address the effect of shear stress acting on the RBC. The 
original empirical equation of RBC de-oxygenation is given by 



















n      (39) 
]%)01154.0exp[(6325 887.22
' HbOkc       (40) 
where HbO2% is the percent oxy-hemoglobin saturation (i.e. HbO2% = 100HbO2), α 
is the Bunsen solubility coefficient of O2 in plasma (α = 1.39 x 10
-3
 mM/mmHg), and 




The de-oxygenation of RBC is expressed in terms of an external source (S) in 
the gas diffusion model (equation (32)). The locations in the computational domain 
occupied by RBCs will have an O2 production rate corresponding to the de-
oxygenation rate in equation (38). Subsequently, the O2 production rate in the gas 













2     (41) 
where HbRBC is the concentration of hemoglobin in the RBC (342 g/L), O2CRBC is the 
O2 capacity of hemoglobin (1.34 mL/g), and VRBC is the volume of a RBC (90 µm
3
). 
Note that the negative sign in equation (41) indicates the source term to be in opposite 
sense to the RBC de-oxygenation as the de-oxygenation leads to a production of O2 in 
the gas diffusion system. By substituting the values and matching units for µM/s, the 
equation (41) can be simplified as 



























  (42) 
 
2.3 Configurations of simulation 
Figure V-1 shows the computational domain of the two simulations. In the 
continuum phase RBC core, RBC core in the fluid domain was treated as a single and 
continuous homogeneous fluid (yellow) with a core hematocrit of 55%. In contrast, in 
the discrete RBC model, RBCs were represented as discrete particles (green) 
suspended in the plasma medium (red) under a tube hematocrit of 40% (this likewise 
to the continuum phase RBC approach, corresponds to a core hematocrit of 55%). In 




two simulations was the same but the average wall shear stress along the wall was 
used to calculate NO production rate in the case of continuum phase RBC core 
whereas a local wall shear stress that determined by a velocity gradient near the wall 
was used to calculate NO production rate in the case of discrete RBCs. The velocity 
components in the BL were neglected in the gas diffusion model for the continuum 
phase RBC core while these were considered for the discrete RBCs. The hemoglobin 
oxygen saturation (HbO2) was 90% for both simulations. Other properties of diffusion 






Figure V-1 Computational domains for continuum phase RBC core model and the 






Table V-1 Model parameters 
Definition      Value(s) 
Geometry 
 Width of blood lumen (BL)   25 µm 
 Width of endothelium cell (EC)  2 µm 
 Width of smooth muscle cell (SMC)  6 µm 
 Width of surrounding tissue (TS)  100 µm 
Diffusivity 
 NO      3300 µm2/s [103] 
 O2      2800 µm2/s  [103] 
O2 consumption rate 
 EC      coupled with NO production rate in EC 
 SMC      5 µM/s  [103] 
 TS      20, 100 µM/s  [27, 105]* 
Michaelis-Menten constant in EC    4.7  [106] 
Maximum NO production rate in EC   150 µM/s  [107] 
NO consumption rate 
 SMC      1 s
-1
  [27] 
 TS      1 s
-1
  [27] 
NO scavenging rate in BL at 45% hematocrit 382.5 s
-1
  [27] 
 
*: 20µM/s [27] represents a physiological level of TS-O2 consumption rate and 





3. Results and discussion 
3.1 Calibration of gas diffusion model 
One of the key equations utilized in the present gas diffusion model is the rate of 
O2 production in the gas transport domain (equation (38) and (42)). The hemoglobin-
oxygen saturation of whole RBC is only a function of the bulk partial pressure of 
oxygen in the medium in the original empirical equation whereas, in the present 
numerical approach, the hemoglobin-oxygen saturation of individual RBC will be a 
function of local partial pressure of oxygen in where the RBC is occupied. The local 
partial pressure of oxygen can be affected by both O2 release from RBC and diffusion 
from RBC to adjacent medium. Since the present numerical approach is based on a 
discrete system, both terms are affected by length scale and time scale. On top of this, 
the properties of real RBC were used in rate of O2 release (equation (42)) while the 
RBCs in simulation were model as two-dimensional biconcave capsule. Therefore, a 
decay of hemoglobin-oxygen saturation (HbO2) of a RBC in the medium that has O2 
concentration of 20 µM and viscosity of 1.2 cP by applying a modifier in denominator 
of equation (42) was conducted in order to reproduce the empirical equation on 
discrete two-dimensional system. The length scale and time scale in the calibration 
were 0.2 µm and 10 µs respectively. Figure V-2 and Figure V-3 show an 
instantaneous image of O2 concentration and the decay of HbO2 with time at the 
various modifiers. The HbO2 was decreased exponentially from initial value of 100% 
to the asymptotic value of 17.78% which corresponds to the surrounding O2 
concentration of 20 µM. The result shows that result of the present two-dimensional 
gas diffusion model shows a good agreement (average error of 0.5%) with that of the 





Figure V-2 Instantaneous image of single RBC diffusion in medium solution that has 
O2 concentration of 20 µM.  The RBC membrane is represented by the black line and 
O2 concentration is represented by the colour contour. 
 
 
Figure V-3 Calibration of the present gas diffusion model.  Equation (42) was 
modified by adding a modifier in denominator.  The length scale and time scale for 





3.2 Comparison between continuum phase and discrete RBCs 
There are three main differences in the gas diffusion model between the 
previous literature  and the present study; 1) the presence of RBCs as a discrete 
source/sink for gasses, 2) non-homogeneous distribution of RBCs, and 3) variance a 
local wall shear stress along flow direction as a result of discrete RBC trajectories 
near the wall. The steady-state simulations for continuum phase RBC core of previous 
numerical diffusion models and the discrete RBC representation of our present model 
were conducted in order to demonstrate the implications of differences. 
Figure V-4 shows the images of NO/O2 concentration and the comparison of 
NO/O2 concentration along transversal direction between two simulations. As shown 
in the figures, there are differences in both NO and O2 concentration between two 
cases. The differences in NO/O2 concentration between two cases indicate that gas 
transport can be influenced by the discrete RBC representation. In terms of O2 
concentration, the O2 concentration for the discrete RBC model was, on average, 
2.2% lower compare with that for the continuum phase RBC core model. Since O2 
consumption/release rate for two cases were exactly same, the decrease in O2 
concentration is appeared to be caused by a transversal motion for discrete RBCs 
located at the edge of RBC core these have major contribution on gas transport 
amongst RBCs. In terms of NO concentration, the maximum NO concentration in EC 
region for the discrete RBC model was 24.8% lower compare with that for the 
continuum phase RBC core model. It may be caused by a difference in local 
hematocrit near the cell-free layer. Since the RBC core was modeled as a homogenous 
fluid in the case of the continuum RBC core model, the local hematocrit within the 
RBC core is uniform and the same as the core hematocrit of 55%. In contrast, in the 




occupied by RBCs is 100% while local hematocrit of areas occupied entirely by 
plasma is strictly 0%. Consequently, the scavenging rate of NO at interface between 
RBC core and cell-free layer in the case of continuum phase RBC core model is based 
on the core hematocrit of 55% whereas it is based on the hematocrit of 100% in the 
case of discrete RBC model. This difference leads to a difference in an effective 
scavenging rate of NO near the cell-free layer, resulting in a change of NO 






Figure V-4 Comparison between result of continuum phase RBC core model and the discrete RBC model in terms of NO/O2 concentration. A: O2/NO 
concentration for continuum phase RBC core, B: O2/NO concentration for discrete RBC model, C: O2 concentration along transversal direction, and D: NO 




In the results, O2 and NO in tissues are varied with both longitudinal and 
transversal direction. The longitudinal variation of O2 concentration may be negligible 
because of high longitudinal RBC velocity compare with speed of O2 transport 
(production and diffusion) whereas there is an obvious changes in the NO 
concentration along longitudinal direction. It may due to a difference in the absolute 
concentration and production/consumption rate of two gasses. The O2 concentration is 
order of 10
1
 µM and the consumption and production rate also order of 101 µM/s. In 
contrast, the NO concentration is order of 10
-2
 µM while the consumption and 
production rate is 10
2
 µM/s. Hence the local variation of NO is strongly influenced by 
the consumption and production rate which is influenced by the diffusion distance and 
the local wall shear stress. 
 
3.3 Effect of transversal motion on O2 transport 
The results in chapter IV show that transversal motion of RBCs can be affected by 
RBC deformability and shear rate (or flow rate).  In this section, the effect of change 
in transversal motion on O2 transport was studied by the coupled hemodynamic-gas 
transport model.  The RBC flow in the blood lumen was simulated under 40% 
hematocrit condition and two RBCs flow cases in chapter V where PSR are 28.37 s
-1
 
(low flow rate) and 113.14 s
-1
 (high flow rate) for CASE I (normal deformable RBC) 
are selected to study the effect.  Corresponding dispersion coefficients was 0.926 x 
10
-7




/s for low flow rate and high flow rate respectively.  The 
initialization condition in the transient RBC gas transport simulations were obtained 
from the steady state solution of fixed discrete RBCs under HbO2 of 64.5% [3, 25].  




oxygen in the RBC as a result of the instantaneous rate of O2 release. Consequently 
the NO and O2 concentration in the computational domain varied with time in our 
simulations. The simulations were also conducted under normal (20 μM/s) and high 
(100 μM/s) O2 consumption rate in tissue (TS). Other model parameters utilized in the 
simulations can be found in Table V-1. 
Figure V-5 shows the cell-averaged HbO2 with respect to time for each case.  The 
reduction of HbO2 with time indicates that O2 had been released from RBCs and 
diffused into the surrounding tissues.  Hence, differences in HbO2 between high and 
low flow rate cases suggest that O2 delivery from the blood lumen to the surrounding 
tissues was influenced by RBCs flow.  Since hematocrit of each cases were exactly 
same and longitudinal velocity of RBCs does not contribute to transversal diffusion, 
the difference in HbO2 may be due to the enhanced effective diffusion coefficient for 
O2 in blood lumen for the cases with high flow rate caused by increased RBCs 




/s).  The results show that differences in 
HbO2 between high flow rate and low flow rate increased with simulation time.  The 
differences were magnified when O2 consumption rate in tissue was increased from 
20 µM/s to 100µM/s.  At t = 1.5 s, the difference between high flow rate and low flow 
rate was 8.4% for normal O2 consumption rate in TS while it was increased to 26% 





Figure V-5 Results of the transient hemodynamic – gas transport simulation in the 
arteriole.  The decay of haemoglobin-oxygen saturation with respect to time was 







CHAPTER VI: EFFECT OF SHEAR STRESS ON RED BLOOD CELLS AND 
ITS ROLE IN NITRIC OXIDE AND OXYGEN TRANSPORT IN AN 
ARTERIOLE 
1. Introduction 
To accurately represent the discrete source/sink role RBCs play in the gas 
transport model, the rate of O2 release from the RBC needs to be quantitatively 
understood. Previous experimental studies have found the rate of O2 release by the 
RBC to be affected by several factors such as the viscosity of the plasma, partial 
pressure of O2 in the plasma and hemoglobin O2 saturation level in the RBC [108-
110]. Furthermore, Tateishi et al. [109] have reported the rate of O2 release to be 
additionally affected by the blood flow rate whereby the release rate was found to 
increase from 0.069 to 0.142 mol/m
2
s when the blood flow velocity was increased 
from 0.5 to 1.98 mm/s. Although the authors did not explain the cause of the 
increased O2 release rate, this may be due to an increase in the shear stress acting on 
the RBC (or the increased deformation of the RBC) resulting from the increase in 
blood flow rate.  It has been reported that the RBC membrane acts as a diffusion 
barrier against the O2 and NO transport due to its low permeability but changes in the 
structure of cytoskeleton (spectrin network) can compromise the membrane’s 
diffusion barrier role by increasing the membrane diffusivity [111]. Correspondingly, 
RBCs under mechanical stress have also been reported to release O2 with better 
efficiency due to the resulting RBCs deformation [112]. Consequently, mechanical 
deformation of the spectrin network can alter the rate of O2 released from RBC 




can be more pronounced with increasing O2 consumption rate in the tissue such that 
the gas transport becomes diffusion limited. 
One of the main objectives of the present study was to quantify the relation 
between the shear stress acting on an RBC and the rate of O2 released by the cell.  
This relationship will be obtained by conducting experiments of RBCs flowing under 
varying flow rates in a gas permeable tube that was placed in a de-oxygenated 
solution bath. The resulting change in hemoglobin-oxygen saturation in the flowing 
RBCs was measured using spectrophotometry. RBCs flowing in the gas permeable 
tube were controlled to maintain their radial position (single-profile flow) through the 
use of hemodilution (Hct ~ 2.5%) and high viscosity medium and the resulting shear 
stress acting on the RBCs was estimated by assuming a steady parabolic velocity 
profile in the microtube.  
The empirical construction of the quantitative relation between shear stress acting 
on the RBC and its corresponding O2 release rate was applied to the RBC-gas 
transport numerical model. The model was first calibrated for shear-stress-
independent factors by matching the single RBC de-oxygenation from pure diffusion 
under stationary condition (zero shear stress) against the empirical result reported by 
Guillermo Gutierrez [104].  Finally, the two-dimensional discrete RBC flow and the 
resulting gas transport in a fourth generation arteriolar vessel and its surrounding 
tissues was simulated with full consideration of the spatiotemporal variations in RBC 
position and O2 release rate as a result of the time and position-dependent cellular 
shear stress. 
 




2.1 Blood sample preparation 
Human red blood cells were separated from whole blood using a centrifuge 
(Sigma 2-6, Goettingen, Germany) and washed three times with phosphate buffer 
saline (PBS). The RBCs were then re-suspended into the dextran-PBS solutions where 
Dextran 500 was utilized to control the medium viscosities. The concentration of 
Dextran 500 was varied from 6 to 16 g/dl in order to achieve the medium viscosity of 
8.32 ~ 47.76 cp. The viscosity of dextran-PBS solution was measured for every 
experiment by a cone-and-plate viscometer under the room temperatures of 21.7 ~ 
23.6 °C. The volume fraction of RBCs, i.e. hematocrit, was maintained at 2.5% in 
order to obtain a single profiled RBCs flow.  
 
2.2 Experimental setup for measuring de-oxygenation rate of RBC 
The system of measuring de-oxygenation rate in RBCs consisted of an 
inverted microscope, a gas permeable tube with an inner diameter of 25 µm, and a 
spectrophotometer (Photonic multichannel analyzer, model PMA-11; Hamamatsu 
Photonics K.K., Hamamatsu, Japan). The system was basically the same as that used 
in the previous study by Sakai et al. [113] except that the microtube length in the 
present study was reduced from 12 cm to 5 cm in order to reduce the flow resistance. 
Figure VI-1 shows a schematic diagram of the microfluidic experimental setup. The 
blood sample was fully oxygenated at the room temperature and perfused from a 
reservoir into the tube by pressurized air through a syringe. The gas permeable tube 
was immersed into a de-oxygenated PBS solution bath where the de-oxygenated 
condition was achieved prior to the spectrophotometry experiment by a bubbling of 




locations: the front site of the tube where the blood sample just begins to lose the 
oxygen to the de-oxygenated PBS solution bath through diffusion and the rear site of 
the tube just before the gas permeable tube containing the blood flow exits the bath. 
 
Figure VI-1 Schematic diagram for the microfluidic device setup in the 
spectrophotometry experiment. The yellow line represents a gas permeable tube with 
25 µm diameter.  Measurements were taken on both front (red) and rear (blue) sites. 
 
2.3 Method of calculating shear stresses 
Figure VI-2 shows instantaneous images of RBCs flow under three medium 
viscosity conditions and a schematic of measuring the radial and the corresponding 
estimated shear stress. The radial distance was defined as the minimum distance 
between the edge of the RBC and the microtube wall (dis. 1 and dis. 2) and this was 
evaluated via image analysis. Under the very low hematocrit condition (Hct < 2.5%), 
the velocity profile in the tube could can be assumed to be a parabolic profile. The 
maximum velocity in the parabolic profile was then assumed to be represented by the 




Based on this assumption and the measured RBC velocity from the image analysis 
technique, we calculated the shear stress acting on the RBC by integrating local shear 
stress (local velocity gradient × medium viscosity) along the radial positions in the 










Figure VI-2 Instantaneous images of RBCs flow and schematics to measure the radial 
distance and the shear stress acting on the RBC. A: Single – profiled RBCs under 
three medium viscosity conditions; i) low medium viscosity (8.15 cP), ii) moderate 
medium viscosity (18.8 cP), and iii) high medium viscosity (57.4 cP). B: Graph 
shows the grey values along a test line (yellow). The shortest distance between tube 
wall and edge of RBC (dis. 1 and dis. 2) was defined to be the radial distance. C: 
Black line represents an estimated velocity profile based on RBC velocity and red line 
represents an estimated shear stress profile based on the assumed parabolic velocity 
profile and the medium viscosity. The shear stress acting on RBC was calculated by 




2.4 Determination of de-oxygenation rate of RBC 
The spectrophotometer counts the numbers of photons within wavelength 
between 194 to 956 nm within a gate time of 100 ms/scan and spatial resolution of 0.2 
nm. The optical density (OD) at a specific wavelength was calculated by 
 IIOD /log 010        (43) 
where I is light intensity of and I0 is reference light intensity obtained from the 
reference light signal without RBCs flow. The OD was measured 10 times and 
averaged for one condition in order to reduce an error caused by un-controlled 
environments. 
The calculated OD from the RBCs flow comprised of the light intensities from 
both oxy-hemoglobin and deoxy-hemoglobin in RBCs and light scattering from 
environments; correspondingly the OD at a wavelength can expressed by [108]: 
    BdcHbOHbOOD deoxyoxy  22 1     (44) 
where HbO2 is the oxy-hemoglobin saturation in the RBCs and ε
oxy
 and εdeoxy are milli-
molar extinction coefficients of oxy-hemoglobin and deoxy-hemoglobin respectively. 
[c·d] is the hemoglobin content and B is a correction term for light scattering from 
environments. The HbO2, [c·d], and B are obtained by linear regression based on 
Least-Squares Method using  OD data at 5 wavelengths (540, 560, 577, 580, and 600 
nm) where large differences in light absorption between oxy-hemoglobin and deoxy-
hemoglobin are observed.  The rate of de-oxygenation was then calculated as follows; 
















where HbO2front and HbO2rear are the oxy-hemoglobin saturation at the front and the 
rear site of tube, URBC is the time-averaged velocity of RBCs, and L is the distance 
between the front and the rear. 
 
2.5 Initialization of the time-dependent hemodynamic-gas transport simulation 
The transient simulation for hemodynamic – gas diffusion in arteriolar vessel 
was conducted in order to investigate the effect of shear stress acting on RBCs in 
microcirculation. Figure VI-3 shows the computational domain and initial conditions 
for NO/O2. Other parameters employed in the model are shown in Table V-1. The 
computational domain consists of the blood lumen (BL), endothelium cell (EC) 
region, smooth muscle cell (SMC) region, and surrounding tissue (TS). Before 
running the time-dependent hemodynamic – gas transport simulation, the 
hemodynamic simulation was first performed over sufficient flow time (1.5 s) to 
obtain the fully developed RBCs flow. Subsequently, the initial diffusion conditions 
(NO/O2 concentrations) in the time-dependent gas transport simulations were 
achieved through the steady-state gas transport simulation conducted using discrete 
RBCs in fixed positions obtained from the last frame of the hemodynamic simulation 





Figure VI-3 Compartmental organization of the computational domain and the 
corresponding initial conditions for transient hemodynamic – gas transport 
simulations obtained from the steady state gas transport result with fixed (position and 
magnitude) O2 sources (CASE I ~ IV). 
 
3. Results and discussion 
3.1 Effect of shear stress on the RBC de-oxygenation rate 
In the experimental stage of our study, RBCs were focused to adopt a single-
profile flow along the center of the microtube by using a high viscosity medium [114] 
under a hemodiluted condition (Hct ~ 2.5%). Figure VI-4 and Figure VI-5 show the 
measured radial distances of RBCs from the tube wall and the calculated shear 
stresses acting on the RBCs under three medium viscosity conditions. The measured 
RBC velocities were 0.90 ~ 5.66 mm/s, 0.53 ~ 3.10 mm/s, and 0.21 ~ 1.42 mm/s for 
the medium viscosities of 8.32 ± 0.29 (low), 18.89 ± 0.10 (moderate), and 47.76 ± 
3.78 (high) cP respectively. As shown in the figures, the radial distances were 




medium viscosity. The average radial distances were 8.22 ± 0.50, 8.92 ± 0.60, and 
9.34 ± 0.28 µm for the low, moderate, and high viscosity conditions respectively. The 
decrease in scatter for the average radial distance from the low viscosity to high 
viscosity conditions can be explained by the apparent increase in cell-focusing with 






Figure VI-4 Results of the radial distance at three medium viscosities. A: low medium viscosity (of 8.32 ± 0.29 cP), B: moderate medium viscosity (18.89 ± 







Figure VI-5 Results of shear stress acting on RBCs based on measured radial distance and RBC velocity. A: low medium viscosity (of 8.32 ± 0.29 cP), B: 




Figure VI-6 shows the rate of de-oxygenation in RBCs defined by equation 
(44) and presented with respect to the corresponding shear stress acting on the RBCs. 
The de-oxygenation rates obtained in the present study were lower than those reported 
from previous studies [115] where the RBCs were directly suspended in the de-
oxygenated solution bath and this can be explained by the reduction in gas diffusion 
rate in the present experimental set up due to the low O2 permeability of our 
microtube. The measured RBC de-oxygenation rates were found to increase with an 
increase in shear stress across the three viscosity conditions investigated where the 
mean rates and its deviation were visibly less scattered at higher viscosities. 
Subsequently, we obtained the empirical relation between de-oxygenation rate and 
shear stress at each medium viscosity by fitting a sigmoidal function as shown in the 
figures. The empirical relation was then constructed for the case of blood plasma with 
a physiological viscosity (1.2 cP) by extrapolating the trend from the three fitting 
curves. Finally, the stress coefficient (σ(τRBC)) at physiological medium viscosity was 
obtained after normalizing the fitting curves by the rate of de-oxygenation at zero 































The empirical relation (equation (46)) states that the baseline rate of RBC de-
oxygenation is 1.0 when the cellular shear stress is zero and the de-oxygenation rate 
increases by almost twofold when the shear stress acting on the RBC is 0.184 Pa.  
Furthermore, the RBC de-oxygenation is relatively invariant to high levels of shear 
stress beyond the physiological threshold of 5 Pa and beyond these stresses the de-
oxygenation rate increases to the asymptotic limit of 2.84 times. In a physiological 
RBC flow through the small arteriole, RBCs can be expected to undergo a significant 
range of shear stresses depending on its position in the lumen. Since the wall shear 
stress in the arteriolar vessel can be up to 5 Pa [116] and the cellular shear stress 
almost 0 Pa in the blood core, RBCs affected by RBC-RBC collisions and RBC-wall 
interactions can experience an almost threefold variation in its de-oxygenation rate 
depending on time and trajectory, thus highlighting the gas-mediating implication of 
RBC shear stress on the eventual gas diffusion rates in the tissue surrounding 
microvessels.  
Following the experimental quantification of the RBC de-oxygenation rate as a 
function of acting shear stress, we were able to implement the stress-dependent O2 
release rate in our numerical gas transport model.  In our present model, the stress 
coefficient σ(τRBC) was applied to the equation (38) thus giving the final de-
oxygenation equation: 
 




OcRBC    (47) 
Before applying this model to a numerical investigation of the physiological 
RBC flow and gas transport in an arteriole, we calibrated our discrete RBC O2 source 
for shear-independent factors on the singular RBC first. A diffusion simulation with a 




RBC representation and the results presented in Figure VI-7 shows that the decay in 
hemoglobin-oxygen saturation (HbO2) with time matches the empirical results of 
Gutierrez [104] with an averaged error of 0.5%.  Subsequent to the calibration, the 
effect of shear stress on the single RBC de-oxygenation was studied for the shear 
stress (τRBC) conditions of 0, 0.18, and 1.0 Pa where the corresponding the stress 
coefficients (σ(τRBC)) were 1.0, 1.92, and 2.81 respectively as given by equation (46).  
The de-oxygenation and O2 diffusion process for the three cases were simulated under 
a surrounding O2 concentration of 20 µM. Comparison of the stressed RBC with that 
of the zero shear stress condition show a significant increase in the de-oxygenation 
rate where the exponential decay time constant for HbO2 were 0.38, 0.2, and 0.144 s 
for τRBC = 0, 0.18, and 1.0 Pa respectively. Results from the single-RBC de-
oxygenation numerical simulations therefore suggest that the discrepancy between a 
shear-stress invariant RBC flow and gas transport model and our present model may 
be as large 2.6 times in terms of the O2 release rate. 
 
 





3.2 Effect of shear stress on NO/O2 transport in the small arteriole 
We organized six simulation sets (CASE I – VI) in order to investigate the 
effect of shear stress on the NO/O2 transport in a small arteriole. The simulations were 
conducted at low (20 μM/s for CASE I and II), moderate (100 μM/s for CASE III and 
IV) and high (300 μM/s for CASE V and VI) O2 consumption rates in tissue (TS) 
where the presently developed stress-dependent O2 release rate RBC gas model was 
utilized for CASE II, IV and VI. The three O2 consumption rates in tissue represent 
the conditions at rest (low) and during exercise (moderate and high). The hemoglobin-
oxygen saturation for RBCs was updated in the simulations at every timestep to 
represent the loss of oxygen in the RBC as a result of the instantaneous rate of O2 
release. We also utilized two different scenarios for the O2 release from RBCs: A) 
RBCs continuously release O2 with respect to time B) HbO2 in RBCs is replenished in 
re-entering the simulation domain under the periodic boundary condition. 
Consequently the NO and O2 concentration in the computational domain varied with 
time in our simulations. The RBC flow in the blood lumen was simulated under 40% 
hematocrit condition and at a pseudoshear rate of 113.14 ± 2.03 s
-1
. Other model 
parameters utilized in the simulations can be found in Table V-1. The initialization 
condition in the transient RBC gas transport simulations were obtained from the 
steady state solution of fixed discrete RBCs under HbO2 of 64.5% [3, 25]. 
Correspondingly, the initial O2 concentration in the blood predicted by the steady 
state initialization was 45.96 µM (PO2 = 34.01 mmHg) and is in good agreement with 
the experimental measurements of O2 in a 4
th
 order arteriolar vessel (PO2 = 33.9 




Figure VI-8 shows the cell-averaged shear stress acting on the RBCs (τRBC) in 
the hemodynamics simulation and the corresponding stress coefficient σ(τRBC) 
predicted by equation (46) along the transversal direction (y) of the lumen for CASE 
II, VI and VI.  The cell-averaged shear stress acting on individual RBCs was obtained 
in the discrete RBC flow model by calculating the resulting stress vectors on the RBC 
membrane from the interpolation of the strain tensor in the surrounding fluid.  The 
evaluated shear stresses on RBC were found to be within the range of 0.23 to 1.27 Pa 
with an inverted parabolic distribution along the transversal direction (y).  
Correspondingly, the cell-averaged shear stress acting on the RBCs at edge of RBC 







Figure VI-8 A: Predicted shear stress on flowing RBCs in the arteriole blood lumen from the hemodynamic simulation and B: the corresponding stress 




Figure VI-9 shows the cell-averaged HbO2 with respect to time for the 
scenario A which RBCs continuously release O2.  This scenario was used to 
investigate the effect of shear stress on the long-term depletion of O2 in RBCs under 
various conditions of TS-O2 consumption rate.  The results show that differences in 
HbO2 between simulations with and without the stress-dependent O2 release rate 
increased exponentially with simulation time because of the enhanced O2 release in 
RBCs for the cases with stress dependence.  The differences were magnified when O2 
consumption rate in tissue was increased.  At t = 1.5 s, the difference between CASE I 
and II (low TS-O2 consumption rate) was 7.74% while it was 40.51% between CASE 
III and IV (moderate TS-O2 consumption rate), and it was further increased to 47.42% 
between CASE V and VI (high TS-O2 consumption rate).  Although it is notable that 
RBCs in physiological arteriolar flow cannot sustain 1.5 s of flow without a variation 
in vessel geometry and flow rate due to the finite length of real arterioles, these results 
may however provide an appreciation of the cumulative effect shear stress has on the 
diminishing O2 delivery potential to tissue by the RBCs as they travel along a series 







Figure VI-9 Results of a long term depletion of O2 in RBCs under various O2 consumption rates in the tissues. A: cell-averaged HbO2 with time, and B: 







Figure VI-10 Results of O2 concentration along transversal direction under various O2 consumption rates in the tissues. A: low TS-O2 consumption (20 µM/s), 
B: moderate TS-O2 consumption (100 µM/s), C: high TS-O2 consumption (300 µM/s), and D: normalized difference between the cases with and without σ(τRBC) 




Figure VI-10 shows the O2 concentration gradient in transversal direction from 
center of blood lumen for the scenario B.  This scenario is used to investigate the 
effect of shear stress on O2 diffusion to tissue under various conditions of TS-O2 
consumption rate.  As seen in Fig. VI-10, the results for the conditions of the low and 
moderate TS-O2 consumptions did not showed a significant difference (< 3.19%) 
between with and without shear stress dependent release of O2 while the results under 
the condition of high TS-O2 consumption showed a significant difference (< 45%).  In 
the case of low and moderate TS-O2 consumptions, only the RBCs near the wall (or at 
the edge of RBC core) released O2 while RBCs near the flow center did not 
significantly release O2.  In these cases, the enhancement in O2 release caused by 
shear stress stimulation could not be enough to influence O2 field in the tissues since 
the number of stimulated RBCs by shear stress was less than 17% of total RBCs.  
However, in the case of high TS-O2 consumption, all the RBCs in the blood lumen 
released O2.  Therefore, the enhancement in O2 release by shear stress stimulation 
increased the O2 concentration significantly in all the compartments compared to the 
results without shear stress stimulation.  With regards to NO diffusion, the NO 
concentration in ECs significantly varied in longitudinal direction because of non-






CHAPTER VII: CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RECOMMENDATION 
Gas transport that is one of the important roles of blood circulation is strongly 
influenced by dynamics of blood flow in microvessel.  Thus, an understanding of 
hemodynamics in microvessel would be essential in the study of gas transport.  Based 
on this motivation, the effect of hemodynamics on NO/O2 transport in small arteriole 
and surrounding tissues was investigated by a novel numerical approach that integrate 
a discrete RBC simulation with gas transport simulation in one framework. 
Firstly, a numerical model for discrete RBC simulation was developed in chapter 
II.  In this model, shell-based membrane model and depletion-mediated aggregation 
model were utilized to express RBC mechanics and IB-LBM was used to solve fluid 
dynamics and fluid-structure interaction problem.  A novel method for updating fluid 
properties, called Flood-fill method, also developed to enhance computational 
efficiency.  The developed model then was utilized to investigate the changes in 
hemodynamics caused by RBC deformability and flow rate in the subsequent chapters. 
The aggregation dynamics of RBC doublet was studied in chapter III.  In this 
chapter, the numerical model in chapter II was validated by comparing dynamics of 
RBC doublet with previous study.  The results show that aggregation of RBC doublet 
can be retarded by a difference in RBC deformability amongst doublet members at a 
critical shear rate where RBCs start to aggregate each other. 
The transversal motion of RBC which might influence the gas transport was 
studied in chapter VI.  The results show that the dispersion dynamics was strongly 
influenced by flow rate and RBC deformability.  The increased dispersion of RBCs in 




plasma and the order of the transversal velocity could large enough to affect the 
species transport by enhancing the convective diffusion flux into the tissue. 
The gas transport model with discrete RBC was developed and integrated with the 
hemodynamic model in chapter V.  The comparison of result between continuum 
RBC phase and discrete RBC shows a significant difference in NO/O2 concentration 
in tissues.  The combined model was also utilized to study the effect of transversal 
dispersion on gas transport.  As expected, the results show that O2 delivery into tissue 
was enhanced by increased RBC dispersion. 
Finally, the combined model was utilized to investigate the effect of shear stress 
on RBC and its role in NO/O2 transport in small arteriole.  The change in rate of O2 
release for single RBC was measured by experimental technique (spectrophotometry) 
and the obtained empirical relation between the shear stress and rate of O2 release 
was imposed in the gas transport model.  The results from hemodynamic-gas transport 
simulation with modified rate of O2 release show the cumulative effect of shear stress 
that the diminishing O2 delivery potential to tissue by the RBCs as they travel along a 
series of arterioles in the microvascular network.  This finding could support the 
relevance of the current numerical model in the study of microcirculation. 
In summary, a general framework consists of hemodynamics simulation and gas 
transport simulation has been developed.  The combined flow-gas transport 
phenomenon in the arteriolar vessel is simulated successfully by this model.  The 
results shown in this study only focused on a single vessel.  To extend its usefulness, 
the current model can be utilized to simulate a complex geometry such as arteriolar 
bifurcation, capillary network and specific organs.  In these cases, the scale of 




capture reasonably correct physics.  The high computational costs caused by the large 
multi-scale domain will be a limitation.  Therefore, it is recommended that strategies 
such as parallel computing techniques for large multi-scale simulations should be 
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1. Source code for hemodynamic-gas transport model (C++) 
//Made by Ju, Discrete RBC Gas Transport model 










using namespace std; 
 































void Floodfill(int x, int y, int n); 
void fluid(void); 
void init_re(void); 
void reload(int n);        // reload a result of convection-diffusion (current simulation) 
void reload_init(int n);   // reload a result of hemodynamic simulation 







double EQ(double DD, double UU, double VV, int k); 
void velocity_B(int i1, int i2, int j1, int j2, double UU, double VV); 




#define DX  0.2   //size of lattice 
#define EC 2.  //thickness of endothelium cell  
#define SM 6.   //thickness of smooth muscle cell  





#define NC 70    //number of cell 
#define NG  2     //number of gasses 
#define LX 100.0 
#define LY 25.0 
 
#define IM int(LX/DX)+1  //number of x-nodes 
#define JM int((2.*EC+2.*SM+LY+2.*TS)/DX)+1  //number of y-nodes 
#define KM 9    //number of local nodes(i.e. 9=D2Q9) from 1 to 8(total 9) 
 
#define ADstep 50 //number of step to ignore change of aggregation force 
#define IS 100  //number of nodes on the CELL 
#define PI 4.0*atan(1.0) //Pie = 3.14... 
#define Width 10.0  //Width of cell  
#define VIS_RATIO 5.0 
#define AAA 0.000001 //weight for avoid computational error 
#define SCALE 1.e-6 //length scale factor 1:m, 1e-3:mm, 1e-6:um 
#define PRE_n 0.3 
#define PRE_t 0.01  //pressure coefficeint for incompressability of cells 
 
//aggregation coeficient; maximum distance of aggregation = 2[um] 
#define beta 3.84 //scaling factor [1/um] 
#define r0  0.49 //zeroforce distance[um] 
 
#define De_in 1e-5 
#define r0_in 0.8 
#define beta_in 4. 
 
#define V_Correct 0.03 
 
double stiff_soft=1., stiff_hard=1., stiff_wbc=1., De_soft=1.,De_hard=1.; 
 
#define Area_wbc 3.1416*25.*0.79762 //PI*R^2 R=5[um] 








int NSTEP, NSTEP_0; 
int Cell_type[NC+1]; 
double DT,TA0,CS, TIME; 
double RE,MU, DEN, U0; 
 































double gradX_U[IM+1][JM+1], gradX_V[IM+1][JM+1], gradY_U[IM+1][JM+1], gradY_V[IM+1][JM+1], 
checkX[IM+1][JM+1], checkY[IM+1][JM+1]; 
double MU_phase[IM+1][JM+1], TAU_XX[IM+1][JM+1], TAU_YY[IM+1][JM+1], TAU_XY[IM+1][JM+1]; 
double NORMAL_X[NC+1][IS+1],NORMAL_Y[NC+1][IS+1]; 
double TAU_SXX[NC+1][IS+1], TAU_SYY[NC+1][IS+1], TAU_SXY[NC+1][IS+1], TAU_memb_X[NC+1][IS+1], 









double temp1[IM+1][JM+1][KM+1], temp2[IM+1][JM+1][KM+1]; 
 
//Hb O2 saturation 
int RBC[IM+2][JM+1]; 
int flag_SS, flag_deoxy; 
int flag_init;   
double O2_rate[NC+1], O2_consump_tissue; 
double HbO2_init; 
 
 void main(void){ 
 int i,j,k,g,term_out,sim; 
 int NMAX; 
 time_t t; 
 struct tm *t_time; 
 int sec_current, sec_diff,sec_previous,sec_total; 
 double dp; 
  
 
 ifstream infile; 
 ofstream outfile; 
 
 //Assign nodes with coordinate x and y  
  
  
 cout<<"New simulation (1) , continue (2) : "; 
 cin>>sim; 
 cout<<"\n Number of output term = "; 
 cin>>term_out; 







 //B_index[i][j] = -1(for ghost cell); 0.5(for pressure boundary); 0(for velocity 
boundary); 1.0(for fluid domain) 
 for(i=1;i<=IM;i++){ 
  for(j=1;j<=JM;j++){ 
   X[i][j]=LX*(i-1)/(1.0*(IM-1));   // 1.0* => convert integer to double  
   Y[i][j]=(LY+2.*EC+2.*SM+2.*TS)*(j-1)/(1.0*(JM-1))-(LY/2.+EC+SM+TS); 
//center of blood lumen will be th origin (x=0). 
   U[i][j]=0.; 
   V[i][j]=0.; 
   FX[i][j]=0.0;               
   FY[i][j]=0.0; 
   DEL[i][j]=1.0; 
   D[i][i]=1.; 
   B_index[i][j]=1.0; 
   RBC[i][j]=0; 
   for(k=1;k<=KM;k++){ 
    Si1[i][j][k]=0.; 
    Si2[i][j][k]=0.; 
   } 









  for(j=1;j<=JM;j++){ 
   X[i][j]=LX*(i-1)/(1.0*(IM-1));   // 1.0* => convert integer to double 
   Y[i][j]=(LY+2.*EC+2.*SM+2.*TS)*(j-1)/(1.0*(JM-1))-(LY/2.+EC+SM+TS); 






  // read primary data from file 'input.dat'  
  infile.open("INPUT.dat"); 
  infile>>MU>>DEN>>U0>>Es>>De>>Eb>>stiff_soft>>De_soft>>stiff_hard>>De_hard; 
  //MU=viscosity;DEN=density;U0=mean velocity;Es=elastic modulus ;Eb=bending 
modulus;De=intercelluar force 
  RE=U0*(LY*SCALE)*DEN/MU; 
  cout<<"RE= "<<RE<<" DEN= "<<DEN<<"  U0= "<<U0<<"  Es= "<<Es<<"  De= "<<De<<" 
Eb="<<Eb<<endl; 
  infile.close(); 
  // end of reading 
 
  NSTEP =0;  
  INITIAL(); 
 } 
 else{ 
  flag_init=0; 
  cout<<"Is it for initialization ? (0: No, 1: Yes) "; 
  cin>>flag_init; 
  cout<<"\nNumber of last iteration = "; 
  cin>>NSTEP; 
  NSTEP_0=NSTEP; 
  if(flag_init == 1){ 
   reload_init(NSTEP); 
   re_mesh(); 
   init_re(); 
   indicator_init(); 
    
  } 
  else{ 
   reload(NSTEP); 
   re_mesh(); 
   init_re(); 
   indicator_init(); 
  } 
  cout<<"file read done\n"; 














 //Main loop 
 dp=12.*MU*(LX)/(LY*LY*SCALE*CS*CS)*U0/DEN; 
  
 cout<<"N_term = "<<term_out<<", maximum iteration = "<<NMAX<<endl; 
 cout<<"Flag : init="<<flag_init<<";SS="<<flag_SS<<";deoxy="<<flag_deoxy<<endl; 
 cout<<"Start !"<<endl; 
  
 do{ 
   
   
   NSTEP=NSTEP+1; 
    
   //hemodynamics. 
   if(flag_init != 1){ 
    STREAM(); 




    
    PINGHT(); 
    
    COLLID(); 
    noslip(); 
   
 pressure_B(1,1,int((SM+EC+TS)/DX)+2,int((SM+EC+LY+TS)/DX),1.+dp); 
   
 pressure_B(IM,IM,int((SM+EC+TS)/DX)+2,int((SM+EC+LY+TS)/DX),1.); 
    
    for(i=1;i<=IM;i++){ 
     for(j=1;j<=JM;j++){ 
      if(B_index[i][j] > 0.){ 
       FX[i][j]=0.0;   
  
       FY[i][j]=0.0; 
      } 
     } 
    } 
    ACTION(); 
    indicator(); 
   } 
   //hemodynamics end 
 
   //gas transport start 
    
   if(NSTEP % int(DT_G/DT) == 0){ 
    shear_stress();  
    for(i=1;i<=NC;i++){ 
     if(TauMag_avg[i] <= 0.) cout<<"Stress calculation 
fail."<<endl; 
    } 
    for(i=1;i<=IM;i++){ 
    
 WSS[i][0]=MU*abs(U[i][int((SM+EC+TS)/DX)+3]/(DX*SCALE*2.)); 
     WSS[i][1]=MU*abs(U[i][int((SM+EC+TS+LY)/DX)-
1]/(DX*SCALE*2.)); 
    } 
     
    STREAMJ();  
    diff_bc();  
    MACROJ();   
     
    for(i=1;i<=IM;i++){ 
     for(j=1;j<=JM;j++){ 
       for(k=1;k<=KM;k++){  
       
 Si_old1[i][j][k]=Si1[i][j][k]; 
       
 Si_old2[i][j][k]=Si2[i][j][k]; 
       } 
     } 
    } 
     
    diffusion_convection();  
    dc_blood();  
    PINGHTJ();  
    COLLIDJ();  
   } 
   //gas transport end 
    
     
  if(NSTEP%1000 == 0){ 
    
   message(); 
   if(flag_init != 1) redraw(); 
  } 
     
  
  if(NSTEP%term_out == 0){ 
   OUTPUT(); 
   time(&t); 




   sec_current=t_time->tm_sec+t_time->tm_min*60+t_time-
>tm_hour*3600+t_time->tm_mday*24*3600; 
   sec_diff=sec_current-sec_previous; 
   sec_total=sec_total+sec_diff; 
   outfile.open("time.dat",ios::app); 
   outfile<<"Nstep= "<<NSTEP<<"   duration= "<<sec_diff<<" Total = 
"<<sec_total<<endl; 
   outfile.close(); 
   sec_previous=sec_current; 
  } 
   
 } 
 while(NSTEP < NMAX); 
 system("pause"); 
 return;  
} 
 
void INITIAL(void){   //initialization for hemodynamics 
 int i,j,k,n,g; 
 
 ifstream infile; 
 







 cout<<"TA0 IS "<<TA0<<"  DT is "<<DT*SCALE<<"\n"; 
 
 // velocity components for local nodes 1~KM 
 UC[1]=1.; VC[1]=0.; 
 UC[2]=0.; VC[2]=1.; 
 UC[3]=-1.; VC[3]=0.; 
 UC[4]=0.; VC[4]=-1.; 
 UC[5]=1.; VC[5]=1.; 
 UC[6]=-1.; VC[6]=1.; 
 UC[7]=-1.; VC[7]=-1.; 
 UC[8]=1.; VC[8]=-1.; 
 UC[9]=0.; VC[9]=0.; 
 for(k=1;k<=KM;k++){ 
  UC[k]=UC[k]*DX/DT; 
  VC[k]=VC[k]*DX/DT; 
 } 
  
 // for virtual node  
 for(i=0;i<=IM+1;i++){ 
  B_index[i][0]=0.; 
  B_index[i][JM+1]=0.; 
 } 
 for(j=0;j<=JM+1;j++){ 
  B_index[0][j]=0.; 
  B_index[IM+1][j]=0.; 
 } 
  
 //for gas diffusion 
 for(i=1;i<=IM;i++){ 
  //lower TS 
  for(j=1;j<=int(TS/DX);j++) B_index[i][j]=-2.; 
  //lower SM 
  for(j=int(TS/DX)+1;j<=int((SM+TS)/DX)+1;j++) B_index[i][j]=-1.; 
  //lower EC 
  for(j=int((SM+TS)/DX)+2;j<=int((SM+EC+TS)/DX)+1;j++) B_index[i][j]=-0.1; 
  //boundary between blood lumen and EC, the last node of EC in blood lumen 
direction is treated as wall(no-slip) 
  B_index[i][int((SM+EC+TS)/DX)+1]=0.; 
  //blood lumen 
  for(j=int((SM+EC+TS)/DX)+2;j<=int((SM+EC+LY+TS)/DX);j++) B_index[i][j]=1.; 
  //boundary between blood lumen and EC 
  B_index[i][int((SM+EC+LY+TS)/DX)+1]=0.; 
  //upper EC 





  //upper SM 
  for(j=int((SM+2.*EC+LY+TS)/DX)+1;j<=int((2.*SM+2.*EC+LY+TS)/DX)+1;j++)  
B_index[i][j]=-1.; 




    
   
 // for inlet/outlet 
 for(j=int((SM+EC+TS)/DX)+2;j<=int((SM+EC+LY+TS)/DX);j++){ 
  B_index[1][j]=0.1; 
  B_index[IM][j]=0.1; 
 } 
  
 //put DEL[i][j]=-1. for all the tissues 
 for(i=1;i<=IM;i++){ 
  for(j=1;j<=JM;j++){ 
   if(B_index[i][j] < 0.) DEL[i][j]=-1.; 
  } 
 } 
  
 //for multiple cells 










  CENU[i]=0.0; 




  CENX[i]=5.+((i-1)/7)*10.; 
  CENY[i]=LY/(14.)+LY/7.*((i-1)%7); 
  CENY[i]-=LY/2.; 
  ang[i]=-0.5*PI; 
  Cell_type[i]=1; 
 } 
  
 //end initial configuration of cells 
  
 // if number of cell is very much, then use the external input by certain file. 
 for(j=1;j<=NC;j++){ 
  for(i=1;i<=IS;i++){ 
   if(Cell_type[j] < 10){ 
   SXH2[j][i]=SX[i]*cos(ang[j])        +SY[i]*sin(ang[j]) +CENX[j]; 
   SYH2[j][i]=SX[i]*(-1.0*sin(ang[j])) +SY[i]*cos(ang[j]) +CENY[j]; 
   SFX[j][i]=0.0; 
   SFY[j][i]=0.0; 
   SXH[j][i]=SXH2[j][i]-CENX[j]; 
   SYH[j][i]=SYH2[j][i]-CENY[j]; 
   } 
   else{ 
    SXH2[j][i]=CENX[j]+5.*cos(2.*PI*(i-1)/IS); 
    SYH2[j][i]=CENY[j]+5.*sin(2.*PI*(i-1)/IS); 
    SFX[j][i]=0.; 
    SFY[j][i]=0.; 
    SXH[j][i]=SXH2[j][i]-CENX[j]; 
    SYH[j][i]=SYH2[j][i]-CENY[j]; 
   } 
 
    
  } 
  SXH2[j][IS+1]=SXH2[j][1]; 
  SYH2[j][IS+1]=SYH2[j][1]; 
  SXH2[j][0]=SXH2[j][IS]; 
  SYH2[j][0]=SYH2[j][IS]; 




  SXH[j][IS+1]=SXH[j][1]; 
  SYH[j][IS+1]=SYH[j][1]; 
  SXH[j][0]=SXH[j][IS]; 






  curlva(n); 
   
  for(i=1;i<=IS;i++) 
   Tb_1[i]=Cur[n][i]; 
  Cur[n][1]   =(-1.0*Tb_1[IS-1]+4.0*Tb_1[IS]  +10.0*Tb_1[1]   +4.0*Tb_1[2]  -
Tb_1[3])/16.0; 
  Cur[n][2]   =(-1.0*Tb_1[IS]  +4.0*Tb_1[1]   +10.0*Tb_1[2]   +4.0*Tb_1[3]  -
Tb_1[4])/16.0; 
  Cur[n][IS-1]=(-1.0*Tb_1[IS-3]+4.0*Tb_1[IS-2]+10.0*Tb_1[IS-1]+4.0*Tb_1[IS] -
Tb_1[1])/16.0; 
  Cur[n][IS]  =(-1.0*Tb_1[IS-2]+4.0*Tb_1[IS-1]+10.0*Tb_1[IS]  +4.0*Tb_1[1]  -
Tb_1[2])/16.0; 
  for(i=3;i<=IS-2;i++) 
  Cur[n][i]   =(-1.0*Tb_1[i-2] +4.0*Tb_1[i-1] +10.0*Tb_1[i]   +4.0*Tb_1[i+1]-
Tb_1[i+2])/16.0; 
 
   
 
  for(j=1;j<=IS-1;j++){ 
   Cur_old[n][j]=Cur[n][j]; 
   LK_old[n][j]=sqrt((SXH[n][j+1]-SXH[n][j])*(SXH[n][j+1]-
SXH[n][j])+(SYH[n][j+1]-SYH[n][j])*(SYH[n][j+1]-SYH[n][j])); 
   LK0[n][j]=LK_old[n][j]; 
   if(LK0[n][j] == 0){ 
    cout<<"area initialization fail"<<endl; 
    system("pause"); 
   } 
      
  } 
  Cur_old[n][IS]=Cur[n][IS]; 
  LK_old[n][IS]=sqrt((SXH[n][1]-SXH[n][IS])*(SXH[n][1]-SXH[n][IS])+(SYH[n][1]-
SYH[n][IS])*(SYH[n][1]-SYH[n][IS])); 
  LK0[n][IS]=LK_old[n][IS]; 
 
  len[n]=0.0; 






  are[n]=0.0; 
  for(i=1;i<=IS-1;i++) { 
   if(((0.0-SXH[n][i])*(SYH[n][i+1]-SYH[n][i-1])-(0.0-
SYH[n][i])*(SXH[n][i+1]-SXH[n][i-1])) >= 0.0){ 
    are[n]=are[n]-0.5*abs((SXH[n][i+1])*(SYH[n][i])-
(SXH[n][i])*(SYH[n][i+1])); 
   } 
   else {are[n]=are[n]+0.5*abs((SXH[n][i+1])*(SYH[n][i])-
(SXH[n][i])*(SYH[n][i+1]));} 
  } 
   
  if(((0.0-SXH[n][IS])*(SYH[n][1]-SYH[n][IS-1])-(0.0-SYH[n][IS])*(SXH[n][IS+1]-
SXH[n][IS-1])) >= 0.0){ 
    are[n]=are[n]-0.5*abs((SXH[n][1])*(SYH[n][IS])-
(SXH[n][IS])*(SYH[n][1])); 
  } 
  else {are[n]=are[n]+0.5*abs((SXH[n][1])*(SYH[n][IS])-
(SXH[n][IS])*(SYH[n][1]));} 




  for(j=1;j<=JM;j++){ 




   V[i][j]=0.0; 
   D[i][j]=1.0; 
   if(B_index[i][j] >= 0.) 
    C[1][i][j]=101.07;  // initial O2 concentration in blood 
lumen; 101.07 [uM] => PO2=75 mmHg/311K 
   else 
    C[1][i][j]=20.21;   // initial O2 concentration in cells 
(from EC to TS); 20.21 [uM] => 20% of O2 saturation in water at PO2=75mmHg/311K 
   C[2][i][j]=AAA; // initial NO = 0. [uM] 
 }} 







 // f=f_eq at initial states 
 for(i=1;i<=IM;i++){ 
  for(j=1;j<=JM;j++){ 
   for(k=1;k<=KM;k++){ 
    F[i][j][k]=FEQ[i][j][k]; 
    J1[i][j][k]=JEQ1[i][j][k]; 









 int i,j,I1,I2,J1,J2,M0,N0,c,M1,N1; 
 double tmp2,min,max,ddx,ddy,del_min; 
  
 if(NSTEP == 1 || NSTEP%ADstep == 0) aggregation(); 
  
 //IBM (membrane motion) 
 for(c=1;c<=NC;c++){ 
   
   
  min=LX; 
  max=0.0; 
  
  for(i=1;i<=IS;i++){ 
   I1=int(SXH2[c][i]/DX)-4;     
   I2=int(SXH2[c][i]/DX)+4; 
   J1=int((SYH2[c][i]+(LY/2.+EC+SM+TS))/DX)-4; 
   J2=int((SYH2[c][i]+(LY/2.+EC+SM+TS))/DX)+4; 
    
   T_in_n[c][i]=0.; 
   del_min=1.; 
 
   SU[c][i]=0.0; 
   SV[c][i]=0.0; 
   if(J1<1) J1=1; 
   if(J2>JM) J2=JM; 
   for(M0=I1;M0<=I2;M0++) { 
    tmp2=0.; 
    if(M0 < 1){  
     tmp2=LX; 
     M1=M0+IM-1; 
    } 
    else{ 
     if(M0 > IM){  
      tmp2=-1.*LX; 
      M1=M0-IM+1; 
     } 
     else 
      M1=M0; 
    } 
     
    for(N0=J1;N0<=J2;N0++){ 




      
     ddx=abs(SXH2[c][i]-X[M1][N1]+tmp2)/DX; 
     ddy=abs(SYH2[c][i]-Y[M1][N1])/DX; 
     if(ddx <=2.0 && ddy <= 2.0){ 
     
 SU[c][i]=SU[c][i]+U[M1][N1]*(1.0+cos(0.5*PI*ddx))*(1.0+cos(0.5*PI*ddy))/16.0; 
     
 SV[c][i]=SV[c][i]+V[M1][N1]*(1.0+cos(0.5*PI*ddx))*(1.0+cos(0.5*PI*ddy))/16.0; 
     } 
     if(ddx <=3. && ddy <= 3.){ 
      if(DEL[M1][N1] < del_min) 
del_min=DEL[M1][N1]; 
     } 
    } 
   } 
   if(del_min > 0. && Cur[c][i] > -0.5/DX ) 
T_in_n[c][i]=del_min*PRE_n/IS; 
   if(del_min > 0. && Cur[c][i] < -0.5/DX ) T_in_n[c][i]=-
1.*del_min*PRE_n/IS;  
      
  } 
   
   
  CENU[c]=0.0; 
  CENV[c]=0.0; 
  CENX[c]=0.0; 
  CENY[c]=0.0; 
  for(i=1;i<=IS;i++){ 
   SXH2[c][i]=SXH2[c][i]+DT*SU[c][i]; 
   SYH2[c][i]=SYH2[c][i]+DT*SV[c][i]; 
    
   if(SXH2[c][i] > LX) SXH2[c][i]=SXH2[c][i]-LX; 
   if(SXH2[c][i] > max) max=SXH2[c][i]; 
   if(SXH2[c][i] < min) min=SXH2[c][i]; 
   SXH3[i]=SXH2[c][i]; 
  } 
   
  for(i=1;i<=IS;i++){ 
   if(SXH3[i] < 0.5*LX && (max-min) > 0.5*LX){ 
    SXH3[i]=SXH3[i]+LX; 
   } 
   CENX[c]=CENX[c]+SXH3[i]; 
   CENY[c]=CENY[c]+SYH2[c][i]; 
   CENU[c]=CENU[c]+SU[c][i]; 
   CENV[c]=CENV[c]+SV[c][i]; 
  } 
   
  CENU[c]=CENU[c]/double(IS); 
  CENV[c]=CENV[c]/double(IS); 
  CENX[c]=CENX[c]/double(IS); 
  CENY[c]=CENY[c]/double(IS); 
   
  for(i=1;i<=IS;i++){ 
   SXH[c][i]=SXH3[i]-CENX[c]; 
   SYH[c][i]=SYH2[c][i]-CENY[c]; 
    
  } 
   
  SXH2[c][IS+1]=SXH2[c][1]; 
  SYH2[c][IS+1]=SYH2[c][1]; 
 
  SXH2[c][0]=SXH2[c][IS]; 
  SYH2[c][0]=SYH2[c][IS]; 
   
  SXH[c][IS+1]=SXH[c][1]; 
  SYH[c][IS+1]=SYH[c][1]; 
  SXH[c][0]=SXH[c][IS]; 
  SYH[c][0]=SYH[c][IS]; 
  
 } 
   















  for(j=1;j<=JM;j++){ 
   for(k=1;k<=KM;k++){ 
    if(B_index[i][j] >= 0.0){ 
     FF[i][j][k]=F[i][j][k]; 





 //stream for k=1(right) 
 for(j=1;j<=JM;j++){ 
  for(i=2;i<=IM;i++){ 
   if(B_index[i][j] >= 0.0 && B_index[i-1][j] >= 0.0) 




 //stream for k=2(topm) 
 for(j=2;j<=JM;j++){ 
  for(i=1;i<=IM;i++){ 
   if(B_index[i][j] >= 0.0 && B_index[i][j-1] >= 0.0) 
   F[i][j][2]=FF[i][j-1][2]; 
 }} 
  
 //stream for k=3(left) 
 for(j=1;j<=JM;j++){ 
  for(i=1;i<=IM-1;i++){ 
   if(B_index[i][j] >= 0.0 && B_index[i+1][j] >= 0.0) 
   F[i][j][3]=FF[i+1][j][3]; 
 }} 
  
 //stream for k=4(bottom) 
 for(j=1;j<=JM-1;j++){ 
  for(i=1;i<=IM;i++){ 
   if(B_index[i][j] >= 0.0 && B_index[i][j+1] >= 0.0) 
   F[i][j][4]=FF[i][j+1][4]; 
 }} 
  
 //stream for k=5(right-top) 
 for(j=2;j<=JM;j++){ 
  for(i=2;i<=IM;i++){ 
   if(B_index[i][j] >= 0.0 && B_index[i-1][j-1] >= 0.0) 
   F[i][j][5]=FF[i-1][j-1][5]; 
 }} 
  
 //stream for k=6(left-top) 
 for(j=2;j<=JM;j++){ 
  for(i=1;i<=IM-1;i++){ 
   if(B_index[i][j] >= 0.0 && B_index[i+1][j-1] >= 0.0) 
   F[i][j][6]=FF[i+1][j-1][6]; 
 }} 
  
 //stream for k=7(left-bottom) 
 for(j=1;j<=JM-1;j++){ 
  for(i=1;i<=IM-1;i++){ 
   if(B_index[i][j] >= 0.0 && B_index[i+1][j+1] >= 0.0) 
   F[i][j][7]=FF[i+1][j+1][7]; 
 }} 
 
 //stream for k=8(right-bottom) 
 for(j=1;j<=JM-1;j++){ 
  for(i=2;i<=IM;i++){ 
   if(B_index[i][j] >= 0.0 && B_index[i-1][j+1] >= 0.0) 












void MACRO(void){     //calculate macro velocity and density 
 int i,j,k; 
 double UU,VV,DD; 
 
 for(i=1;i<=IM;i++){ 
  for(j=1+int((EC+SM+TS)/DX);j<=1+int((EC+SM+TS+LY)/DX);j++){ 
   if(B_index[i][j] >= 0.){ 
    UU=0.0; 
    VV=0.0; 
    DD=0.0; 
    for(k=1;k<=KM;k++){ 
     if(B_index[i][j] >= 0.){ 
     DD=DD+F[i][j][k]; 
     UU=UU+F[i][j][k]*UC[k]; 
     VV=VV+F[i][j][k]*VC[k]; 
     } 
    } 
    if(B_index[i][j] >= 0.){ 
    D[i][j]=DD; 
    U[i][j]=UU/D[i][j]+0.5*DT*FX[i][j]/DD; 
    V[i][j]=VV/D[i][j]+0.5*DT*FY[i][j]/DD; 
    } 
 
    if(B_index[i][j] == 0.){ 
     U[i][j]=0.; 
     V[i][j]=0.; 
    } 
   } 
    
  } 
 } 
 //for velocity b/c 
 
  




void PINGHT(void){  //Calculate the f_eq(density distribution fuction for equillibrium states) 
 int i,j,k; 





  for(j=1;j<=JM;j++){ 
   tao2[i][j]=0.5+(VIS_RATIO*MU+(1.0-
VIS_RATIO)*MU*DEL[i][j])/(CS*CS*DEN*DT*SCALE); 
   if(B_index[i][j] >= 0.){ // 0.0=> no-slip or velocity b/c, -
1.0=>ghost cell, 0.1=>periodic b/c, 0.5=> pressure b/c, 1.0=>fluid node 
    for(k=1;k<=KM;k++){ 
     if(k<=4){ 
     
 FEQ[i][j][k]=D[i][j]*(1.0+(U[i][j]*UC[k]+V[i][j]*VC[k])/cs2+0.5/cs4*(U[i][j]*UC[k]+V[i
][j]*VC[k])*(U[i][j]*UC[k]+V[i][j]*VC[k])-0.5/cs2*(U[i][j]*U[i][j]+V[i][j]*V[i][j]))/9.0; 
     } 
     else{  
      if(k<=8){ 
      
 FEQ[i][j][k]=D[i][j]*(1.0+(U[i][j]*UC[k]+V[i][j]*VC[k])/cs2+0.5/cs4*(U[i][j]*UC[k]+V[i
][j]*VC[k])*(U[i][j]*UC[k]+V[i][j]*VC[k])-0.5/cs2*(U[i][j]*U[i][j]+V[i][j]*V[i][j]))/36.0; 
      } 
      else{ 
       FEQ[i][j][k]=D[i][j]*(1.0-
0.5/cs2*(U[i][j]*U[i][j]+V[i][j]*V[i][j]))*4.0/9.0; 
       } 




     } 
   } 









 int i,j,k; 






  for(j=1;j<=JM;j++){ 
    
   if(B_index[i][j] >= 0.1){ 
     
    for(k=1;k<=KM;k++){ 
     if(k<=4) 




     else{ 
      if(k<=8) 




      else 




     } 
    } 
   } 








 int i,j,n,k; 
 char number[10],cell[3]; 
 double zero=0.0; 








 if(NSTEP < 1000) num=zero3+number; 
 if(NSTEP >= 1000 && NSTEP < 10000) num=zero2+number; 
 if(NSTEP >= 10000 && NSTEP < 100000) num=zero1+number; 




 outfile<<"VARIABLES=\n"<<" \"X\" \"Y\" \"D\" \"U\" \"V\" \"O2\" \"NO\" \"DEL\" 
\"B_index\" \n"<<"ZONE  T=\"ZONE 01\"\n"; 







  for(j=1;j<=JM;j++) 
   outfile<<X[i][j]<<"  "<<Y[i][j]<<"  "<<D[i][j]<<"  "<<U[i][j]<<"  
"<<V[i][j]<<" "<<C[1][i][j]<<" "<<C[2][i][j]<<" "<<DEL[i][j]<<" "<<B_index[i][j]<<endl; 
 } 
 for(n=1;n<=NC;n++){ 
  outfile<<"VARIABLES=\n"<<" \"XS\" \"YS\" \"DS\" \"US\" \"VS\" \"SFX\" \"SFY\" 
\"DD\" \"HbO2\" \n"<<"ZONE  T=\"ZONE "<<n+1<<"\"\n"; 
  outfile<<"I=  "<<IS+1<<endl; 
  outfile<<"F=POINT\n"; 
 
  
  for(i=1;i<=IS;i++) 
   outfile<<SXH2[n][i]<<"  "<<SYH2[n][i]<<"  "<<"1.0"<<"  "<<SU[n][i]<<"  
"<<SV[n][i]<<"  "<<zero<<"  "<<zero<<"  "<<zero<<" "<<zero<<endl; 
  outfile<<SXH2[n][1]<<"  "<<SYH2[n][1]<<"  "<<"1.0"<<"  "<<SU[n][1]<<"  





 if(flag_init != 1){ 
  name=head2+and+num+d1; 
  outfile.open(name); 
  for(n=1;n<=NC;n++){ 
   for(i=1;i<=IS;i++) 
    outfile<<SXH2[n][i]<<" "<<SYH2[n][i]<<" "<<SFX[n][i]<<" 
"<<SFY[n][i]<<" "<<O2_rate[n]<<" "<<Cell_type[n]<<endl; 
  } 
  outfile.close(); 
 
  if(NSTEP==0){ 
   for(n=1;n<=NC;n++){ 
    LEN0[n]=1.0; 
    AREA0[n]=1.0; 
   } 
  } 
  for(n=1;n<=NC;n++){ 
   _itoa_s(n,cell,10); 
   name=head3+and+cell+d1; 
   outfile.open(name,ios::app); 
   outfile.precision(7); 
   outfile<<CENX[n]<<" "<<CENY[n]<<" "<<CENU[n]<<" "<<CENV[n]<<" 
"<<LEN0[n]<<" "<<AREA0[n]<<" "<<TauMag_avg[n]<<endl; 
   outfile.close(); 
  } 
  
  if(NSTEP==0){ 
   name=head4+and+num+d1; 
   outfile.open(name); 
   outfile.precision(7); 
   for(n=1;n<=NC;n++){ 
    for(i=1;i<=IS;i++){ 
     outfile<<Cur[n][i]<<" ";} 
    outfile<<endl; 
   } 
   outfile.close(); 
  } 
  name=head5+and+num+d1; 
  outfile.open(name); 
  outfile.precision(7); 
  for(n=1;n<=NC;n++){ 
   for(i=1;i<=IS;i++){ 
    outfile<<SXH2[n][i]<<" "<<SYH2[n][i]<<" "<<AGX[n][i]<<" 
"<<AGY[n][i]<<endl; 
   } 
  } 
  outfile.close(); 
 } 
  
 if(flag_deoxy == 0){ 
  outfile.open("Gas_field.dat",ios::app); 
 } 
 else{ 





 outfile<<NSTEP<<" "<<C[1][IM/2][1+int((SM+EC/2.+TS)/DX)]<<" 




 if(flag_deoxy == 1){ 
  outfile.open("HbO2_with_time.dat",ios::app); 
  for(i=1;i<=NC;i++){ 
   outfile<<O2_rate[i]<<" "; 
  } 
  outfile<<endl; 







 int i; 













 cout<<"number of time step : "<<DT*SCALE<<" Total time="<<NSTEP*DT*SCALE<<endl; 
 cout<<"NSTEP C[1]   C[2] in lower EC ;  C[1]     C[2]  in upper EC\n"; 
 cout<<NSTEP<<" ; "<<C[1][IM/2][1+int((SM+EC/2.+TS)/DX)]<<" 








void reload(int n){ 
 int i,j,size; 
 char number[10],a[150]; 
 double bulk,min; 
 
 string name,num,d1=".dat"; 
 string head1="Total",head2="Cell",and="-
",head4="Cur",zero3="000",zero2="00",zero1="0"; 














 cout<<"LENGTH = "<<LENGTH<<" AREA= "<<AREA<<endl; 
 for(i=1;i<=IS;i++){ 










 if(NSTEP < 1000) num=zero3+number; 
 if(NSTEP >= 1000 && NSTEP < 10000) num=zero2+number; 
 if(NSTEP >= 10000 && NSTEP < 100000) num=zero1+number; 




















 //for RBCs 
 if(NC != 0){ 
   
  min=1.; 
  name=head2+and+num+d1; 
  infile.open(name); 
  for(j=1;j<=NC;j++){ 
   for(i=1;i<=IS;i++){ 
   
 infile>>SXH2[j][i]>>SYH2[j][i]>>SFX[j][i]>>SFY[j][i]>>O2_rate[j]>>Cell_type[j]; 
    if(SYH2[j][i] < min) min=SYH2[j][i]; 
     
   } 
 
  } 
  if(min > 0.){ 
   for(j=1;j<=NC;j++){ 
    for(i=1;i<=IS;i++) 
     SYH2[j][i]-=LY/2.; //for instance 
   } 
  } 
  infile.close(); 
  printf("."); 
  
  
  num="0000"; 
  name=head4+and+num+d1; 
  infile.open(name); 
  
  for(n=1;n<=NC;n++){ 
   for(i=1;i<=IS;i++){ 
    infile>>Cur_old[n][i];} 
   
  } 





void reload_init(int n){ 
 int i,j; 
 char number[10],a[100]; 
 double bulk; 
  
 string name,num,d1=".dat"; 
 string head1="Total",head2="Cell",and="-
",head4="Cur",zero3="000",zero2="00",zero1="0",zero4="0000"; 






  infile>>MU>>DEN>>U0>>Es>>De>>Eb>>stiff_soft>>De_soft>>stiff_hard>>De_hard; 
  RE=U0*(LY*SCALE)*DEN/MU; 









 cout<<"LENGTH = "<<LENGTH<<" AREA= "<<AREA<<endl; 
 for(i=1;i<=IS;i++){ 







 if(NSTEP < 1000) num=zero3+number; 
 if(NSTEP >= 1000 && NSTEP < 10000) num=zero2+number; 
 if(NSTEP >= 10000 && NSTEP < 100000) num=zero1+number; 












  for(j=int((SM+EC+TS)/DX)+1;j<=int((SM+EC+LY+TS)/DX)+1;j++){ 
  
 infile>>bulk>>bulk>>D[i][j]>>U[i][j]>>V[i][j]>>FX[i][j]>>FY[i][j]>>DEL[i][j]; 
    
    










  for(i=1;i<=IS;i++){ 
  
 infile>>SXH2[j][i]>>SYH2[j][i]>>SFX[j][i]>>SFY[j][i]>>TEN[j][i]>>Cell_type[j]; 
   SYH2[j][i]-=LY/2.; 










void curlva(int j){ 
 int i; 
 double xc,yc; 
 
 for(i=1;i<=IS;i++){ 
   
  if(i==1){ 








   yc=1.0/(2.0*(SYH[j][IS]-SYH[j][i]+AAA))*(SXH[j][IS]*SXH[j][IS]-
SXH[j][i]*SXH[j][i]+SYH[j][IS]*SYH[j][IS]-SYH[j][i]*SYH[j][i])-(SXH[j][IS]-
SXH[j][i])/(SYH[j][IS]-SYH[j][i]+AAA)*xc; 
   Cur[j][i]=1.0/sqrt((SXH[j][i]-xc)*(SXH[j][i]-xc)+(SYH[j][i]-
yc)*(SYH[j][i]-yc)); 
    
   //sign determination ( xc_i*sin(theta)-yc_i*cos(theta)) 
   if( ((xc-SXH[j][i])*(SYH[j][i+1]-SYH[j][IS])-(yc-
SYH[j][i])*(SXH[j][i+1]-SXH[j][IS])) <= 0.0) 
   Cur[j][i]=-1.0*Cur[j][i]; 
  } 
   
  if(i<=IS-1 && i>=2){ 





   yc=1.0/(2.0*(SYH[j][i-1]-SYH[j][i]+AAA))*(SXH[j][i-1]*SXH[j][i-1]-
SXH[j][i]*SXH[j][i]+SYH[j][i-1]*SYH[j][i-1]-SYH[j][i]*SYH[j][i])-(SXH[j][i-1]-
SXH[j][i])/(SYH[j][i-1]-SYH[j][i]+AAA)*xc; 
   Cur[j][i]=1.0/sqrt((SXH[j][i]-xc)*(SXH[j][i]-xc)+(SYH[j][i]-
yc)*(SYH[j][i]-yc)); 
    
   //sign determination ( xc_i*sin(theta)-yc_i*cos(theta)) 
   if( ((xc-SXH[j][i])*(SYH[j][i+1]-SYH[j][i-1])-(yc-
SYH[j][i])*(SXH[j][i+1]-SXH[j][i-1])) <= 0.0) 
   Cur[j][i]=-1.0*Cur[j][i]; 
  } 
  if(i==IS){ 





   yc=1.0/(2.0*(SYH[j][i-1]-SYH[j][i]+AAA))*(SXH[j][i-1]*SXH[j][i-1]-
SXH[j][i]*SXH[j][i]+SYH[j][i-1]*SYH[j][i-1]-SYH[j][i]*SYH[j][i])-(SXH[j][i-1]-
SXH[j][i])/(SYH[j][i-1]-SYH[j][i]+AAA)*xc; 
   Cur[j][i]=1.0/sqrt((SXH[j][i]-xc)*(SXH[j][i]-xc)+(SYH[j][i]-
yc)*(SYH[j][i]-yc)); 
    
   //sign determination ( xc_i*sin(theta)-yc_i*cos(theta)) 
   if( ((xc-SXH[j][i])*(SYH[j][1]-SYH[j][i-1])-(yc-
SYH[j][i])*(SXH[j][1]-SXH[j][i-1])) <= 0.0) 
   Cur[j][i]=-1.0*Cur[j][i]; 
  } 








 int i,j,k,n,g; 
 double max=0.0,min=LX,D_f_1,D_f_2,TaoGas[NG]; 
  
 ifstream infile; 
 






 cout<<"TAO for flow IS "<<TA0<<"  DT is "<<DT<<"\n"; 
  
 D_f_1=2.8e-9;  //diffusivity for O2 
 D_f_2=3.3e-9;  //diffusivity for NO 







 cout<<"TAO for O2 is "<<TaoGas[0]<<", TAO for NO is "<<TaoGas[1]<<endl; 
  
 for(i=1;i<=IM;i++){ 
  for(j=1;j<=JM;j++){ 
   tao_G1[i][j]=TaoGas[0]; 
   tao_G2[i][j]=TaoGas[1]; 
  } 
 } 
  
 // velocity components for local nodes 1~KM 
 UC[1]=1.; VC[1]=0.; 
 UC[2]=0.; VC[2]=1.; 
 UC[3]=-1.; VC[3]=0.; 
 UC[4]=0.; VC[4]=-1.; 
 UC[5]=1.; VC[5]=1.; 
 UC[6]=-1.; VC[6]=1.; 
 UC[7]=-1.; VC[7]=-1.; 
 UC[8]=1.; VC[8]=-1.; 
 UC[9]=0.; VC[9]=0.; 
 for(k=1;k<=KM;k++){ 
  UC[k]=UC[k]*DX/DT; 
  VC[k]=VC[k]*DX/DT; 
 } 
  
 // for virtual node  
 for(i=0;i<=IM+1;i++){ 
  B_index[i][0]=0.; 
  B_index[i][JM+1]=0.; 
 } 
 for(j=0;j<=JM+1;j++){ 
  B_index[0][j]=0.; 










 if(NC != 0){ 
 for(n=1;n<=NC;n++){ 
  max=0.; 
  min=LX; 
  CENX[n]=0.0; 
  CENY[n]=0.0; 
  SXH2[n][IS+1]=SXH2[n][1]; 
  SYH2[n][IS+1]=SYH2[n][1]; 
  SXH2[n][0]=SXH2[n][IS]; 
  SYH2[n][0]=SYH2[n][IS]; 
   
   
  for(i=1;i<=IS;i++){ 
   if(SXH2[n][i] > max) max=SXH2[n][i]; 
   if(SXH2[n][i] < min) min=SXH2[n][i]; 
   SXH3[i]=SXH2[n][i]; 
  } 
   
  if((max-min) > 0.5*LX){ 
   for(i=1;i<=IS;i++){ 
    if(SXH3[i] < 0.5*LX){ 
     SXH3[i]=SXH3[i]+LX; 
     CENX[n]=CENX[n]+SXH3[i]; 
      
    } 
    else{ 
     CENX[n]=CENX[n]+SXH3[i]; 
    } 
    CENY[n]=CENY[n]+SYH2[n][i]; 
     
   } 




  else{ 
   for(i=1;i<=IS;i++){ 
    CENX[n]=CENX[n]+SXH3[i]; 
    CENY[n]=CENY[n]+SYH2[n][i]; 
     
   } 
  } 
   
  CENX[n]=CENX[n]/IS; 
  CENY[n]=CENY[n]/IS; 
   
  for(i=1;i<=IS;i++){ 
   if((SXH2[n][i+1]-SXH2[n][i]) < 5.0 && (SXH2[n][i+1]-SXH2[n][i]) > -
5.0) 
    LK_old[n][i]=sqrt((SXH2[n][i+1]-SXH2[n][i])*(SXH2[n][i+1]-
SXH2[n][i])+(SYH2[n][i+1]-SYH2[n][i])*(SYH2[n][i+1]-SYH2[n][i])); 
   if((SXH2[n][i+1]-SXH2[n][i]) > 5.0) 
    LK_old[n][i]=sqrt((SXH2[n][i+1]-SXH2[n][i]-LX)*(SXH2[n][i+1]-
SXH2[n][i]-LX)+(SYH2[n][i+1]-SYH2[n][i])*(SYH2[n][i+1]-SYH2[n][i])); 
   if((SXH2[n][i+1]-SXH2[n][i]) < -5.0) 
    LK_old[n][i]=sqrt((SXH2[n][i+1]-SXH2[n][i]+LX)*(SXH2[n][i+1]-
SXH2[n][i]+LX)+(SYH2[n][i+1]-SYH2[n][i])*(SYH2[n][i+1]-SYH2[n][i])); 
  } 
   
  for(i=1;i<=IS;i++){ 
   SXH[n][i]=SXH3[i]-CENX[n]; 
   SYH[n][i]=SYH2[n][i]-CENY[n]; 
   if(Cell_type[n] < 10) LK0[n][i]=sqrt((SX[i+1]-SX[i])*(SX[i+1]-
SX[i])+(SY[i+1]-SY[i])*(SY[i+1]-SY[i])); 
   else LK0[n][i]=2.*3.1416*5./IS; 
   if(LK0[n][i] == 0){ 
    cout<<"area initialization fail"<<endl; 
    system("pause"); 
   } 
  } 
   
  SXH[n][IS+1]=SXH[n][1]; 
  SYH[n][IS+1]=SYH[n][1]; 
  SXH[n][0]=SXH[n][IS]; 
  SYH[n][0]=SYH[n][IS]; 
 
  len[n]=0.0; 






  are[n]=0.0; 
  for(i=1;i<=IS-1;i++) { 
   if(((0.0-SXH[n][i])*(SYH[n][i+1]-SYH[n][i-1])-(0.0-
SYH[n][i])*(SXH[n][i+1]-SXH[n][i-1])) >= 0.0){ 
    are[n]=are[n]-0.5*abs((SXH[n][i+1])*(SYH[n][i])-
(SXH[n][i])*(SYH[n][i+1])); 
   } 
   else {are[n]=are[n]+0.5*abs((SXH[n][i+1])*(SYH[n][i])-
(SXH[n][i])*(SYH[n][i+1]));} 
  } 
   
  if(((0.0-SXH[n][IS])*(SYH[n][1]-SYH[n][IS-1])-(0.0-SYH[n][IS])*(SXH[n][IS+1]-
SXH[n][IS-1])) >= 0.0){ 
    are[n]=are[n]-0.5*abs((SXH[n][1])*(SYH[n][IS])-
(SXH[n][IS])*(SYH[n][1])); 
  } 
  else {are[n]=are[n]+0.5*abs((SXH[n][1])*(SYH[n][IS])-
(SXH[n][IS])*(SYH[n][1]));} 
 
  //in the case of that particle consists of only RBCs 
  len[n]=LENGTH; 
  are[n]=AREA; 
  } 
 } 










 if(O2_rate[1] == 0.){ 
  for(i=1;i<=NC;i++) O2_rate[i]=HbO2_init; 
 } 
 
 // f=f_eq at initial states 
 for(i=1;i<=IM;i++){ 
  for(j=1;j<=JM;j++){ 
   for(k=1;k<=KM;k++){ 
    if(B_index[i][j] >= 0.) F[i][j][k]=FEQ[i][j][k]; 
     
    J1[i][j][k]=JEQ1[i][j][k]; 
    J2[i][j][k]=JEQ2[i][j][k]; 
     
   } 
   if(B_index[i][j] < 0.){ 
    D[i][j] = 1.; 
    U[i][j] = 0.; 
    V[i][j] = 0.; 
   } 









 int n,i; 
 cout<<"\nrefine cell nodes "; 
 for(n=1;n<=NC;n++){ 
  for(i=1;i<=IS;i++) 
   Tb_1[i]=SXH[n][i]; 
  SXH[n][1]   =(-1.0*Tb_1[IS-1]+4.0*Tb_1[IS]  +10.0*Tb_1[1]   +4.0*Tb_1[2]  -
Tb_1[3])/16.0; 
  SXH[n][2]   =(-1.0*Tb_1[IS]  +4.0*Tb_1[1]   +10.0*Tb_1[2]   +4.0*Tb_1[3]  -
Tb_1[4])/16.0; 
  SXH[n][IS-1]=(-1.0*Tb_1[IS-3]+4.0*Tb_1[IS-2]+10.0*Tb_1[IS-1]+4.0*Tb_1[IS] -
Tb_1[1])/16.0; 
  SXH[n][IS]  =(-1.0*Tb_1[IS-2]+4.0*Tb_1[IS-1]+10.0*Tb_1[IS]  +4.0*Tb_1[1]  -
Tb_1[2])/16.0; 
  for(i=3;i<=IS-2;i++) 
  SXH[n][i]   =(-1.0*Tb_1[i-2] +4.0*Tb_1[i-1] +10.0*Tb_1[i]   +4.0*Tb_1[i+1]-
Tb_1[i+2])/16.0; 
 
  for(i=1;i<=IS;i++) 
   Tb_1[i]=SYH[n][i]; 
  SYH[n][1]   =(-1.0*Tb_1[IS-1]+4.0*Tb_1[IS]  +10.0*Tb_1[1]   +4.0*Tb_1[2]  -
Tb_1[3])/16.0; 
  SYH[n][2]   =(-1.0*Tb_1[IS]  +4.0*Tb_1[1]   +10.0*Tb_1[2]   +4.0*Tb_1[3]  -
Tb_1[4])/16.0; 
  SYH[n][IS-1]=(-1.0*Tb_1[IS-3]+4.0*Tb_1[IS-2]+10.0*Tb_1[IS-1]+4.0*Tb_1[IS] -
Tb_1[1])/16.0; 
  SYH[n][IS]  =(-1.0*Tb_1[IS-2]+4.0*Tb_1[IS-1]+10.0*Tb_1[IS]  +4.0*Tb_1[1]  -
Tb_1[2])/16.0; 
  for(i=3;i<=IS-2;i++) 
  SYH[n][i]   =(-1.0*Tb_1[i-2] +4.0*Tb_1[i-1] +10.0*Tb_1[i]   +4.0*Tb_1[i+1]-
Tb_1[i+2])/16.0; 
   
  for(i=1;i<=IS;i++){ 
   SXH2[n][i]=CENX[n]+SXH[n][i]; 
   if(SXH2[n][i] > LX) SXH2[n][i]=SXH2[n][i] - LX; 
   SYH2[n][i]=CENY[n]+SYH[n][i]; 










 int i,j,k,I1,I2,J1,J2,M,N,P[51],pp,flag,a,b; 
 
 double dis_n,dis_t,d_stack,dis; 
 double x_mid,y_mid; 
 
 if(NSTEP == 0){ 
  for(i=1;i<=IM;i++){ 
   for(k=1;k<=JM;k++){ 
    DEL[i][k]=1.0; 
    RBC[i][k]=0; 
   } 
  } 
 } 
 else{ 
  for(i=1;i<=IM;i++){ 
   for(k=int((EC+SM+TS)/DX)+1;k<=int((EC+SM+TS+LY)/DX)+1;k++){ 
    DEL_old[i][k]=DEL[i][k]; 
    if(DEL[i][k] > 0. && DEL[i][k] < 1.){ 
     DEL[i][k]=1.0; 
     RBC[i][k]=0; 
    } 
   } 




   
  for(i=1;i<=IS;i++){ 
    I1=int(SXH2[k][i]/DX)-4; 
    I2=int(SXH2[k][i]/DX)+4; 
    J1=int((SYH2[k][i]+(LY/2.+EC+SM+TS))/DX)-4; 
    J2=int((SYH2[k][i]+(LY/2.+EC+SM+TS))/DX)+4; 
    if(I1 < 1) I1=1; 
    if(I2 > IM) I2=IM; 
     
    for(M=I1;M<=I2;M++){ 
     for(N=J1;N<=J2;N++){ 
      if(sqrt((SXH2[k][i]-X[M][N])*(SXH2[k][i]-
X[M][N])+(SYH2[k][i]-Y[M][N])*(SYH2[k][i]-Y[M][N]))/DX <= 2.0){ 





      
 d_stack=0.5*(1.0+dis_n/(2.0*DX)+1.0/PI*sin(PI*dis_n/(2.0*DX))); 
        
       if(dis_n < 0.0 && dis_n > -2.0*DX){ 
        if(DEL[M][N] == 1.0)
 DEL[M][N]=d_stack; 
        else if(DEL[M][N] == 0.) 
DEL[M][N]=d_stack; 
        else if(d_stack > DEL[M][N])
 DEL[M][N]=d_stack; 
        RBC[M][N]=k; 
       } 
       if(dis_n > 0.0 && dis_n < 2.0*DX) { 
        if(DEL[M][N]== 1.0)
 DEL[M][N]=d_stack; 
        else if(DEL[M][N] == 0.) 
DEL[M][N]=d_stack; 
        else if(d_stack < DEL[M][N])
 DEL[M][N]=d_stack; 
        RBC[M][N]=k; 
       } 
      } 
      
     } 
    } 
     
    //if length of one segment on membrane is larger than 4times 




    dis=sqrt((SXH[k][i]-SXH[k][i-1])*(SXH[k][i]-SXH[k][i-
1])+(SYH[k][i]-SYH[k][i-1])*(SYH[k][i]-SYH[k][i-1])); 
    if(dis > 4.*DX){ 
     if(abs(SXH2[k][i] - SXH2[k][i-1]) < 0.5*LX){ 
      x_mid=(SXH2[k][i]+SXH2[k][i-1])/2.; 
      y_mid=(SYH2[k][i]+SYH2[k][i-1])/2.; 
       
     } 
     else{ 
      x_mid=(SXH2[k][i]+SXH2[k][i-1]+LX)/2.; 
      y_mid=(SYH2[k][i]+SYH2[k][i-1])/2.; 
       
     } 
     I1=int(x_mid/DX)-3; 
     I2=int(x_mid/DX)+3; 
     J1=int((y_mid+(LY/2.+EC+SM+TS))/DX)-3; 
     J2=int((y_mid+(LY/2.+EC+SM+TS))/DX)+3; 
     if(I1 < 1) I1=1; 
     if(I2 > IM) I2=IM; 
     
     for(M=I1;M<=I2;M++){ 
      for(N=J1;N<=J2;N++){ 
       if(abs(x_mid-X[M][N])/DX <=2.0 && 
abs(y_mid-Y[M][N])/DX <= 2.0){ 





       
 d_stack=0.5*(1.0+dis_n/(2.0*DX)+1.0/PI*sin(PI*dis_n/(2.0*DX))); 
        
        if(dis_n < 0.0 && dis_n > -
2.0*DX){ 
         if(DEL[M][N] == 1.0)
 DEL[M][N]=d_stack; 
         else if(DEL[M][N] == 
0.) DEL[M][N]=d_stack; 
         else if(d_stack > 
DEL[M][N]) DEL[M][N]=d_stack; 
         RBC[M][N]=k; 
        } 
        if(dis_n > 0.0 && dis_n < 
2.0*DX) { 
         if(DEL[M][N]== 1.0)
 DEL[M][N]=d_stack; 
         else if(DEL[M][N] == 
0.) DEL[M][N]=d_stack; 
         else if(d_stack < 
DEL[M][N]) DEL[M][N]=d_stack; 
         RBC[M][N]=k; 
         
        } 
        
       } 
      } 
     } 
    } 
 
     
   } 
 } 
  
 if(NSTEP== 0){ // original Flood-fill method 
  for(k=1;k<=NC;k++){  
   for(i=0;i<50;i++) 
    P[i]=1+IS*i/50; 
   
   for(i=1;i<=IS;i++){ 
    for(j=0;j<50;j++){ 
     if(i==P[j]){ 
      
      I1=int(SXH2[k][i]/DX)-4; 




      J1=int((SYH2[k][i]+(LY/2.+EC+SM+TS))/DX)-4; 
      J2=int((SYH2[k][i]+(LY/2.+EC+SM+TS))/DX)+4; 
      if(I1 < 1) I1=1; 
      if(I2 > IM)  I2=IM; 
      for(M=I1;M<=I2;M++){ 
       for(N=J1;N<=J2;N++){ 










        if(dis_n <= -2.0*DX && 
abs(dis_t) <= DX && dis_n > -3.16228*DX){ //3.16228=sqrt(10) 
         if(DEL[M][N]==1.0){ 
          flag=1; 
         
 for(pp=1;pp<=(KM-1);pp++){ 
          
 a=M+int(UC[pp]*DT/DX); 
          
 b=N+int(VC[pp]*DT/DX); 
          
 if(DEL[a][b] > 0.5 && DEL[a][b] < 1.) flag=0; 
          } 
          if(flag == 
1) Floodfill(M,N,0); 
          break; 
           
         } 
        } 
       } 
      }  
     } 
    } 
   } 
  } 
 } 
  
 // new method : revised on 7/3/2013 
 else{ 
  for(i=1;i<=IM;i++){ 
   for(j=int((EC+SM+TS)/DX)+1;j<=int((EC+SM+TS+LY)/DX)+1;j++){ 
    if(DEL_old[i][j] < 0.4 && DEL[i][j] == 1.){ 
     DEL[i][j]=0.; 
     for(k=1;k<=KM-1;k++){ 
     
 if(RBC[i+int(UC[k]*DT/DX)][j+int(VC[k]*DT/DX)] > 0 && 
RBC[i+int(UC[k]*DT/DX)][j+int(VC[k]*DT/DX)] <= NC){ 
      
 RBC[i][j]=RBC[i+int(UC[k]*DT/DX)][j+int(VC[k]*DT/DX)]; 
       break; 
      } 
     } 
    } 
   } 








 int i,j,k,I1,I2,J1,J2,M,N,P[51],pp,flag,a,b; 
 double Ax,Ay,S; 
 int di,dj; 
 
 double dis_n,dis_t,d_stack,dis; 






  for(k=1;k<=JM;k++){ 
   if(B_index[i][k] > 0.) DEL[i][k]=1.0; 
   RBC[i][k]=0; 




   
  for(i=1;i<=IS;i++){ 
    I1=int(SXH2[k][i]/DX)-4; 
    I2=int(SXH2[k][i]/DX)+4; 
    J1=int((SYH2[k][i]+(LY/2.+EC+SM+TS))/DX)-4; 
    J2=int((SYH2[k][i]+(LY/2.+EC+SM+TS))/DX)+4; 
    if(I1 < 1) I1=1; 
    if(I2 > IM) I2=IM; 
     
    for(M=I1;M<=I2;M++){ 
     for(N=J1;N<=J2;N++){ 
      if(sqrt((SXH2[k][i]-X[M][N])*(SXH2[k][i]-
X[M][N])+(SYH2[k][i]-Y[M][N])*(SYH2[k][i]-Y[M][N]))/DX <= 2.0){ 





      
 d_stack=0.5*(1.0+dis_n/(2.0*DX)+1.0/PI*sin(PI*dis_n/(2.0*DX))); 
        
       if(dis_n < 0.0 && dis_n > -2.0*DX){ 
        if(DEL[M][N] == 1.0)
 DEL[M][N]=d_stack; 
        else if(DEL[M][N] == 0.) 
DEL[M][N]=d_stack; 
        else if(d_stack > DEL[M][N])
 DEL[M][N]=d_stack; 
        RBC[M][N]=k; 
       } 
       if(dis_n > 0.0 && dis_n < 2.0*DX) { 
        if(DEL[M][N]== 1.0)
 DEL[M][N]=d_stack; 
        else if(DEL[M][N] == 0.) 
DEL[M][N]=d_stack; 
        else if(d_stack < DEL[M][N])
 DEL[M][N]=d_stack; 
        RBC[M][N]=k; 
         
       } 
      } 
      
     } 
    } 
     
    //if length of one segment on membrane is larger than 4times 
of lattice unit, than put one additional node on the middle of segment 
    dis=sqrt((SXH[k][i]-SXH[k][i-1])*(SXH[k][i]-SXH[k][i-
1])+(SYH[k][i]-SYH[k][i-1])*(SYH[k][i]-SYH[k][i-1])); 
    if(dis > 4.*DX){ 
     if(abs(SXH2[k][i] - SXH2[k][i-1]) < 0.5*LX){ 
      x_mid=(SXH2[k][i]+SXH2[k][i-1])/2.; 
      y_mid=(SYH2[k][i]+SYH2[k][i-1])/2.; 
       
     } 
     else{ 
      x_mid=(SXH2[k][i]+SXH2[k][i-1]+LX)/2.; 
      y_mid=(SYH2[k][i]+SYH2[k][i-1])/2.; 
       
     } 
     I1=int(x_mid/DX)-3; 
     I2=int(x_mid/DX)+3; 
     J1=int((y_mid+(LY/2.+EC+SM+TS))/DX)-3; 
     J2=int((y_mid+(LY/2.+EC+SM+TS))/DX)+3; 




     if(I2 > IM) I2=IM; 
     
     for(M=I1;M<=I2;M++){ 
      for(N=J1;N<=J2;N++){ 
       if(abs(x_mid-X[M][N])/DX <=2.0 && 
abs(y_mid-Y[M][N])/DX <= 2.0){ 





       
 d_stack=0.5*(1.0+dis_n/(2.0*DX)+1.0/PI*sin(PI*dis_n/(2.0*DX))); 
        
        if(dis_n < 0.0 && dis_n > -
2.0*DX){ 
         if(DEL[M][N] == 1.0)
 DEL[M][N]=d_stack; 
         else if(DEL[M][N] == 
0.) DEL[M][N]=d_stack; 
         else if(d_stack > 
DEL[M][N]) DEL[M][N]=d_stack; 
         RBC[M][N]=k; 
        } 
        if(dis_n > 0.0 && dis_n < 
2.0*DX) { 
         if(DEL[M][N]== 1.0)
 DEL[M][N]=d_stack; 
         else if(DEL[M][N] == 
0.) DEL[M][N]=d_stack; 
         else if(d_stack < 
DEL[M][N]) DEL[M][N]=d_stack; 
         RBC[M][N]=k; 
         
        } 
        
       } 
      } 
     } 
    } 
 
     
   } 
 } 
  
 for(k=1;k<=NC;k++){  
  for(i=0;i<50;i++) 
   P[i]=1+IS*i/50; 
   
   for(i=1;i<=IS;i++){ 
    for(j=0;j<50;j++){ 
     if(i==P[j]){ 
      I1=int(SXH2[k][i]/DX)-4; 
      I2=int(SXH2[k][i]/DX)+4; 
      J1=int((SYH2[k][i]+(LY/2.+EC+SM+TS))/DX)-4; 
      J2=int((SYH2[k][i]+(LY/2.+EC+SM+TS))/DX)+4; 
      if(I1 < 1) I1=1; 
      if(I2 > IM)  I2=IM; 
      for(M=I1;M<=I2;M++){ 
       for(N=J1;N<=J2;N++){ 










        if(dis_n <= -2.0*DX && 
abs(dis_t) <= DX && dis_n > -3.16228*DX){ //3.16228=sqrt(10) 
         if(DEL[M][N]==1.0){ 




         
 for(pp=1;pp<=(KM-1);pp++){ 
          
 a=M+int(UC[pp]*DT/DX); 
          
 b=N+int(VC[pp]*DT/DX); 
          
 if(DEL[a][b] > 0.5 && DEL[a][b] < 1.) flag=0; 
          } 
          if(flag == 
1) Floodfill(M,N,0); 
          break; 
         } 
        } 
 
          
       } 
      }  
     } 
    } 
   
   } 





void Floodfill(int x, int y, int n){ 
 int xx1,xx2,yy1,yy2,i; 
 








 while(DEL[xx1][yy1] == 1.0){ 
  DEL[xx1][yy1]=0; 
  RBC[xx1][yy1]=n; 





 while(DEL[xx2][yy2] == 1.0){ 
  DEL[xx2][yy2]=0.; 
  RBC[xx2][yy2]=n; 
  yy2+=1; 
 } 
 for(i=yy1;i<=yy2;i++){ 
  Floodfill(x-1,i,n); 








 int i,j,k,m,n,i2,j2; 
 double DD; 
 
 for(i=1;i<=IM;i++){ 
  for(j=1;j<=JM;j++){ 
   if(B_index[i][j]==0.0){ 
   //for general geometry 
   DD=0.; 
   j2=0; 
   i2=0; 
   for(k=1;k<=(KM-1);k++){ 
    m=i+int(UC[k]*DT/DX); 




    if(B_index[m][n] > 0.0){ 
     DD=D[m][n]; 
     i2=m; 
     j2=n; 
     break; 
    } 
   } 
   if(DD==0.){ 
    for(k=1;k<=(KM-1);k++){ 
     m=i+int(UC[k]*DT/DX); 
     n=j+int(VC[k]*DT/DX); 
     if(B_index[m][n] == 0.0){ 
      DD=D[m][n]; 
      i2=m; 
      j2=n; 
      break; 
     } 
    }  
     
    if(DD==0.){  
     cout<<"No slip B/C error on i="<<i<<" j="<<j<<" 
node"<<endl; 
     system("pause"); 
    } 
   } 
       
   for(k=1;k<=KM;k++){ 
    if(k<=4){ 
     FEQ[i][j][k]=DD/9.0; 
    } 
    else{  
     if(k<=8){ 
     FEQ[i][j][k]=DD/36.0; 
     } 
     else{ 
     FEQ[i][j][k]=DD*4.0/9.0; 
      } 
     } 
    } 
    
      
    for(k=1;k<=KM;k++){ 
     F[i][j][k]=F[i2][j2][k]-FEQ[i2][j2][k]+FEQ[i][j][k];  
    } 
   } 






void pressure_B(int i1, int i2, int j1, int j2, double rho){ 
 int i,j,m,n,k,ii2,jj2; 
 double UU,VV,DD; 
  
 //consider => direction only 
 for(i=i1;i<=i2;i++){ 
  for(j=j1;j<=j2;j++){ 
   DD=rho; 
   jj2=0; 
   ii2=0; 
   for(k=1;k<=8;k++){ 
    m=i+int(UC[k]*DT/DX); 
    n=j+int(VC[k]*DT/DX); 
    if(B_index[m][n] == 1.0){ 
     UU=U[m][n]; 
     VV=V[m][n]; 
     ii2=m; 
     jj2=n; 
     break; 
    } 
   } 
   if(ii2 == 0.){ 




    system("pause"); 
   } 
   for(k=1;k<=KM;k++) 
    F[i][j][k]=F[ii2][jj2][k]-FEQ[ii2][jj2][k]+EQ(DD,UU,VV,k); 
   } 
    
  } 
 return; 
 } 





void velocity_B(int i1, int i2, int j1, int j2, double UU, double VV){ 
 int i,j,m,n,k,ii2,jj2; 
 double DD; 
  
 //consider => direction only 
 for(i=i1;i<=i2;i++){ 
  for(j=j1;j<=j2;j++){ 
   DD=0.; 
   jj2=0; 
   ii2=0; 
   U[i][j]=UU; 
   V[i][j]=VV; 
   for(k=1;k<=8;k++){ 
    m=i+int(UC[k]*DT/DX); 
    n=j+int(VC[k]*DT/DX); 
    if(B_index[m][n] == 1.0){ 
     DD=D[m][n]; 
     ii2=m; 
     jj2=n; 
     break; 
    } 
   } 
   if(ii2 == 0.){ 
    cout<<"Velocity B/C error on i="<<i<<" j="<<j<<" node"<<endl; 
    system("pause"); 
   } 
    
   for(k=1;k<=9;k++) 
    F[i][j][k]=F[ii2][jj2][k]-FEQ[ii2][jj2][k]+EQ(DD,UU,VV,k);
  
  } 









double EQ(double DD, double UU, double VV, int k){ 
  









 else{  




  } 
  else{ 
   ans=DD*(1.0-(UU*UU+VV*VV)/(2.*cs2))*4.0/9.0; 










 int i,j,M,N,n,n2,I1,I2,J1,J2,dx,dy; 
 double tmp2,min; 




  FGX[n]=0.0; 
  FGY[n]=0.0; 
  for(i=1;i<=IS;i++){ 
   AGX[n][i]=0.0; 
   AGY[n][i]=0.0; 
  } 
   
 
  //cell to cell 
  for(n2=1;n2<=NC;n2++){   
   //when two cells are close each other 
   if(n2 != n && abs(CENX[n]-CENX[n2]) < 2.0*Width && abs(CENY[n]-
CENY[n2]) < 2.0*Width ){ 
    De_cell=De;      
 //default = normal cell to normall cell 
     
    if(Cell_type[n]+Cell_type[n2] == 3)   //normal cell to soft 
cell 
     De_cell=(De+stiff_soft*De)/2.; 
    if(Cell_type[n]+Cell_type[n2] == 4)   //normal cell to hard 
cell 
     De_cell=(De+stiff_hard*De)/2.; 
    if(Cell_type[n]+Cell_type[n2] == 5)   //soft cell to hard 
cell 
     De_cell=(De*stiff_soft+De*stiff_hard)/2.; 
    if(Cell_type[n]+Cell_type[n2] == 6)   //hard cell to 
hard cell 
     De_cell=De; //use normal aggregation level for 
instance 
 
    De_cell=De; //ignore variation of aggregation force w.r.t 
deformability for instance 
 
    for(i=1;i<=IS;i++){  //n2->j && n->i 
     min=r0+1.5; 
     M=0; 
      
     for(j=1;j<=IS;j++){ //find the node of cell [n2] 
which have minmum distance between cell [n] and cell [n2] 
      dis=sqrt((SXH[n][i]-SXH[n2][j]+CENX[n]-
CENX[n2])*(SXH[n][i]-SXH[n2][j]+CENX[n]-CENX[n2])+(SYH2[n][i]-SYH2[n2][j])*(SYH2[n][i]-
SYH2[n2][j])); 
      if(dis < min){  
       min=dis; 
       M=j; 
      } 
     } 
           
     if( min < (r0+1.5) &&  ((SXH[n][i]-
SXH[n2][M]+CENX[n]-CENX[n2])*(SYH2[n2][M+1]-SYH2[n2][M-1])-(SYH2[n][i]-
SYH2[n2][M])*(SXH[n2][M+1]-SXH[n2][M-1])) >= 0.0 &&  ((SXH[n2][M]-SXH[n][i]+CENX[n2]-
CENX[n])*(SYH2[n][i+1]-SYH2[n][i-1])-(SYH2[n2][M]-SYH2[n][i])*(SXH[n][i+1]-SXH[n][i-1])) >= 
0.0 ){ 
      AGX[n][i]=AGX[n][i]-
De_cell*(2.0*beta*(exp(2.0*beta*(r0-min))-exp(beta*(r0-min))))*(SXH[n2][M]-SXH[n][i]+CENX[n2]-
CENX[n])/min; //agx= -f(x,y)*cos(theta) ,negative f(x,y)=> aggregation, positive f(x,y)=> 
disaggregation 
      AGY[n][i]=AGY[n][i]-
De_cell*(2.0*beta*(exp(2.0*beta*(r0-min))-exp(beta*(r0-min))))*(SYH2[n2][M]-SYH2[n][i])/min; 
//agx= -f(x,y)*cos(theta)  
       




    } 
   } 
   //if cell place near the outlet 
   if(n2 != n && abs(CENX[n]-CENX[n2]) > (LX-2.0*Width) && abs(CENY[n]-
CENY[n2]) < 2.0*Width){ 
    De_cell=De; 
     
    if(Cell_type[n]+Cell_type[n2] == 3)   //normal cell to soft 
cell 
     De_cell=(De+stiff_soft*De)/2.; 
    if(Cell_type[n]+Cell_type[n2] == 4)   //normal cell to hard 
cell 
     De_cell=(De+stiff_hard*De)/2.; 
    if(Cell_type[n]+Cell_type[n2] == 5)   //soft cell to hard 
cell 
     De_cell=(De*stiff_soft+De*stiff_hard)/2.; 
    if(Cell_type[n]+Cell_type[n2] == 6)   //hard cell to 
hard cell 
     De_cell=De; //use normal aggregation level for 
instance 
 
    De_cell=De; //ignore variation of aggregation force w.r.t 
deformability for instance 
    for(i=1;i<=IS;i++){  //n2->j && n->i 
     min=r0+1.5; 
     M=0; 
     if(CENX[n]-CENX[n2] > 0.0) tmp2=LX; 
     if(CENX[n]-CENX[n2] < 0.0) tmp2=-1.0*LX; 
     //find nearest node point on n2 cell 
     for(j=1;j<=IS;j++){ 
      dis=sqrt((SXH[n][i]-SXH[n2][j]+CENX[n]-
CENX[n2]-tmp2)*(SXH[n][i]-SXH[n2][j]+CENX[n]-CENX[n2]-tmp2)+(SYH2[n][i]-
SYH2[n2][j])*(SYH2[n][i]-SYH2[n2][j])); 
      if(dis < min){  
       min=dis; 
       M=j; 
      } 
     } 
      
     if( min < (r0+1.5) &&  ((SXH[n][i]-
SXH[n2][M]+CENX[n]-CENX[n2]-tmp2)*(SYH2[n2][M+1]-SYH2[n2][M-1])-(SYH2[n][i]-
SYH2[n2][M])*(SXH[n2][M+1]-SXH[n2][M-1])) >= 0.0 &&  ((SXH[n2][M]-SXH[n][i]+CENX[n2]-
CENX[n]+tmp2)*(SYH2[n][i+1]-SYH2[n][i-1])-(SYH2[n2][M]-SYH2[n][i])*(SXH[n][i+1]-SXH[n][i-1])) 
>= 0.0 ){ 
      AGX[n][i]=AGX[n][i]-
De_cell*(2.0*beta*(exp(2.0*beta*(r0-min))-exp(beta*(r0-min))))*(SXH[n2][M]-SXH[n][i]+CENX[n2]-
CENX[n]+tmp2)/min; //agx= -f(x,y)*cos(theta) ,negative f(x,y)=> aggregation, positive f(x,y)=> 
disaggregation 
      AGY[n][i]=AGY[n][i]-
De_cell*(2.0*beta*(exp(2.0*beta*(r0-min))-exp(beta*(r0-min))))*(SYH2[n2][M]-SYH2[n][i])/min; 
//agx= -f(x,y)*cos(theta)  
       
     } 
    } 
   } 
  } 
   
  //cell to wall 
 
  //condition or constrain: strength = 5x normal cell, distance= 3x lattice 
unit,  
  De_wall=8.*De; 
  r0_wall=0.6; 
  beta_wall=3.; 
  //condition end 
 
  //De_cell_wall is the coefficent for wall-cell aggregation 
  if(Cell_type[n] == 1)   //normal cell to wall 
   De_cell_wall=0.4*De; 
  if(Cell_type[n] == 2)   //soft cell to wall 
   De_cell_wall=0.4*De; 
  if(Cell_type[n] == 3)   //stiff cell to wall 





  for(i=1;i<=IS;i++){ 
   I1=int(SXH2[n][i]/DX)-4; 
   I2=I1+8; 
   J1=int((SYH2[n][i]+(LY/2.+EC+SM+TS))/DX)-4; 
   J2=J1+8; 
   min=r0_wall+1.5; 
    
   if(I1 < 1 ) I1=1; 
   if(I2 > IM) I2=IM; 
   if(J1 < 1 ) J1=1; 
   if(J2 > JM) J2=JM; 
       
   M=0; 
   N=0; 
   for(dx=I1;dx<=I2;dx++){ 
    for(dy=J1;dy<=J2;dy++){ 
     if(B_index[dx][dy] == 0.){  
      dis=sqrt((SXH2[n][i]-X[dx][dy])*(SXH2[n][i]-
X[dx][dy])+(SYH2[n][i]-Y[dx][dy])*(SYH2[n][i]-Y[dx][dy])); 
      if(dis < min){ 
       min=dis; 
       M=dx; 
       N=dy; 
      } 
     } 
    } 
   } 
       
   //repulsion force only 
   if(min < r0_wall && M*N > 0 ){  
     
    AGX[n][i]-
=De_wall*(2.0*beta_wall*(exp(2.0*beta_wall*(r0_wall-min))-exp(beta_wall*(r0_wall-
min))))*(X[M][N]-SXH2[n][i])/min; //agx= -f(x,y)*cos(theta)  
    AGY[n][i]-
=De_wall*(2.0*beta_wall*(exp(2.0*beta_wall*(r0_wall-min))-exp(beta_wall*(r0_wall-
min))))*(Y[M][N]-SYH2[n][i])/min; //agx= -f(x,y)*sin(theta)  
    
   } 
   //if(min > r0_wall && min < (r0_wall+1.5) && M*N > 0 ){  // if cell 
can attach to the wall 
   //  
   // AGX[n][i]-
=De_cell_wall*(2.0*beta_wall*(exp(2.0*beta_wall*(r0_wall-min))-exp(beta_wall*(r0_wall-
min))))*(X[M][N]-SXH2[n][i])/min; //agx= -f(x,y)*cos(theta)  
   // AGY[n][i]-
=De_cell_wall*(2.0*beta_wall*(exp(2.0*beta_wall*(r0_wall-min))-exp(beta_wall*(r0_wall-
min))))*(Y[M][N]-SYH2[n][i])/min; //agx= -f(x,y)*sin(theta)  
   // 
   //} 
    
  } 
  //cell to wall end 
   
  for(i=1;i<=IS;i++){ 
    
   FGX[n]=FGX[n]+AGX[n][i]; 
   FGY[n]=FGY[n]+AGY[n][i]; 








 int i,j,n; 




  if(Cell_type[n] == 1){ 
   Es_cell=Es; 




  } 
 
  else if(Cell_type[n] == 2){ 
   Es_cell=Es*stiff_soft; 
   Eb_cell=Eb*stiff_soft; 
  } 
  else if(Cell_type[n] == 3){ 
   Es_cell=Es*stiff_hard; 
   Eb_cell=Eb*stiff_hard; 
  } 
  else { 
   Es_cell=Es; 
   Eb_cell=Eb; 
  } 
 
   
  for(i=1;i<=IS-1;i++){ 
   LK[n][i]=sqrt((SXH[n][i+1]-SXH[n][i])*(SXH[n][i+1]-
SXH[n][i])+(SYH[n][i+1]-SYH[n][i])*(SYH[n][i+1]-SYH[n][i])); 
    
  } 
  LK[n][IS]=sqrt((SXH[n][1]-SXH[n][IS])*(SXH[n][1]-SXH[n][IS])+(SYH[n][1]-
SYH[n][IS])*(SYH[n][1]-SYH[n][IS])); 
   
  LEN0[n]=0.0; 
  for(i=1;i<=IS;i++) LEN0[n]+=LK[n][i]; 
  LEN0[n]=LEN0[n]/len[n]; 
 
  //check area 
  AREA0[n]=0.0; 
  for(i=1;i<=IS-1;i++) { 
   if(((0.0-SXH[n][i])*(SYH[n][i+1]-SYH[n][i-1])-(0.0-
SYH[n][i])*(SXH[n][i+1]-SXH[n][i-1])) >= 0.0){ 
    AREA0[n]=AREA0[n]-0.5*abs((SXH[n][i+1])*(SYH[n][i])-
(SXH[n][i])*(SYH[n][i+1])); 
   } 
   else {AREA0[n]=AREA0[n]+0.5*abs((SXH[n][i+1])*(SYH[n][i])-
(SXH[n][i])*(SYH[n][i+1]));} 
  } 
   
  if(((0.0-SXH[n][IS])*(SYH[n][1]-SYH[n][IS-1])-(0.0-SYH[n][IS])*(SXH[n][IS+1]-
SXH[n][IS-1])) >= 0.0){ 
    AREA0[n]=(AREA0[n]-0.5*abs((SXH[n][1])*(SYH[n][IS])-
(SXH[n][IS])*(SYH[n][1])))/are[n]; 
  } 
  else {AREA0[n]=(AREA0[n]+0.5*abs((SXH[n][1])*(SYH[n][IS])-
(SXH[n][IS])*(SYH[n][1])))/are[n];} 
   
   
  for(i=1;i<=IS;i++){ 
   LENDEF0[n][i]=LK[n][i]/LK0[n][i]; 
  } 
   
  //5point  -1, 4, 10, 4, -1 correction 
  LENDEF1[n][1]   =(-1.0*LENDEF0[n][IS-1]+4.0*LENDEF0[n][IS]  
+10.0*LENDEF0[n][1]   +4.0*LENDEF0[n][2]  -LENDEF0[n][3])/16.0; 
  LENDEF1[n][2]   =(-1.0*LENDEF0[n][IS]  +4.0*LENDEF0[n][1]   
+10.0*LENDEF0[n][2]   +4.0*LENDEF0[n][3]  -LENDEF0[n][4])/16.0; 
  LENDEF1[n][IS-1]=(-1.0*LENDEF0[n][IS-3]+4.0*LENDEF0[n][IS-
2]+10.0*LENDEF0[n][IS-1]+4.0*LENDEF0[n][IS] -LENDEF0[n][1])/16.0; 
  LENDEF1[n][IS]  =(-1.0*LENDEF0[n][IS-2]+4.0*LENDEF0[n][IS-
1]+10.0*LENDEF0[n][IS]  +4.0*LENDEF0[n][1]  -LENDEF0[n][2])/16.0; 
  for(i=3;i<=IS-2;i++) 
  LENDEF1[n][i]   =(-1.0*LENDEF0[n][i-2] +4.0*LENDEF0[n][i-1] 
+10.0*LENDEF0[n][i]   +4.0*LENDEF0[n][i+1] -LENDEF0[n][i+2])/16.0; 
 
     
  LENDEF1[n][0]=LENDEF1[n][IS];   
   
  for(i=1;i<=IS;i++){ 
   Tp[n][i]=LENDEF0[n][i]*LENDEF0[n][i]*(1.-AREA0[n])*PRE_n/double(IS); 
  } 
   








   Tv[n][i]=0.0; 
   LK_old[n][i]=LK[n][i]; 
  } 
   
   
  curlva(n); 
   
  for(i=1;i<=IS;i++) 
   Tb_1[i]=Cur[n][i]; 
   
  Cur[n][1]   =(-1.0*Tb_1[IS-1]+4.0*Tb_1[IS]  +10.0*Tb_1[1]   +4.0*Tb_1[2]  -
Tb_1[3])/16.0; 
  Cur[n][2]   =(-1.0*Tb_1[IS]  +4.0*Tb_1[1]   +10.0*Tb_1[2]   +4.0*Tb_1[3]  -
Tb_1[4])/16.0; 
  Cur[n][IS-1]=(-1.0*Tb_1[IS-3]+4.0*Tb_1[IS-2]+10.0*Tb_1[IS-1]+4.0*Tb_1[IS] -
Tb_1[1])/16.0; 
  Cur[n][IS]  =(-1.0*Tb_1[IS-2]+4.0*Tb_1[IS-1]+10.0*Tb_1[IS]  +4.0*Tb_1[1]  -
Tb_1[2])/16.0; 
  for(i=3;i<=IS-2;i++) 
  Cur[n][i]   =(-1.0*Tb_1[i-2] +4.0*Tb_1[i-1] +10.0*Tb_1[i]   +4.0*Tb_1[i+1]-
Tb_1[i+2])/16.0; 
   
     
  for(i=2;i<=IS-1;i++){ 
   Tb[n][i]=-1.0*Eb_cell*((Cur[n][i+1]-Cur_old[n][i+1]-
Cur[n][i]+Cur_old[n][i])/LK[n][i] - (Cur[n][i]-Cur_old[n][i]-Cur[n][i-1]+Cur_old[n][i-
1])/LK[n][i-1])/(0.5*(LK[n][i]+LK[n][i-1]));  
  } 












 int i,j,I1,I2,J1,J2,M0,N0,n,M1,N1; 




   




  cosl[1]=(SXH[n][2]-SXH[n][1])/dl; 
  sinl[1]=(SYH[n][2]-SYH[n][1])/dl; 
  for(i=2;i<=IS-1;i++){ 
   dl=sqrt((SXH[n][i+1]-SXH[n][i])*(SXH[n][i+1]-SXH[n][i])+(SYH[n][i+1]-
SYH[n][i])*(SYH[n][i+1]-SYH[n][i])); 
   cosl[i]=(SXH[n][i+1]-SXH[n][i])/dl; 
   sinl[i]=(SYH[n][i+1]-SYH[n][i])/dl; 
  } 
  dl=sqrt((SXH[n][1]-SXH[n][IS])*(SXH[n][1]-SXH[n][IS])+(SYH[n][1]-
SYH[n][IS])*(SYH[n][1]-SYH[n][IS])); 
  cosl[IS]=(SXH[n][1]-SXH[n][IS])/dl; 
  sinl[IS]=(SYH[n][1]-SYH[n][IS])/dl; 
 
  SFX[n][1] =((TEN[n][1]+Tv[n][1])*(cosl[1])-
(TEN[n][IS]+Tv[n][IS])*(cosl[IS]))/(0.5*(LK[n][1]+LK[n][IS])); 
  SFY[n][1] =((TEN[n][1]+Tv[n][1])*(sinl[1])-
(TEN[n][IS]+Tv[n][IS])*(sinl[IS]))/(0.5*(LK[n][1]+LK[n][IS])); 
   




   SFX[n][i] =((TEN[n][i]+Tv[n][i])*(cosl[i])-(TEN[n][i-1]+Tv[n][i-
1])*(cosl[i-1]))/(0.5*(LK[n][i]+LK[n][i-1])); 
   SFY[n][i] =((TEN[n][i]+Tv[n][i])*(sinl[i])-(TEN[n][i-1]+Tv[n][i-
1])*(sinl[i-1]))/(0.5*(LK[n][i]+LK[n][i-1])); 
  } 
   
  //x'=sin, y'=-cos for n-direction & only one normal force acting on one node 
if Tv activates, Tb parts will be Tb+Tv ==>> d/dl*(tb*n) 
  SFX[n][1] =SFX[n][1]+(Tb[n][1]+Tp[n][1]+T_in_n[n][1])*((SYH[n][2]-
SYH[n][IS])/sqrt((SXH[n][2]-SXH[n][IS])*(SXH[n][2]-SXH[n][IS])+(SYH[n][2]-
SYH[n][IS])*(SYH[n][2]-SYH[n][IS]))); 










  for(i=2;i<=IS-1;i++){ 
   SFX[n][i]=SFX[n][i]+(Tb[n][i]+Tp[n][i]+T_in_n[n][i])*(SYH[n][i+1]-
SYH[n][i-1])/sqrt((SXH[n][i+1]-SXH[n][i-1])*(SXH[n][i+1]-SXH[n][i-1])+(SYH[n][i+1]-SYH[n][i-
1])*(SYH[n][i+1]-SYH[n][i-1])); 
   SFY[n][i]=SFY[n][i]+(Tb[n][i]+Tp[n][i]+T_in_n[n][i])*(SXH[n][i-1]-
SXH[n][i+1])/sqrt((SXH[n][i+1]-SXH[n][i-1])*(SXH[n][i+1]-SXH[n][i-1])+(SYH[n][i+1]-SYH[n][i-
1])*(SYH[n][i+1]-SYH[n][i-1])); 
    
  } 
   
  for(i=1;i<=IS;i++) 
   Tb_1[i]=SFX[n][i]; 
   
  SFX[n][1]   =(-1.0*Tb_1[IS-1]+4.0*Tb_1[IS]  +10.0*Tb_1[1]   +4.0*Tb_1[2]  -
Tb_1[3])/16.0; 
  SFX[n][2]   =(-1.0*Tb_1[IS]  +4.0*Tb_1[1]   +10.0*Tb_1[2]   +4.0*Tb_1[3]  -
Tb_1[4])/16.0; 
  SFX[n][IS-1]=(-1.0*Tb_1[IS-3]+4.0*Tb_1[IS-2]+10.0*Tb_1[IS-1]+4.0*Tb_1[IS] -
Tb_1[1])/16.0; 
  SFX[n][IS]  =(-1.0*Tb_1[IS-2]+4.0*Tb_1[IS-1]+10.0*Tb_1[IS]  +4.0*Tb_1[1]  -
Tb_1[2])/16.0; 
  for(i=3;i<=IS-2;i++) 
  SFX[n][i]   =(-1.0*Tb_1[i-2] +4.0*Tb_1[i-1] +10.0*Tb_1[i]   +4.0*Tb_1[i+1]-
Tb_1[i+2])/16.0; 
   
  for(i=1;i<=IS;i++) 
   Tb_1[i]=SFY[n][i]; 
   
  SFY[n][1]   =(-1.0*Tb_1[IS-1]+4.0*Tb_1[IS]  +10.0*Tb_1[1]   +4.0*Tb_1[2]  -
Tb_1[3])/16.0; 
  SFY[n][2]   =(-1.0*Tb_1[IS]  +4.0*Tb_1[1]   +10.0*Tb_1[2]   +4.0*Tb_1[3]  -
Tb_1[4])/16.0; 
  SFY[n][IS-1]=(-1.0*Tb_1[IS-3]+4.0*Tb_1[IS-2]+10.0*Tb_1[IS-1]+4.0*Tb_1[IS] -
Tb_1[1])/16.0; 
  SFY[n][IS]  =(-1.0*Tb_1[IS-2]+4.0*Tb_1[IS-1]+10.0*Tb_1[IS]  +4.0*Tb_1[1]  -
Tb_1[2])/16.0; 
  for(i=3;i<=IS-2;i++) 
  SFY[n][i]   =(-1.0*Tb_1[i-2] +4.0*Tb_1[i-1] +10.0*Tb_1[i]   +4.0*Tb_1[i+1]-
Tb_1[i+2])/16.0; 
   
   
  for(i=1;i<=IS;i++){ 
   I1=int(SXH2[n][i]/DX)-3; 
   I2=int(SXH2[n][i]/DX)+3; 
   J1=int((SYH2[n][i]+(LY/2.+EC+SM+TS))/DX)-3; 
   J2=int((SYH2[n][i]+(LY/2.+EC+SM+TS))/DX)+3; 
    
   if(J1<1) J1=1; 
   if(J2>JM) J2=JM; 
    
   for(M0=I1;M0<=I2;M0++){ 
    tmp2=0.; 




     tmp2=LX; 
     M1=M0+IM-1; 
    } 
    else if(M0 > IM){  
      tmp2=-1.*LX; 
      M1=M0-IM+1; 
    } 
    else M1=M0; 
     
    for(N0=J1;N0<=J2;N0++){ 
     N1=N0; 
      
     ddx=abs(SXH2[n][i]-X[M1][N1]+tmp2)/DX; 
     ddy=abs(SYH2[n][i]-Y[M1][N1])/DX; 
     if(ddx <= 2.0 && ddy <= 2.0){ 
     
 FX[M1][N1]=FX[M1][N1]+(SFX[n][i]+AGX[n][i])*(1.0+cos(0.5*PI*ddx))*(1.0+cos(0.5*PI*ddy)
)/(16.0*DX*DX); 
     
 FY[M1][N1]=FY[M1][N1]+(SFY[n][i]+AGY[n][i])*(1.0+cos(0.5*PI*ddx))*(1.0+cos(0.5*PI*ddy)
)/(16.0*DX*DX); 
       
     } 
      
    } 
   } 
    
    





double EQJ(double CC,int i, int j,int k){  













 else{  




  } 
  else{ 
   ans=CC*(1.0-0.5/cs2*(UU*UU+VV*VV))*4.0/9.0; 
   } 
  } 
  








  for(j=1;j<=JM;j++){ 
   for(k=1;k<=KM;k++){ 
     
     temp1[i][j][k]=J1[i][j][k]; 
     temp2[i][j][k]=J2[i][j][k]; 
   } 








 //stream for k=1(right) 
 for(j=1;j<=JM;j++){ 
  for(i=2;i<=IM;i++){ 
   J1[i][j][1]=temp1[i-1][j][1]; 




 //stream for k=2(topm) 
 for(j=2;j<=JM;j++){ 
  for(i=1;i<=IM;i++){ 
    
   J1[i][j][2]=temp1[i][j-1][2]; 
   J2[i][j][2]=temp2[i][j-1][2]; 
 }} 
  
 //stream for k=3(left) 
 for(j=1;j<=JM;j++){ 
  for(i=1;i<=IM-1;i++){ 
    
   J1[i][j][3]=temp1[i+1][j][3]; 
   J2[i][j][3]=temp2[i+1][j][3]; 
 }} 
  
 //stream for k=4(bottom) 
 for(j=1;j<=JM-1;j++){ 
  for(i=1;i<=IM;i++){ 
    
   J1[i][j][4]=temp1[i][j+1][4]; 
   J2[i][j][4]=temp2[i][j+1][4]; 
 }} 
  
 //stream for k=5(right-top) 
 for(j=2;j<=JM;j++){ 
  for(i=2;i<=IM;i++){ 
    
   J1[i][j][5]=temp1[i-1][j-1][5]; 
   J2[i][j][5]=temp2[i-1][j-1][5]; 
 }} 
  
 //stream for k=6(left-top) 
 for(j=2;j<=JM;j++){ 
  for(i=1;i<=IM-1;i++){ 
    
   J1[i][j][6]=temp1[i+1][j-1][6]; 
   J2[i][j][6]=temp2[i+1][j-1][6]; 
 }} 
  
 //stream for k=7(left-bottom) 
 for(j=1;j<=JM-1;j++){ 
  for(i=1;i<=IM-1;i++){ 
    
   J1[i][j][7]=temp1[i+1][j+1][7]; 
   J2[i][j][7]=temp2[i+1][j+1][7]; 
 }} 
 
 //stream for k=8(right-bottom) 
 for(j=1;j<=JM-1;j++){ 
  for(i=2;i<=IM;i++){ 
    
   J1[i][j][8]=temp1[i-1][j+1][8]; 







void MACROJ(void){     //calculate macro concentration 
 int i,j,k; 





  for(i=1;i<=IM;i++){ 
   for(j=1;j<=JM;j++){ 
    CC[1]=0.0; 
    CC[2]=0.; 
    for(k=1;k<=KM;k++){  
     
      CC[1]=CC[1]+J1[i][j][k]; 
      CC[2]=CC[2]+J2[i][j][k]; 
     
    } 
    if(CC[1] < AAA){ 
     CC[1]=AAA; 
     for(k=1;k<=KM;k++){ 
      J1[i][j][k]=EQJ(CC[1],i,j,k); 
     } 
    } 
    if(CC[2] < AAA){ 
     CC[2]=AAA; 
     for(k=1;k<=KM;k++){ 
      J2[i][j][k]=EQJ(CC[2],i,j,k); 
     } 
    } 
    C[1][i][j]=CC[1]; 
    C[2][i][j]=CC[2]; 
    
    } 





 int i,j,k,i_rbc,c; 
 double theta,Henry,alpha,NO_scaven,O2_consump_W,O2_consump_T; 
 double NO_product_EC,K_M,NO_consump_W,NO_consump_T; 
 double n,HbO2,dHbO2,k_c,S; 
 double O2_release[NC+1]; 
 int no_O2_release[NC+1]; 
 double K_Stress=1.; 
 double UU,VV; 
 
 //diffusion varaibles 
 theta=0.; //0 or 1; 
 alpha=1.39e-3; //coefficient for O2 release nM/mmHg 
 Henry=0.74; //Henry's constant 0.74 mmHg/uM for O2 
 NO_scaven=-382.5/0.45*SCALE; //NO scavenging rate of RBC = 382.5 [1/s] at 45% Hct 
=> 1RBC : 1/0.45 
 O2_consump_W=-5.*SCALE; //O2 consumption rate in wall (SM) [uM/s] 
 O2_consump_T=-1.*O2_consump_tissue*SCALE; //O2 consumption rate in tissue   [uM/s]  
 NO_product_EC=150.*SCALE; //reference NO production rate in EC  [uM/s] 
 K_M=4.7;                  //Michealis-Menten constant in EC for NO 
 NO_consump_W=-1.*SCALE;    //NO consumption rate in wall (SM) [1/s] 
 NO_consump_T=-1.*SCALE;    //NO consumption rate in tissue    [1/s] 
 
 for(i=1;i<=NC;i++){ 
  O2_release[i]=0.; 




 //for blood lumen 
 for(i=1;i<=IM;i++){ 
  for(j=int((EC+SM+TS)/DX)+1;j<=int((EC+SM+TS+LY)/DX)+1;j++){ 
   //Oxygen 
   S=0.; 
   K_Stress = 1.; 
   UU=U[i][j]; 
   VV=V[i][j]; 
   i_rbc=RBC[i][j]; 
    
   if( i_rbc > NC) cout<<"diffusion domain error, i_rbc = 
"<<i_rbc<<endl; 
 




    HbO2=O2_rate[i_rbc]; 
    if(flag_SS == 1) K_Stress = 
1.1754*atan((TauMag_avg[i_rbc]/0.18426)*(TauMag_avg[i_rbc]/0.18426))+1.; //coefficient for 
stress related O2 release rate 
     n=(2.635*HbO2*HbO2-274.042*HbO2)/(HbO2*HbO2-
104.10*HbO2-31.32); 
     k_c=6325.*exp(pow(0.011537*HbO2,n)); 
     dHbO2=k_c*(pow(alpha*Henry*C[1][i][j],n)*(100.-HbO2)-
pow(alpha*26.8,n)*HbO2); 
      
    if( dHbO2 > 0. ){ 
     S=0.;  
    }  
    else{ 
     S=-1.*(dHbO2/100.)*20458.*K_Stress*SCALE/25.; 
 //100. => dHbO2 has unit of %. 20458 uM is capasity of whole O2 in one RBC based on Hb 
concentration in RBC 
     O2_release[i_rbc]+=dHbO2*K_Stress; 
     no_O2_release[i_rbc]++; 
    } 
   } 
 
   for(k=1;k<=KM;k++){ 
    if(k<=4){ 
     Si1[i][j][k]=(1.+(2.*tao_G1[i][j]-
1.)/(2.*tao_G1[i][j]-theta)*(UC[k]*UU+VC[k]*VV)/(CS*CS))*S/9.0;  
    } 
    else{  
     if(k<=8){ 
      Si1[i][j][k]=(1.+(2.*tao_G1[i][j]-
1.)/(2.*tao_G1[i][j]-theta)*(UC[k]*UU+VC[k]*VV)/(CS*CS))*S/36.0; 
     } 
     else{ 
      Si1[i][j][k]=S*4.0/9.0; 
     } 
    } 
   } 
 
   //Nitrogen Oxide 
   S=0.; 
   
   if(i_rbc != 0) S=NO_scaven*C[2][i][j]*4.34; 
   for(k=1;k<=KM;k++){ 
    if(k<=4){ 
     Si2[i][j][k]=(1.+(2.*tao_G2[i][j]-
1.)/(2.*tao_G2[i][j]-theta)*(UC[k]*UU+VC[k]*VV)/(CS*CS))*S/9.0;  
    } 
    else{  
     if(k<=8){ 
      Si2[i][j][k]=(1.+(2.*tao_G2[i][j]-
1.)/(2.*tao_G2[i][j]-theta)*(UC[k]*UU+VC[k]*VV)/(CS*CS))*S/36.0; 
     } 
     else{ 
      Si2[i][j][k]=S*4.0/9.0; 
     } 
    } 
   } 
 




 if(flag_deoxy == 1){ 
  for(i=1;i<=NC;i++){ 
   if(no_O2_release[i] != 0)
 O2_release[i]=O2_release[i]/double(no_O2_release[i]); 
   O2_rate[i]+=O2_release[i]*DT_G*SCALE;  










 int i,j,k; 
 double theta,Henry,alpha,NO_scaven,O2_consump_W,O2_consump_T; 
 double NO_product_EC,K_M,NO_consump_W,NO_consump_T; 
 double n,HbO2,dHbO2,k_c,D_f,S; 
 double O2_release[NC+1]; 
 int no_O2_release[NC+1]; 
 double K_Stress=1.; 
 
 //diffusion varaibles 
 theta=0.; //0 or 1; 
 alpha=1.39e-3; //coefficient for O2 release nM/mmHg 
 Henry=0.74; //Henry's constant 0.74 mmHg/uM for O2 
 NO_scaven=-382.5/0.45*SCALE; //NO scavenging rate of RBC = 382.5 [1/s] at 45% Hct 
=> 1RBC : 1/0.45 
 O2_consump_W=-5.*SCALE; //O2 consumption rate in wall (SM) [uM/s] 
 O2_consump_T=-1.*O2_consump_tissue*SCALE; //O2 consumption rate in tissue   [uM/s]  
 NO_product_EC=150.*SCALE; //reference NO production rate in EC  [uM/s] 
 K_M=4.7;                  //Michealis-Menten constant in EC for NO 
 NO_consump_W=-1.*SCALE;    //NO consumption rate in wall (SM) [1/s] 
 NO_consump_T=-1.*SCALE;    //NO consumption rate in tissue    [1/s] 
 
 //for lower tissues 
 for(i=1;i<=IM;i++){ 
  for(j=1;j<=int((EC+SM+TS)/DX);j++){ 
   //Oxygen 
   S=0.; 
    
    
   if(B_index[i][j] == -0.1) S=-
2.*NO_product_EC*WSS[i][0]/16.*(Henry*C[1][i][j])/(Henry*C[1][i][j]+K_M); 
    
   if(B_index[i][j] == -1.)
 S=O2_consump_W*(Henry*C[1][i][j])/(Henry*C[1][i][j]+(1.+C[2][i][j]/(27./1000.))); 
 
   if(B_index[i][j] == -2.)
 S=O2_consump_T*(Henry*C[1][i][j])/(Henry*C[1][i][j]+(1.+C[2][i][j]/(27./1000.))); 
   for(k=1;k<=KM;k++){ 
    if(k<=4){ 
     Si1[i][j][k]=S/9.0;  
    } 
    else{  
     if(k<=8){ 
      Si1[i][j][k]=S/36.0; 
     } 
     else{ 
      Si1[i][j][k]=S*4.0/9.0; 
     } 
    } 
   } 
 
   //Nitrogen oxide 
   S=0.; 
    
 
   if(B_index[i][j] == -0.1)
 S=NO_product_EC*WSS[i][0]/16.*(Henry*C[1][i][j])/(Henry*C[1][i][j]+K_M); 
    
   if(B_index[i][j] == -1.) S=NO_consump_W*C[2][i][j];  
 
   if(B_index[i][j] == -2.) S=NO_consump_T*C[2][i][j];    
   for(k=1;k<=KM;k++){ 
    if(k<=4){ 
     Si2[i][j][k]=S/9.0;  
    } 
    else{  
     if(k<=8){ 
      Si2[i][j][k]=S/36.0; 
     } 
     else{ 
      Si2[i][j][k]=S*4.0/9.0; 
     } 
    } 
   } 






 //for upper tissues 
 for(i=1;i<=IM;i++){ 
  for(j=int((EC+SM+TS+LY)/DX)+2;j<=JM;j++){ 
   //Oxygen 
   S=0.; 
    
    
   if(B_index[i][j] == -0.1) S=-
2.*NO_product_EC*WSS[i][1]/16.*(Henry*C[1][i][j])/(Henry*C[1][i][j]+K_M); 
    
   if(B_index[i][j] == -1.)
 S=O2_consump_W*(Henry*C[1][i][j])/(Henry*C[1][i][j]+(1.+C[2][i][j]/(27./1000.))); 
 
   if(B_index[i][j] == -2.)
 S=O2_consump_T*(Henry*C[1][i][j])/(Henry*C[1][i][j]+(1.+C[2][i][j]/(27./1000.))); 
   for(k=1;k<=KM;k++){ 
    if(k<=4){ 
     Si1[i][j][k]=S/9.0;  
    } 
    else{  
     if(k<=8){ 
      Si1[i][j][k]=S/36.0; 
     } 
     else{ 
      Si1[i][j][k]=S*4.0/9.0; 
     } 
    } 
   } 
 
   //Nitrogen oxide 
   S=0.; 
    
 
   if(B_index[i][j] == -0.1)
 S=NO_product_EC*WSS[i][1]/16.*(Henry*C[1][i][j])/(Henry*C[1][i][j]+K_M); 
    
   if(B_index[i][j] == -1.) S=NO_consump_W*C[2][i][j];  
 
   if(B_index[i][j] == -2.) S=NO_consump_T*C[2][i][j];    
   for(k=1;k<=KM;k++){ 
    if(k<=4){ 
     Si2[i][j][k]=S/9.0;  
    } 
    else{  
     if(k<=8){ 
      Si2[i][j][k]=S/36.0; 
     } 
     else{ 
      Si2[i][j][k]=S*4.0/9.0; 
     } 
    } 
   } 






void PINGHTJ(void){  //Calculate the j_eq(distribution function for equillibrium states) 
 int i,j,k; 





  for(i=1;i<=IM;i++){ 
   for(j=1;j<=JM;j++){ 
    UU=U[i][j]; 
    VV=V[i][j]; 
     
     




     if(k<=4){ 
     
 JEQ1[i][j][k]=C[1][i][j]*(1.0+(UU*UC[k]+VV*VC[k])/cs2+0.5/cs4*(UU*UC[k]+VV*VC[k])*(UU*
UC[k]+VV*VC[k])-0.5/cs2*(UU*UU+VV*VV))/9.0; 
     
 JEQ2[i][j][k]=C[2][i][j]*(1.0+(UU*UC[k]+VV*VC[k])/cs2+0.5/cs4*(UU*UC[k]+VV*VC[k])*(UU*
UC[k]+VV*VC[k])-0.5/cs2*(UU*UU+VV*VV))/9.0; 
     } 
     else{  
      if(k<=8){ 
      
 JEQ1[i][j][k]=C[1][i][j]*(1.0+(UU*UC[k]+VV*VC[k])/cs2+0.5/cs4*(UU*UC[k]+VV*VC[k])*(UU*
UC[k]+VV*VC[k])-0.5/cs2*(UU*UU+VV*VV))/36.0; 
      
 JEQ2[i][j][k]=C[2][i][j]*(1.0+(UU*UC[k]+VV*VC[k])/cs2+0.5/cs4*(UU*UC[k]+VV*VC[k])*(UU*
UC[k]+VV*VC[k])-0.5/cs2*(UU*UU+VV*VV))/36.0; 
      } 
      else{ 
       JEQ1[i][j][k]=C[1][i][j]*(1.0-
0.5/cs2*(UU*UU+VV*VV))*4.0/9.0; 
       JEQ2[i][j][k]=C[2][i][j]*(1.0-
0.5/cs2*(UU*UU+VV*VV))*4.0/9.0; 
       } 
      } 
     } 
   } 






 int i,j,k; 
 
  for(i=1;i<=IM;i++){ 
   for(j=1;j<=JM;j++){ 
     for(k=1;k<=KM;k++){ 
       J1[i][j][k]=J1[i][j][k]*(1.0-
1.0/tao_G1[i][j])+JEQ1[i][j][k]/tao_G1[i][j]+DT_G*Si1[i][j][k]+DT_G*DT_G/2.*(Si1[i][j][k] - 
Si_old1[i][j][k])/DT_G; 
       J2[i][j][k]=J2[i][j][k]*(1.0-
1.0/tao_G2[i][j])+JEQ2[i][j][k]/tao_G2[i][j]+DT_G*Si2[i][j][k]+DT_G*DT_G/2.*(Si2[i][j][k] - 
Si_old2[i][j][k])/DT_G; 
     } 
   }   






 int i,j,k; 
 double CC; 
 CC=85.6266; //85.6266 uM is the concentration of O2 in plasma at HbO2% in RBC is 90% 
  
  for(j=1;j<=JM;j++){ 
   if(B_index[1][j] > 0.){ 
    for(k=1;k<=9;k++){ 
     J1[1][j][k]=(J1[2][j][k]-JEQ1[2][j][k])*(1.0-
1.0/tao_G1[1][j])+EQJ(CC,1,j,k);  
 
    } 
   } 














  for(j=1;j<=JM;j++){ 
    for(k=1;k<=KM;k++){ 
     J1[IM][j][k]=EQJ(C[1][IM-1][j],IM,j,k)+J1[IM-
1][j][k]-JEQ1[IM-1][j][k]; 
     J2[IM][j][k]=EQJ(C[2][IM-1][j],IM,j,k)+J2[IM-
1][j][k]-JEQ2[IM-1][j][k]; 
     J1[1][j][k]=EQJ(C[1][2][j],1,j,k)+J1[2][j][k]-
JEQ1[2][j][k]; 
     J2[1][j][k]=EQJ(C[2][2][j],1,j,k)+J2[2][j][k]-
JEQ2[2][j][k]; 
    } 







 int i,j,k; 
 
 //for gas diffusion(from EC to SM) 
 for(i=1;i<=IM;i++){ 
  //lower TS 
  for(j=1;j<=int(TS/DX);j++) B_index[i][j]=-2.; 
  //lower SM 
  for(j=int(TS/DX)+1;j<=int((SM+TS)/DX)+1;j++) B_index[i][j]=-1.; 
  //lower EC 
  for(j=int((SM+TS)/DX)+2;j<=int((SM+EC+TS)/DX)+1;j++) B_index[i][j]=-0.1; 
  //boundary between blood lumen and EC, the last node of EC in blood lumen 
direction is treated as wall(no-slip) 
  B_index[i][int((SM+EC+TS)/DX)+1]=0.; 
  //blood lumen 
  for(j=int((SM+EC+TS)/DX)+2;j<=int((SM+EC+LY+TS)/DX);j++) B_index[i][j]=1.; 
  //boundary between blood lumen and EC 
  B_index[i][int((SM+EC+LY+TS)/DX)+1]=0.; 
  //upper EC 
  for(j=int((SM+EC+LY+TS)/DX)+2;j<=int((SM+2.*EC+LY+TS)/DX);j++) B_index[i][j]=-
0.1; 
  //upper SM 
  for(j=int((SM+2.*EC+LY+TS)/DX)+1;j<=int((2.*SM+2.*EC+LY+TS)/DX)+1;j++)  
B_index[i][j]=-1.; 




    
   
  
 // for inlet/outlet  // periodic b/c 
 for(j=int((SM+EC+TS)/DX)+2;j<=int((SM+EC+LY+TS)/DX);j++){ 
  B_index[1][j]=0.1; 




 //put DEL[i][j]=-1. for all the tissues 
 for(i=1;i<=IM;i++){ 
  for(j=1;j<=JM;j++){ 
   if(B_index[i][j] < 0.) DEL[i][j]=-1.; 
  } 
 } 
 
 if(flag_init == 1){ 
  for(i=1;i<=IM;i++){ 
   for(j=1;j<=JM;j++){ 
    if(B_index[i][j] >= 0.) 
     C[1][i][j]=46.0;  // initial O2 concentration in 
blood lumen; 101.07 [uM] => PO2=75 mmHg/311K -> it changed by 46.0 at 10/23/2013 
    else 
     C[1][i][j]=20.21;   // initial O2 concentration in 
cells (from EC to TS); 20.21 [uM] => 20% of O2 saturation in water at PO2=75mmHg/311K 
    C[2][i][j]=AAA; // initial NO = 0. [uM] 










 int i,j,iplus,iminus,jplus,jminus; 
 int c,p,n,pplus,pminus; 
 int I1,I2,J1,J2,M,N,M1,N1; 




 ///calculating strain and stress tensor elements for interior fluid 
  for(i=1;i<=IM;i++){ 
   for(j=1;j<=JM;j++){ 
     iplus = i+1; 
     iminus = i-1; 
     jplus = j+1; 
     jminus = j-1; 
     if(B_index[i][j] > 0.1){//interior nodes 
     
      ///scalar strains 
      gradX_U[i][j] = 0.5*(U[iplus][j] - 
U[iminus][j])/(DX*SCALE); 
      gradX_V[i][j] = 0.5*(V[iplus][j] - 
V[iminus][j])/(DX*SCALE); 
      gradY_U[i][j] = 0.5*(U[i][jplus] - 
U[i][jminus])/(DX*SCALE); 
      gradY_V[i][j] = 0.5*(V[i][jplus] - 
V[i][jminus])/(DX*SCALE); 
      checkX[i][j] = 1; 
      checkY[i][j] = 1; 
      
      ///stress tensor calculation 
      MU_phase[i][j] = MU + (1. - 
DEL[i][j])*(VIS_RATIO-1.)*MU; 
      TAU_XX[i][j] = 
2.*MU_phase[i][j]*(2.*gradX_U[i][j] - gradY_V[i][j])/3.; 
      TAU_YY[i][j] = 
2.*MU_phase[i][j]*(2.*gradY_V[i][j] - gradX_U[i][j])/3.; 
      TAU_XY[i][j] = MU_phase[i][j]*(gradY_U[i][j] 
+ gradX_V[i][j]); 
     } 
     
   } 
  } 
 
  for(c = 1; c <= NC; c++){ 
   for(p=1; p <=IS; p++){ 
     
     pplus = p+1; 
     pminus = p-1; 
     if(p ==1) pminus=IS; 
     if(p == IS) pplus=1; 
      
     ///segment lengths for normals calculations 
     segment = sqrt((SXH[c][pplus]-
SXH[c][pminus])*(SXH[c][pplus]-SXH[c][pminus])+(SYH[c][pplus]-SYH[c][pminus])*(SYH[c][pplus]-
SYH[c][pminus]))+AAA; 
      
     ///normals, tangents and cartesian projections 
     NORMAL_X[c][p] = (SYH[c][pplus]-
SYH[c][pminus])/segment;// the n_x is the normal vector's x-projection. It is also 
cosine(theta) where theta is the angle between the membrane normal and the horizontal x-
direction  
     NORMAL_Y[c][p] = (SXH[c][pminus]-
SXH[c][pplus])/segment; 
     
   } 
  } 
 
  ///calculating the capsule membrane shear stress 
  for(c=1;c<=NC;c++){ 




    TAU_memb_X[c][p] = 0.; 
    TAU_memb_Y[c][p] = 0.; 
    TAU_SXX[c][p]=0.; 
    TAU_SYY[c][p]=0.; 
    if(SXH2[c][p] <= LX ){ 
      ///interpolating strain tensor onto the 
capsule membrane 
      I1=int(SXH2[c][p]/DX)-3;    //establish 6 by 
6 lattice unit stencil 
      I2=int(SXH2[c][p]/DX)+3; 
      J1=int((SYH2[c][p]+LY/2. + EC + SM + TS)/DX)-
3; 
      J2=int((SYH2[c][p]+LY/2. + EC + SM + 
TS)/DX)+3; 
      TAU_SXX[c][p]=0.0; 
      TAU_SYY[c][p]=0.0; 
      TAU_SXY[c][p]=0.0; 
      c_count=0.; 
      if(J1<1) J1=1; 
      if(J2>JM) J2=JM; 
       
      for(M=I1;M<=I2;M++) { 
       tmp2=0.; 
       if(M < 1){  
        tmp2=LX; 
        M1=M+IM-1; 
       } 
       else{ 
        if(M > IM){  
         tmp2=-1.*LX; 
         M1=M-IM+1; 
        } 
        else 
         M1=M; 
       } 
       for(N=J1;N<=J2;N++){ 
        N1=N; 
        //velocity interpolation for 
membrane velocity using fluid velocities from a 2 by 2 lattice unit neighborhood 
        ddx=abs(SXH2[c][p]-
X[M1][N1]+tmp2)/DX; 
        ddy=abs(SYH2[c][p]-
Y[M1][N1])/DX; 
        if(ddx <=2.0 && ddy <= 2.0){ 
         if(DEL[M1][N1] >= 
0.5){ 
         
 TAU_SXX[c][p]=TAU_SXX[c][p]+TAU_XX[M1][N1]; 
         
 TAU_SYY[c][p]=TAU_SYY[c][p]+TAU_YY[M1][N1]; 
         
 TAU_SXY[c][p]=TAU_SXY[c][p]+TAU_XY[M1][N1]; 
          c_count+=1.; 
         } 
        } 
       } 
      } 
      if(c_count != 0.){ 
       TAU_SXX[c][p]=TAU_SXX[c][p]/c_count; 
       TAU_SYY[c][p]=TAU_SYY[c][p]/c_count; 
       TAU_SXY[c][p]=TAU_SXY[c][p]/c_count; 
      } 
      TAU_memb_X[c][p] = 
NORMAL_X[c][p]*TAU_SXX[c][p] + NORMAL_Y[c][p]*TAU_SXY[c][p]; 
      TAU_memb_Y[c][p] = 
NORMAL_X[c][p]*TAU_SXY[c][p] + NORMAL_Y[c][p]*TAU_SYY[c][p]; 
       
      TauMag[c][p] = 
sqrt(TAU_memb_X[c][p]*TAU_memb_X[c][p] + TAU_memb_Y[c][p]*TAU_memb_Y[c][p]); 
       
     } 
      
     




    
  } 
  for(c=1;c<=NC;c++){ 
   TauMag_avg[c]=0.; 
    
   for(p=1;p<=IS;p++){ 
    TauMag_avg[c]+=TauMag[c][p]; 
     
   } 
   TauMag_avg[c]=TauMag_avg[c]/double(IS); 


























inlet outlet in-out 
8.15 1.536998 2.004245 19.51857 98.97% 76.68% 22.3% 1.14% 7.684 0.390806 
8.15 1.222757 1.594475 24.53472 98.97% 78.74% 20.2% 0.82% 7.784 0.281284 
8.15 2.100339 2.738842 14.28341 98.97% 48.56% 50.4% 3.53% 7.765 0.514919 
8.15 1.917849 2.500875 15.64253 98.97% 65.49% 33.5% 2.14% 8.491 0.363233 
8.15 1.42001 1.851693 21.12661 98.97% 59.11% 39.9% 1.89% 8.637 0.252119 
8.15 2.875697 3.749909 10.43225 98.97% 80.43% 18.5% 1.78% 9.3205 0.428446 
8.15 4.425246 5.77052 6.779285 98.97% 81.63% 17.3% 2.56% 8.1405 0.999925 
8.15 2.222937 2.89871 13.49566 98.97% 69.18% 29.8% 2.21% 8.217 0.494508 
8.15 3.075572 4.010545 9.754284 98.97% 71.45% 27.5% 2.82% 8.959 0.54805 
8.15 1.623665 2.117259 18.47672 98.97% 70.33% 28.6% 1.55% 8.2985 0.332491 
8.15 2.628203 3.427177 11.41464 98.97% 55.13% 43.8% 3.84% 8.4115 0.533859 
8.15 3.140427 4.095117 9.552842 98.97% 83.35% 15.6% 1.64% 8.373 0.639152 
8.15 3.772391 4.919198 7.952516 98.97% 64.90% 34.1% 4.28% 7.898 0.945483 
8.15 4.344012 5.664591 6.906059 98.97% 61.69% 37.3% 5.40% 8.261 1.013114 
8.15 5.664613 7.386655 5.296037 98.97% 85.50% 13.5% 2.54% 8.7835 1.123657 
8.15 5.660617 7.381445 5.299775 98.97% 81.37% 17.6% 3.32% 8.192 1.313024 
8.46 1.11883 1.417557 26.81372 95.62% 56.11% 39.51% 1.47% 7.312 0.291667 
8.46 0.917893 1.252406 32.68356 88.03% 50.10% 37.93% 1.16% 7.464 0.238548 




8.89 0.906272 1.289081 33.10266 98.97% 87.70% 11.3% 0.34% 7.960909 0.240023 
8.89 2.070316 2.944817 14.49054 98.97% 75.07% 23.9% 1.65% 8.57 0.523661 
8.89 2.981409 4.240756 10.06236 98.97% 73.15% 25.8% 2.57% 8.487647 0.672448 
8.89 5.497508 7.819656 5.457018 98.97% 87.20% 11.8% 2.16% 8.481 1.348849 
18.8 0.971801 2.923176 30.87053 98.97% 74.62% 24.4% 0.79% 7.4465 0.64052 
18.8 2.690511 8.093056 11.1503 98.97% 76.32% 22.7% 2.03% 8.269231 1.437901 
18.8 2.899455 8.72156 10.34677 98.97% 56.75% 42.2% 4.08% 8.149 1.490445 
18.8 0.754725 2.270213 39.74958 98.97% 64.92% 34.1% 1.84% 9.2075 0.273902 
18.8 1.221864 3.675367 24.55265 98.97% 61.20% 37.8% 3.31% 9.211 0.501827 
18.8 3.096568 9.314478 9.688144 98.97% 65.94% 33.0% 3.41% 9.254 1.158349 
18.8 2.092312 6.293676 14.3382 98.97% 53.57% 45.4% 3.17% 8.278 1.144944 
18.8 2.509467 7.548478 11.95473 98.97% 55.90% 43.1% 3.60% 9.701 0.801054 
18.8 2.910448 8.754627 10.30769 98.97% 75.28% 23.7% 2.30% 9.331 1.002699 
18.8 2.916572 8.773048 10.28605 98.97% 59.38% 39.6% 3.85% 8.932 1.252106 
19 0.532353 1.618354 56.35357 98.97% 85.80% 13.2% 0.23% 8.609 0.246833 
19 0.853208 2.593751 35.16143 98.97% 82.02% 17.0% 0.48% 9.469412 0.298692 
19 1.055684 3.209279 28.41759 98.97% 68.61% 30.4% 1.07% 8.7445 0.465872 
19 1.024498 3.114473 29.28265 98.97% 45.33% 53.6% 1.83% 8.607 0.452034 
19 1.535966 4.669336 19.53168 98.97% 64.34% 34.6% 1.77% 9.249 0.600187 
19 2.01271 6.118637 14.90528 98.97% 62.46% 36.5% 2.45% 9.675 0.633897 
19 2.442749 7.425957 12.28125 98.97% 67.80% 31.2% 2.54% 8.9985 0.988446 
19 2.952966 8.977017 10.15928 98.97% 77.55% 21.4% 2.11% 9.494 0.978447 
45.4 0.840375 6.0024 35.69835 95.16% 68.56% 26.60% 0.75% 9.177 0.741242 
45.4 0.275731 2.029851 108.8016 97.44% 62.82% 34.62% 0.40% 9.2255 0.23941 




45.4 0.839694 6.099541 35.72728 60.33% 24.25% 36.08% 1.01% 9.105 0.727903 
45.4 0.210003 1.525459 142.8553 62.67% 39.94% 22.73% 0.16% 9.139375 0.196246 
46.5 0.282518 2.10193 106.1881 82.04% 67.70% 14.3% 0.14% 8.793 0.295459 
46.5 0.809553 6.023073 37.05749 86.47% 68.73% 17.7% 0.48% 9.204 0.738816 
46.5 0.975246 7.255827 30.76148 97.09% 82.69% 14.4% 0.47% 9.637 0.791622 
46.5 0.277312 2.063198 108.1816 91.40% 54.61% 36.8% 0.34% 9.125 0.252247 
46.5 0.280929 2.090109 106.7887 94.60% 68.54% 26.1% 0.24% 8.666667 0.32301 
46.5 0.487923 3.63015 61.48507 91.4% 56.47% 34.9% 0.57% 9.493077 0.419353 
46.5 0.528601 3.932791 56.75359 94.6% 68.18% 26.4% 0.47% 9.345294 0.457962 
46.5 0.751073 5.587983 39.94286 91.40% 67.01% 24.4% 0.61% 9.348 0.670224 
46.5 0.780458 5.806608 38.43896 94.60% 63.73% 30.9% 0.80% 9.521176 0.659005 
46.5 1.062906 7.908021 28.22451 91.40% 43.10% 48.3% 1.71% 9.127 1.026976 
46.5 1.110715 8.263717 27.00964 94.60% 45.11% 49.5% 1.83% 9.242 1.022423 
46.5 1.427586 10.62124 21.0145 94.60% 68.79% 25.8% 1.23% 9.459 1.233318 
46.5 0.187922 1.398136 159.6411 93.89% 71.74% 22.2% 0.14% 9.161818 0.190585 
46.5 0.187922 1.398136 159.6411 93.89% 77.30% 16.6% 0.10% 9.161818 0.190585 
46.5 0.396933 2.953185 75.57942 93.89% 58.92% 35.0% 0.46% 9.433333 0.345784 
46.5 0.374853 2.788908 80.03132 93.89% 53.63% 40.3% 0.50% 9.194545 0.323271 
46.5 0.605686 4.506301 49.53064 93.89% 73.59% 20.3% 0.41% 9.483333 0.497185 
46.5 0.581259 4.324567 51.6121 93.89% 53.81% 40.1% 0.78% 9.4975 0.475978 
46.5 0.89684 6.67249 33.45078 93.89% 61.46% 32.4% 0.97% 9.578 0.729622 
46.5 0.882133 6.56307 34.00848 93.89% 77.25% 16.6% 0.49% 9.357778 0.700802 
57 0.762782 6.95657 39.32973 98.97% 77.16% 21.8% 0.55% 9.624 0.74292 
57 1.004497 9.161013 29.86569 98.97% 74.08% 24.9% 0.83% 9.926 0.891346 




57 1.343508 12.2528 22.3296 98.97% 68.80% 30.2% 1.35% 9.653 1.290922 
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